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given a sentiment polarity determined from a training set of
positive and negative reviews. The method described in this
paper is for large data sets, and requires no domain specific data
for feature extraction.
Grigori Sidorov and Francisco Viveros-Jiménez from
Mexico in their paper “One Sense per Discourse Heuristic for
Improving Precision of WSD Methods based on Lexical
Intersections with the Context” show how to increase precision
of word sense disambiguation for some word classes of these
simple methods to the level comparable with that of the most
sophisticated ones. They observe that these methods usually
disambiguate correctly those words that conform to the One
Sense per Discourse heuristic (OSD words). They use Semcor
and Wikipedia to find the OSD words and left non-OSD words
without disambiguation, thus improving precision at the
expense of recall. Their motivation for this situation (more
precision, less recall) is, as follows. First, if one needs highquality disambiguation and uses human evaluators, then one
can reduce the cost by asking them to disambiguate only words
that are really difficult for the algorithms; (2) in an automatic
system, one can apply this method for disambiguation of the
corresponding words, and use other more sophisticated method
for disambiguation of other words, i.e., use different methods
for disambiguation (meta-disambiguation). The authors
experimented with the complete and simplified Lesk
algorithms, the graph based algorithm, and the first sense
heuristic. The precision of all algorithms increased and some
algorithms reach the level of the inter annotator agreement.
Hugo Ordoñez et al. from Colombia in their paper
“TrazasBP: A Framework for Business Process Models
Discovery Based on Execution Cases” present TrazasBP, a
framework for Business Process (BP) indexing and searching
based on execution cases. It indexes BPs based on execution
cases (traces) retrieved from log files. TrazasBP not only takes
into account the textual information of BP elements, but also
the causal dependence between these elements. Furthermore,
due to its low computational cost, TrazasBP can be used as
indexing mechanism in order to reduce the search space.
Experimental evaluation shows promising values of graded
precision, recall and F-measure when compared with results
obtained from human search.
V. Sree Harissh et al. from India in their paper
“Unsupervised Domain Ontology Learning from Text” present
an iterative focused web crawler for building corpus and an
unsupervised framework for construction of Domain Ontology.
The proposed framework consists of five phases: (1) Corpus
Collection using Iterative Focused crawling with novel
weighting measure; (2) Term Extraction using HITS algorithm;

of the journal, the Centro de Innovación y Desarrollo
Tecnológico en Cómputo of the Instituto Politécnico Nacional
has accepted my suggestion to change the complete title of the
journal to Polytechnic Open Library International Bulletin of
Information Technology and Science. The new title, with clear
meaning in English but with the familiar acronym POLIBITS,
will help positioning of our journal as an international open
access publication in computer science and computer
engineering, will open it to wider readership, and will help
attracting better authors.
This issue of POLIBITS includes ten papers by authors from
seven different countries: Chile, USA, India, Mexico,
Colombia, Cuba, and Russia. The papers included in this issue
are devoted to such topics as logical algorithms, data
visualization, sentiment analysis, word sense disambiguation,
business process modeling, ontology learning, software
engineering, computer vision, recommender systems,
information extraction, and question answering.
Adrián Jaramillo et al. from Chile in their paper
“Comparing the Black Hole and the Soccer League
Competition Algorithms Solving the Set Covering Problem”
compare implementations of the Black Hole and Soccer League
Competition algorithms in a statistical way, involving the use
of non-parametric tests and supported by R statistical
computing environment, considering regularity and
consistency of their results. Both implementations are tested on
the same benchmark sets.
Chaman Lal Sabharwal from USA in his paper
“Exploration, Exploitation Phenomena and Regression
Analysis: Propensity Metric, Anomaly Reduction,
Dimensionality Reduction” applies visualization for
comparison of the Ordinary linear Least Square approximation
model has for the best fit regression for linear trend data with
other existing methods. He has found that this technique is
reliable and preferable to explain to the expert as well as nonexpert. The empirical tests show the accuracy improvements
over conventional methods.
Nachiappan Chockalingam from India in the paper
“Simple and Effective Feature Based Sentiment Analysis on
Product Reviews using Domain Specific Sentiment Scores”
outlines a novel technique to extract features from a product’s
reviews along with the corresponding sentiment expressed,
using POS tagging and Dependency Parsing in conjunction.
The use of these of these allows both the context and the parts
of speech of a word to be employed in feature and
corresponding opinion word detection. The opinion word is
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(3) Taxonomic Relation Extraction using Hearst and MorphoSyntactic Patterns; (4) Non Taxonomic relation extraction
using association rule mining; and (5) Domain Ontology
Building. Evaluation results show that proposed crawler
outweighs traditional crawling techniques, domain terms
showed higher precision when compared to statistical
techniques and learnt ontology has rich knowledge
representation.
D. Larrosa et al. from Cuba in their paper “GeCaP: Unit
Testing Case Generation from Java Source Code” propose a
tool that allows developers to automatically generate test cases
for unit testing from Java source code. In this proposal, the
basis path testing technique is used for the design of the test
cases. The control flow graph is automatically generated from
the source code being tested, in order to subsequently generate
the independent paths. Finally, the combinations of test values
that satisfy every linearly independent paths are generated. In
the process of implementing this new tool, a case study was
designed for the purpose of validation; metaheuristic
algorithms were applied to generate test values and value
combinations for each path. These combinations were
compared against the ones obtained by other state-of-the-art
algorithms. Since in this case study a 100% coverage of the
independent paths is reached, the proposed tool exhibits
competitive results with respect to the ones reported by tools
proposed by other authors.
Antonio Alarcón-Paredes et al. from Mexico in their paper
“Naïve Screw Nut Classifier Based on Hu's Moment Invariants
and Minimum Distance” present an algorithm for classification
of screw nuts by means of digital image processing. This work
is part of a project where a production line was built, and is
focused on the quality assessment section. The algorithm
presented classifies among good and poor quality screw nuts
passing by a conveyor belt, by computing Hu’s moment
invariants of its picture. Those moment invariants are the input
of a minimum distance classifier, obtaining very competitive
results compared with some other classification algorithms of
the WEKA platform.
Liliya Volkova et al. from Russia in their paper
“Recommender System for Tourist Itineraries Based on
Aspects Extraction from Reviews Corpora” describe a
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recommender system that takes a set of venue categories of
user’s interest into ac- count to form a tourist itinerary
throughout a city. The system is focused on user preferences in
venue aspects. Techniques of such aspects extraction are
developed in this paper, in particular from reviews corpora.
User preferences are used to weigh aspects associated with
particular sights and restaurants. These filtered venues along
with time restrictions are subject to submit into the
recommender system. A lightweight ontology is discussed
which describes the domains of restaurants and sightseeing
knowledge and allows venues comparative analysis to enhance
the search for relevant venues. The system designed performs
automated planning of tourist itineraries, flexible sights
searching, and analysis of venues aspects extracted from
reviews in Russian.
F. A. K. Hemant from India in the paper “Building an
Information Extraction and Question Answering Model for
Text Based on the Human Brain Process” showcase an
information-extraction and question-answering model for text,
which is based loosely on the human brain process. The
ideology used is based on how humans perceive and interact
with text, and the process of storing the text for future
reference. Each word of each sentence is cross-referenced and
linked with all available information and the answer is given
based on matching information found. The model is basic, but
the future applications and scope of improvement are also
shown.
This issue of the journal will be useful to researchers,
students, and practitioners working in the corresponding areas,
as well as to public in general interested in advances in
computer science, artificial intelligence, and computer
engineering.

Alexander Gelbukh
Instituto Politécnico Nacional,
Mexico City, Mexico
Editor-in-Chief
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considering the regularity and consistency of their results when
they are tested in the same set of benchmarks.

Abstract—The development of techniques to solve the Set
Covering Problem (SCP) have given rise a wide range of
metaheuristic alternatives, some of them designed from the
beginning to operate in binary search spaces, and other
considering continuos spaces that requires adaptation intended
to work with binary spaces. Black Hole and Soccer League
Competition they were designed to work with continuous spaces
and they have been adapted to operate in binary spaces: Binary
Black Hole and Binary Soccer League Competition, respectively,
aimed to solve problems in a binary domain, particularly the SCP.
The present paper compare both implementation in a statistical
way, involving the use of non-parametric tests and supported by
R statistical computing enviroment, considering regularity and
consistency of their results when both algorithm implementations
are tested on the same benchmark sets.

As is the usual in the domain of complex optimization
problems helped by the metaheuristics field, each solution
strategy arises from behaviors observed from the nature and
then mapped to algorithms. The first one, named Soccer
League Competition Algorithm (SLC), is based on soccer
competitions where the best teams conformed by exceptional
players improve their chances to win each match and each
player attempts to become a soccer star or a super soccer
star player [1]. The second one, named Black Hole Algorithm
(BH) [2], [3] is based on previous work of the particle swarm
optimization algorithm with newly convergence elements [4],
[5]. It defines an universe of a constant number of stars moving
around static locations called black holes and when a star is
swallowed by a black hole then a new random star is born.

Index Terms—Optimization, set covering problem, constraint
satisfaction, binary black hole algorithm, soccer league competition algorithm, algorithm adaptation, algorithm comparison

Both algorithms work with a set of individuals moving
around a search space but with different strategies, all of them
aimed to reach best regions that improve they fitness and
escape from the local optima. Both SCP and BH were designed
to work in continuous search spaces and its adaptation to
a binary domain have been performed by different ways:
the Binary Black Hole (BBH) algorithm lies on transfer and
binarization functions [6], Binary Soccer League Competition
(BSLC) lies on the Hamming distance reduction approach
instead.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE need to find solutions to optimization problems
either using complete or approximative techniques, has
allowed the development of several alternatives with different
approaches and models. Metaheuristic alternatives are suitable
for high dimensionality problems where the main target is to
find good solutions, but not the ideal optimal, in an acceptable
time spend. The question that arises is how to establish if one
algorithm implementation has better behavior than other one,
or how to quantify the improvements achieved when some
modifications or tuning have been introduced to a specific
implementation.
This paper address the comparison of two population-based
metaheuristic algorithms adapted to work on binary search
spaces to solve the Set Covering Problem (SCP). The
comparison is performed from an statistical point of view

As mentioned above, the comparison is performed
considering a statistical approach based on regularity
and consistency of the results. A methodological
mean-analysis applying non-parametric statistical tests
is performed according preconditions required by each
of them. Shapiro-Wilk, Kolmogorov-Smirnoff-Lilliefors,
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, Levene, ANOVA an unpaired t-test
are used to define a best choice in each of the 55 different
scenarios.
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The section II formulates the SCP with its main elements.
The BH and how it works in searching for optimal is discussed
in section III. The section IV describes the original SLC
designed for continuous search spaces, while in section IV-C
a binary adaptation of SLC is introduced. The comparison for
both algorithm implementations are addressed in section VII
and in section IX the conclusions are drawn.
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Comparing the Black Hole and
the Soccer League Competition Algorithms
Solving the Set Covering Problem

Algorithm 1 Initial random star builder
1: for i ← 1, nStar do
2:
Xi ← StarBuilder(n)

II. T HE S ET C OVERING P ROBLEM
The Set Covering Problem is one of 21 NP-Hard problems
[7] presents in a wide variety of optimization scenarios.
Since its introduction in 1972 by Karp [8] it has been
used in optimization problems of elements locations providing
spatial coverage such as telecommunications antennas [9],
community services [10], urban transportation crews planning
[11], metallurgical industry [12], safety and robustness of data
networks [13], construction structural calculations [14], focus
of public policies [15] among others.
n
X
min C =
cj xj
(1)

B. Fitness evaluation
Let fBH (Xi ) be a fitness evaluation function, fBH : Rn →
R. The black hole XBH will be those Xi with the lowest
fitness value regarding the rest of stars in the universe.
C. The rotation operator
The operator of rotation sets a new position for each star
Xi other than XBH which remains in a fixed position. The
new position of Xi at iteration t + 1, considering its initial
position at t iteration is defined by Eq. (4) below:

j=1
n
X

aij xj ≥ 1

∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}

(2)

j=1

xj ∈ {0, 1}

∀j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}

(3)

Xdi (t + 1) = Xdi (t) + rand()(XdBH − Xdi (t)),

In general words, let S be the union of n sets. An element
is covered by a set if the element is in the set. A cover of
S is a group of the n sets such that every element of S is
covered by at least one set in the group. The SCP challenge is
to find a cover of S with minimum size. That is, minimizing
expression Eq. (1) and complying with Eq. (2) and Eq. (3).

(4)

where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., nStars}, Xd stands for any d-dimension
of the solution, XBH is black hole position, rand() is a
random number with uniform distribution in [0,1].
D. Collapsing into the black hole
A star closer to the black hole at a distance called event
horizon is inevitably captured and permanently absorbed by
it, being replaced by a new star generated randomly. In other
terms, the collapse of a star occurs when it exceeds the radius
of Schawarzchild (R).
Farahmandian and Hatamlouy intend in [16] to determinate
the distance of a star Xi to the radius R as:

III. T HE B LACK H OLE A LGORITHM
Farahmandian and Hatamlou presents in [2] a strategy
intended to find solutions for optimization problems,
conceiving the idea of an universe conformed by stars orbiting
a unique and fixed center, a black hole refered as XBH , in a
population-based algorithm approach similar to those used in
genetic techniques [16] or particles swarm [17].
The XBH is a fixed star in the search space, having the best
fitness value regarding other stars or, equivalently, the lowest
value for a defined function called objective function intended
to minimize.
The star’s motion is performed by an operator of rotation
that moves each of them iteratively around XBH , causing
along the process the collapse of some stars into the black
hole by gravitational effect, the creation of new stars randomly
as an exploration strategy, or bringing the creation of a new
black hole as an exploitation strategy. The universe’s motion
process ends when a detention criteria is reached, being the
current XBH the best known solution found for the problem.

fBH (XBH )
R = PnStars
f (Xi )
i=1

(5)

where fBH (XBH ) and fB H(Xi ) are the black hole and the
Xi star fitness value, respectively.
A star Xi will collapse when its distance at the black hole
is less than R as indicated in Eq. (5). Aimed to manage
the tolerance threshold calculating the event horizon, we
incorporate an additional parameter s ∈ [0, 1] to the algorithm,
to modify the minimum allowable proximity to the black hole,
measured in function of its fitness. Thus, a star Xi will colapse
into the black hole if:
|fBH (XBH ) − fBH (Xi )| < sR

A. The Big Bang stage
This stage consists in the creation of an initial universe
conformed by a set of nStar stars built randomly. Stars
may be replaced during the iteration process but its amount
remains fixed throughout the process. The algorithm 1 shows
the mechanism for building a new universe, also applied
in intermediate steps of star replacement. Let Xi be a
star, then: where StarBuilder(n) function creates a new
feasible random binary star, i.e. a feasible solution vector with
dimension n.
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(6)

IV. T HE S OCCER L EAGUE C OMPETITION A LGORITHM
SLC is introduced by Moosavian in [1] and defines a set
of nteams set of players or feasible solutions called teams.
Each team T is conformed by nf p fixed players FP and nsp
substitute players SP.
A player X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xd ) will belong to the fixed or
substitute class depending of its performance level rank. The
performance level or power player is defined by a function
P P : Rn → R. If two solutions Xi and Xj verifies that

6
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Algorithm 3 Imitation operator
1: Xa ← GetCandidatea ()
2: Xb ← GetCandidateb ()
3: if P P (Xa ) > P P (FP(t)) then
4:
FP(t + 1) ← Xa
5: else if P P (Xb ) > P P (FP(t)) then
6:
FP(t + 1) ← Xb

P P (Xi ) > P P (Xj ), then we will say that Xi has a better
performance than Xj .
For each team T , the player having the higest player power
value is called super player, XSP . Likewise, considering all
teams we can find the super star player, XSSP , as the player
with the best power player.
Given the player power function P P , we can generalize and
define the team power T P as follow:
X P P (Xk )
(7)
TP =
nf p + nsp

player SP towards the centroid or gravitational center G
defined by Eq. (11), aimed to improve its player power.
X
FPdi

Xk ∈T

A. Stochastic criteria

Gd =

Two teams faced in a match will result in one single winner
always. If T PA and T PB are the team power for TA and TB ,
respectively, the probability of victory for TA facing TB is
given as follow:
T PA
P VA =
T PA + T PB

FPi ∈T

nf p

(11)

Then, two new candidates Xr and Xs are calculated as follow:

(8)

Xr = G + χ1 (G − SP)

(12)

Xs = G + χ2 (SP − G)

(13)

where χ1 ∼ U (0.9, 1), χ2 ∼ U (0.4, 0.6) are random
numbers with uniform distribution as is indicated in [1]. The
algorithm 4 shows how the provocation operator does work,
moving SP(t) to the new position SP(t + 1) when its player
power is improved. In other case, it is replaced by a new
random generated feasible solution.

In a similar way, we can calculate the probability of victory
for TB , P VB . It results that P VA + P VB = 1. Then, given a
random number r ∈ [0, 1] and P VA defined as Eq. (8) we can
define the winner team in a time t as shown in algorithm 2:
Algorithm 2 Definition of the winner team between TA and
TB
1: P VA ← GetP robabilityOf V ictory(TA , TB )
2: r ← rnd(0, 1)
3: if 0 ≤ r ≤ P VA then
4:
TA is the winner
5: else
6:
TB is the winner

Algorithm 4 Provocation criteria
1: Xr ← GetCandidater ()
2: Xs ← GetCandidates ()
3: if P P (Xr ) > P P (SP(t)) then
4:
SP(t + 1) ← Xr
5: else if P P (Xs ) > P P (SP(t)) then
6:
SP(t + 1) ← Xs
7: else
8:
SP(t + 1) ← N ewP layer()

B. Movement operators
For the winner team defined above, the imitation and
provocation operators are defined. In the other hand, the
mutation and substitution operators are defined for the looser
team. The imitation operator will attemp to move each fixed
player of the winner team towards XSSP or XSP aimed to
improve its player power, calculating two feasible candidate
solutions, Xa and Xb , using Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) as follow:

For the looser team, the fixed players will attempt to apply
small changes to avoid repeating the match failure by using
some mutation operator like Genetic Algorithm (GA). Also,
some substitute players will be replaced by promising young
talents by applying a crossover operator but not considered in
the binary adaptation of SLC.

Xa = µ1 FP(t)+τ1 (XSSP −FP(t))+τ2 (XSP −FP(t)) (9)

C. Binary versions of BH and SLC

Xb = µ2 FP(t) + τ1 (XSSP − FP(t)) + τ2 (XSP − FP(t))
(10)

Gómez introduces in [18] a strategy to allow BH to work in
binary search spaces, using transfer and binarization functions,
thus mapping non-binary values to the {0, 1}n domain.
Jaramillo presents in [19] a binary adaptation approach
using Hamming distance reduction instead vectorial algebra,
dicretization and binarization functions. For the imitation
operator it proposes two new candidates Xa and Xb as follow:

XdSP
if rand() ≤ pimitation
d
Xa =
(14)
d
FP (t)
other case

where µ1 ∼ U (θ, β), µ2 ∼ U (0, θ), θ ∈ [0, 1], β ∈ [1, 2] and
τ1 , τ2 ∼ (0, 2) are random numbers with uniform distribution
as is indicated in [1]. The algorithm 3 shows how imitation
operation does work, moving FP(t) to the new position
FP(t + 1) when its player power is improved.
The provocation operator will attempt to move each substitute

https://doi.org/10.17562/PB-57-1
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Xdb


=

XdSSP
FPd (t)

if rand() ≤ pimitation
other case

VII. S TATISTICAL COMPARISON APPROACH

(15)

In the metaheuristic field, performing a statistical analysis
using parametric tests is not suitable as result of the stochastic
nature of the evolutionary algorithms. This due to the fact
that required conditions as normality, homoscedasticity and
independence are not satisfied, as is demonstrated in [24] and
[25]. However, when normality is not guaranteed, Wilcoxon
and Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney might be an appropriate option
in order to compare populations, considering medians instead
means.
Lanza and Gómez use in [26] a methodological approach
to compare different algorithms implementation, considering
the regularity and consistency of their results, as is shown in
Fig. (1).
Using the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test is possible to check
if the population distributions of two evolutionary algorithm
outcomes are identical without assuming them to follow the
normal distribution. For this purpose, the non-normality and
independence conditions must be checked first in order to
choose a suitable contrast test.

where rand() ∼ U (0, 1) is a random generated value with
uniform distribution and pimitation is a probability of imitation
defined as an initial parameter of the model. The provocation
operator uses a new centroid point definition, BG built from
G in Eq. (11) but considering the probability to have 1 or 0
in the dimension d as follow:

1
if Gd ≥ 0.5
d
BG =
(16)
0
other case
A mutation operator for fixed players could be considered as
follow:

FPd (t)
if rand() ≤ pmutation
d
FP (t+1) =
(17)
¬FPd (t)
other case
where rand() ∼ U (0, 1) is a random generated value with
uniform distribution and pmutation is a probability of mutation
defined as initial parameter of the model.
V. S OLVING SCP USING BBH AND BSLC
BBH and BSLC require both a fitness function definition.
ForP
BBH the Eq. (1) of SCP can be used to define fBH (X) =
1/ xi ci when SCP faces a minimum optimization problem,
or its inverse in case of maximum. In the same way,
P BSLC can
define its player power function as P P (X) = 1/ xi ci when
SCP faces a minimum optimization problem, or its inverse in
case of maximum. Feasibility based on constraints Eq. (2) and
Eq. (3) are specific of each implementation and are not covered
in this paper.

A. Non-Normality condition
In order to check that a normal distribution is not present
in the outcomes, Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Lilliefor (KSL) and
Shapiro-Wilk (SW) tests are performed for each instance,
helped by R statistical computing environment.
KSL-test [27] is used to compare the accumulative
distribution observed with a reference probability distribution,
in this case a normal distribution; a pvalue > 0.05 implies
that there is no evidence to reject the null-hypothesis H0 ,
that accumulative distribution observed and the reference
distribution are the same. In the other hand, SW-test [28]
defines a null-hypothesis H0 as the population is normally
distributed; a pvalue > 0.05 implies that there is no evidence
to reject H0 .
As the result sets were obtained by evolutionary algorithms,
the main idea of this stage is to prove that there is evidence
to reject a normal distribution, i.e. the null-hypothesis H0 in
KSL, or SW or both, for each instance.

VI. P ERFORMING BBH AND BSLC EXPERIMENTS
The implementation of both algorithms were tested using
the same SCP benchmark problem sets. Problem sets 4 - 6
are taken from Balas and Ho [20]. Problem sets A - D are
from Basley [21]. Problem sets NRE and NRF are taken from
[22]. The data sets is provided by the OR-Library website [23]
and available for free download in Internet. Problem sets 4 and
5 contain 10 instances each. Problem sets 6, A - D, NRE and
NRF contain 5 instances each. Table I shows details for each
problem set. The density value corresponds to the percentage
of ones in the constraint matrix.
The goal of the comparison is focused in contrasting
regularity in the BBH and BSLC outcomes and proximity to
the best known solution for each instance tested.
BSLC did use 10 teams, conformed each one of them by
15 fixed and 10 substitute players. BBH did use an universe
conformed by 250 stars. Each instance test was run 31 times
for both BBH and BSLC in order to obtain a median value
for each experiment.
The summary of results is shown in the Table II. The
number of constraints, dimensions and the best known solution
value ZBKS are shown. The relative percentage difference rpd
BKS
. Each implementation shows
is defined as rpd = min−Z
ZBKS
min, max, mean and median values obtained per instance.

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 5–17

B. Independence of the samples
Two data samples are independent if they come from distinct
populations and the samples do not affect each other. Each run
executed corresponds to independiente process running in a
virtualized computing environment; the values in one sample
(run result) does not affect the values in the other sample, and
values in one sample reveal no information about those of the
other samples, thus we can establish the sample independence.
C. Statistical results
1) Non-normality.: The results obtained using the R’s
parametric tests ks.test and shapiro.test are summarized in
Table III. It shows the pvalue obtained per test, algorithm
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TABLE I
D ETAILS OF SCP PROBLEM SETS .
Problem set
4
5
6
A
B
C
D
NRE
NRF

Constraints
200
200
200
300
300
400
400
500
500

Dimensions
1000
2000
1000
3000
3000
4000
4000
5000
5000

Density
2%
2%
5%
2%
5%
2%
5%
10%
20%

Instances
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

TABLE II
R ESULTS PER BENCHMARK INSTANCE AND ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION .
Instance

Constr.

Dimension

ZBKS

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
A.1
A.2
A.3
A.4
A.5
B.1
B.2
B.3
B.4
B.5
C.1
C.2
C.3
C.4
C.5
D.1
D.2
D.3
D.4
D.5
NRE.1
NRE.2
NRE.3
NRE.4
NRE.5
NRF.1
NRF.2
NRF.3
NRF.4
NRF.5

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000

429
512
516
494
512
560
430
492
641
514
253
302
226
242
211
213
293
288
279
265
138
146
145
131
161
253
252
232
234
236
69
76
80
79
72
227
219
243
219
215
60
66
72
62
61
29
30
27
28
28
14
15
14
14
13
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min
447
517
527
499
518
612
460
496
649
575
255
316
227
251
217
216
304
302
311
287
139
149
149
131
167
258
253
234
238
240
70
78
81
80
73
232
220
246
219
222
65
72
74
66
62
30
30
27
29
28
14
15
15
14
14

median
735.5
741.5
860.8
900.8
863.5
983.8
728.7
843.1
1052.8
837.1
440.5
535.6
372
382.6
338.2
332.8
468.5
499.8
480.2
435.1
227
251.3
234.5
208
239.5
397.1
411.9
355.4
360.8
343.9
108.1
124.5
133.1
134.8
114.3
360
344.1
419.2
367.9
385.3
100
109.9
108.3
99.6
92.7
47.5
49.2
40.8
46.3
44.9
22.7
26.5
24
21.9
20.9

BBH
mean
685
696
769
843
758
861
668
773
1079
813
414
489
334
316
321
293
430
487
459
399
221
247
217
181
238
351
361
336
352
308
100
116
116
133
103
322
321
381
344
379
91
100
95
96
94
44
45
37
42
44
23
24
24
21
18

9

max
1268
1154
1780
1945
1452
1821
1187
1506
1818
1423
756
1109
804
702
613
658
1066
804
854
890
381
410
450
396
386
654
739
687
582
700
188
195
228
250
204
695
550
815
621
644
179
176
194
155
147
92
88
83
77
81
45
45
44
35
43

rpd %
4.2
0.98
2.13
1.01
1.17
9.29
6.98
0.81
1.25
11.87
0.79
4.64
0.44
3.72
2.84
1.41
3.75
4.86
11.47
8.3
0.72
2.05
2.76
0
3.73
1.98
0.4
0.86
1.71
1.69
1.45
2.63
1.25
1.27
1.39
2.2
0.46
1.23
0
3.26
8.33
9.09
2.78
6.45
1.64
3.45
0
0
3.57
0
0
0
7.14
0
7.69

min
429
512
517
504
518
562
435
492
646
548
254
305
232
264
213
218
299
309
286
290
144
154
154
136
161
258
254
237
257
238
70
77
83
80
74
229
223
248
219
220
73
67
73
69
63
30
32
29
29
28
16
15
14
14
14

median
723.3
862.9
898.7
835.2
851.2
902.5
707.8
772.7
1002.3
832.6
448.3
506.5
387.2
369.8
329.6
325.5
468.8
471.2
455.9
451.4
234.5
241
230.2
224.9
254.8
397.7
424.9
375.2
392.8
352
103.6
122
121
127.8
114.3
365.1
336.5
384.9
361.7
333.5
111.6
99.6
122.3
101
97.9
49.5
52.1
45.2
46.2
41.9
22.2
23.9
22.7
23.1
21.6

BSLC
mean
722
831
824
791
777
815
650
691
1029
758
425
483
360
357
312
308
478
424
413
421
212
233
194
223
237
383
413
337
360
349
100
112
113
118
107
362
337
383
334
291
109
90
117
93
86
50
48
44
43
42
21
24
22
23
20

max
1395
1375
1450
1290
1367
1496
1352
1406
1494
1419
738
902
684
614
519
456
911
911
840
653
430
453
379
382
483
722
689
709
703
569
159
201
212
283
225
578
534
626
576
569
164
172
214
178
162
80
88
68
76
68
36
36
37
43
37

rpd %
0
0
0.19
2.02
1.17
0.36
1.16
0
0.78
6.61
0.4
0.99
2.65
9.09
0.95
2.35
2.05
7.29
2.51
9.43
4.35
5.48
6.21
3.82
0
1.98
0.79
2.16
9.83
0.85
1.45
1.32
3.75
1.27
2.78
0.88
1.83
2.06
0
2.33
21.67
1.52
1.39
11.29
3.28
3.45
6.67
7.41
3.57
0
14.29
0
0
0
7.69
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Tests for normality
Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Lilliefors
At least one of them is not
normally distributed

The samples are normally
distributed

Dependent or independent samples
Dependent ones

Wilcoxon

Independent ones

Dependent or independent samples
Dependent ones

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney

Paired t-test

Independent ones

Test for homoscedasticity
(Levene)
Variances

are not equal

Unpaired t-test

Variances
are equal

ANOVA

Fig. 1. Statistical methodology chart for 2 samples

implementation and instance. Values less than 0.05 are marked
with * symbol. The H0 in the labeled column result indicates
that there is no evidence for normality assumption, i.e.
rejecting H0 . When BBH and BSLC normality test give
simultaneously evidence to accept H0 , then we can be facing
unexpected outcomes, needing a second revision.
Figure (1) addresses the test to apply in each instance and
the Table III shows the results. Note that the Wilcoxon-MannWhitney test is the predominant. This fact is expected due the
no-normality and independence conditions is met by almost
all the instance outcomes.

as previously mentioned in Section VII due to its stochastic
nature.
As suggested by Demšar in [29], the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
and similar normality test have a little power in detecting
abnormalities on small samples. With the purpose of having
a third evidence, D’Agostini-Pearson (DA) normality test is
applied. The values obtained are shown in Table V, keeping
the same evidence of KSL and SW tests. Figures (5-6) show a
boxplot for these instances. Regardless the results evidenced in
Table V, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test is performed on these
datasets to address location comparison under a non-normality
assumption.

2) Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test execution: A cross test
between the BBH and BSLC outcomes is performed using
R. In both cases, a redefinition of the alternative-hypothesis
H1 is set and the main idea is to reject the null-hypothesis H0
in order to accept H1 .
The first test defines a H1 as X BBH > X BSLC . If a
pvalue < 0.05 is obtained, then there is evidence to reject
H0 , accepting H1 , i.e. BSLC’s outcomes are statistically better
than BBH. In a similar way, the second test defines a H1 as
X BSLC > X BBH . If a pvalue < 0.05 is obtained then there
is evidence to reject H0 , accepting H1 , i.e. BBH’s outcomes
are statistically better than BSLC.
The summary of results for each instance is shown in
Table IV. Values less than 0.05 are marked with * symbol.
As we can see, there is not significant evidence to choose
one implementation or other for most instances. Figures (2-4)
shows boxplot for each instance.
In respect of instances 4.1, 4.2, 6.5, the unpaired test
was defined as the suitable test to perform according the
methodology in Fig. (1). In a similar way, the ANOVA test
has been selected in order to perform comparison in instances
4.9, 5.5, A.3, NRE.5, NRF.2 and NRF.4. However, a normal
distribution is an unexpected result in evolutionary algorithms,

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 5–17

VIII. A NALYSIS OF RESULTS
Based on the statistical results obtained by Wilcoxon-MannWhitney test, there is a slight tendency to define the BBH
algorithm as better than BSLC, regarding all instances covered
in the experiments performed in this work.
For instances 5.3, D.1, D.3, NRE.3, NRF.5 there is evidence
towards BBH and it can be confirmed by their respectives
boxplot in Fig. (2) and Fig. (4) where BBH have better location
of the median than BSLC. In the other hand, instances C.5 and
D.2 show evidence towards BSLC, and its respective boxplots
in Fig. (4) confirms the above, where BLSC shows better
location of the median than BBH.
The non-normality condition appears to be not required in
order to perform a Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test when data
sets have been generated by an evolutive algorithm. This is
evidenced comparing numerical results in Table VI against the
boxplot representation for this instances in Fig. (5 - 6), where
both conclusions that can emerge do fit. In particular, the
instance 4.2 shows a better location of the BBH’s median value
than BSLC and it can be evidenced numerically by the result
in Table VI . The other instances referred in the same group
with unexpected normality distribution evidence, as result of

10
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●
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●
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Instance 5.6

●
●

500

500
BBH

Instance 5.8
900

●

BSLC

●

300

400

BSLC

BSLC

300
BBH

Instance 5.4
700

●

700

●

●

BBH

BBH

500

1000
600
BBH

Instance 5.3

Instance 5.7

●

●
●

BSLC

●

●

●

●

BBH

Instance 5.1

500

BSLC

BSLC

700

1400

1400

●

600

400
BBH

Instance 5.2

BBH

Instance 4.10

1000

●

800

1200

●

800

1000
BBH

Instance 4.8

300

BSLC

Instance 4.6
●

600

500

600
BBH

Instance 4.7

800

●

1000

1000

1600

●

Instance 4.5
1400

Instance 4.4
1500 2000

Instance 4.3

BBH

BSLC

BBH

BSLC

Fig. 2. Boxplot for outcomes addressed by Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test.
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BBH
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200
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150
BSLC

100
BBH

BSLC

BBH
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●
●

BSLC

500

250
BBH

BBH

300

350
BSLC

BSLC

700

●

300

100
BBH

BBH

Instance C.3

550

Instance C.2

500

150

●

450

●

700

●

BSLC

●

100

80
BBH

Instance C.1

●

BBH

Instance B.4
●

120

120
80

BSLC

Instance B.5

BSLC

Instance B.3

160

160

●
●

BBH

500
BBH

Instance B.2

●

300

500

300

300
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Instance B.1

200

300

500
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Fig. 3. Boxplot for outcomes addressed by Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test.
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Instance C.5
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160
120

160
BSLC

80
BBH
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BSLC

BBH

Instance D.5
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70

●
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30

80

50

100

120

140

160

●
●
●

80

BSLC

BBH

BSLC

BBH
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BSLC

●

15

30

25

50

35

70
50

70
50
30

BSLC

BSLC

Instance NRF.1

70

●

BBH

BSLC

BBH

Instance NRF.3

BSLC

Instance NRF.5

45

BBH

BBH

Instance NRE.4
45

BBH

Instance NRE.2

30

120 160 200

120
BBH
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●
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●

35
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●
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Fig. 4. Boxplot for outcomes addressed by Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test.
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TABLE III
S UMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE NORMALITY PARAMETRIC TEST AND THE TEST TO APPLY FOR ALGORITHM OUTCOMES .

KSL

pvalue
0.078
0.052
0.589
0.711
0.327
0.411
0.364
0.251
0.051
0.965
0.623
0.860
0.891
0.079
0.690
0.271
0.495
0.944
0.309
0.398
0.543
0.919
0.645
0.220
0.052
0.294
0.085
0.938
0.937
0.695
0.536
0.630
0.118
0.387
0.409
0.515
0.377
0.722
0.709
0.602
0.372
0.267
0.313
0.713
0.420
0.687
0.642
0.108
0.237
0.763
0.154
0.070
0.698
0.919
0.188

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
A.1
A.2
A.3
A.4
A.5
B.1
B.2
B.3
B.4
B.5
C.1
C.2
C.3
C.4
C.5
D.1
D.2
D.3
D.4
D.5
NRE.1
NRE.2
NRE.3
NRE.4
NRE.5
NRF.1
NRF.2
NRF.3
NRF.4
NRF.5

BBH
SW
pvalue
0.933
0.065
*0.013
*0.029
*0.025
*0.006
0.059
*0.008
0.370
0.378
*0.039
*0.007
0.071
*0.000
0.060
*0.028
*0.017
0.351
*0.022
*0.003
0.069
0.214
*0.043
*0.032
0.168
*0.005
*0.001
0.095
0.068
0.072
*0.029
*0.018
*0.012
0.137
*0.036
*0.039
*0.026
*0.010
*0.020
0.134
*0.014
0.063
*0.014
0.183
*0.021
*0.015
*0.041
*0.001
*0.002
0.057
0.051
0.019
*0.046
0.058
*0.007

KSL

pvalue
0.857
0.713
0.453
0.711
0.481
0.327
0.483
0.421
0.634
0.513
0.272
0.441
0.495
0.655
0.860
0.639
0.633
0.632
0.539
0.350
0.456
0.864
0.104
0.916
0.674
0.847
0.357
0.508
0.505
0.593
0.783
0.475
0.683
0.585
0.715
0.908
0.718
0.615
0.608
0.110
0.483
0.216
0.918
0.430
0.307
0.665
0.665
0.994
0.510
0.926
0.366
0.062
0.812
0.900
0.093

result
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0

1200

●

Levene
pvalue
result
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0

●

BBH

BSLC

0.319

0.969

0.009

0.256

0.119
0.281
0.134

Unpaired t-test
Unpaired t-test
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
ANOVA
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
ANOVA
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Unpaired t-test
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
ANOVA
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
ANOVA
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
ANOVA
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
ANOVA
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney

Instance 6.5
●

350
250

●
●

150

400

600

800

1000

●
●
●

0.012
0.019

Test to apply

Instance 4.2
1400

Instance 4.1

BSLC
SW
pvalue
0.220
0.080
0.053
*0.046
0.259
*0.024
*0.024
*0.018
0.059
*0.036
*0.021
*0.049
*0.007
*0.008
0.084
0.093
0.074
*0.011
*0.025
*0.007
*0.013
*0.030
*0.000
0.127
0.056
0.070
0.072
0.061
*0.043
*0.050
0.093
0.053
*0.012
*0.049
0.086
0.077
0.089
0.120
*0.035
*0.009
*0.008
*0.001
0.292
*0.035
*0.005
0.080
*0.028
0.794
0.051
0.222
*0.005
0.098
0.082
0.055
*0.011

450

Instance

BBH

BSLC

BBH

BSLC

Fig. 5. Boxplot for outcomes with normal distribution evidence for unpaired-test.
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TABLE IV
W ILCOXON -M ANN -W HITNEY TEST RESULTS .
Instance
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.10
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
A.1
A.2
A.4
A.5
B.1
B.2
B.3
B.4
B.5
C.1
C.2
C.3
C.4
C.5
D.1
D.2
D.3
D.4
D.5
NRE.1
NRE.2
NRE.3
NRE.4
NRF.1
NRF.3
NRF.5

BKS
516
494
512
560
430
492
514
253
302
226
242
213
293
288
279
265
138
146
145
131
253
252
234
236
69
76
80
79
72
227
219
243
219
215
60
66
72
62
61
29
30
27
28
14
14
13

Median
BBH
769
843
758
861
668
773
813
414
489
334
316
293
430
487
459
399
221
247
217
181
351
361
352
308
100
116
116
133
103
322
321
381
344
379
91
100
95
96
94
44
45
37
42
23
24
18

BSLC
824
791
777
815
650
691
758
425
483
360
357
308
478
424
413
421
212
233
194
223
383
413
360
349
100
112
113
118
107
362
337
383
334
291
109
90
117
93
86
50
48
44
43
21
22
20

RPD
BBH
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.09
0.07
0.01
0.12
0.01
0.05
0
0.04
0.01
0.04
0.05
0.11
0.08
0.01
0.02
0.03
0
0.02
0
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0
0.01
0
0.03
0.08
0.09
0.03
0.06
0.02
0.03
0
0
0.04
0
0.07
0.08

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test

BSLC
0
0.02
0.01
0
0.01
0
0.07
0
0.01
0.03
0.09
0.02
0.02
0.07
0.03
0.09
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.02
0
0.02
0.22
0.02
0.01
0.11
0.03
0.03
0.07
0.07
0.04
0.14
0
0.08

H1 : X BBH > X BSLC
0.8
0.36
0.54
0.27
0.2
0.11
0.75
0.57
0.76
0.95
0.7
0.68
0.79
0.12
0.58
0.88
0.51
0.18
0.34
0.94
0.44
0.78
0.86
0.91
0.55
0.45
0.09
0.21
0.34
0.92
0.44
0.35
0.43
*0.04
0.97
*0.05
0.99
0.37
0.68
0.86
0.77
0.99
0.62
0.63
0.22
0.97

TABLE V
N ORMALITY TEST RESULTS FOR INSTANCES WITH NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION EVIDENCE ACCORDING KS AND SW TESTS .
Instance
4.1
4.2
4.9
5.5
6.5
A.3
NRE.5
NRF.2
NRF.4

KSL
pvalue
0.078
0.052
0.051
0.690
0.052
0.938
0.763
0.070
0.919

BBH
SW
pvalue
0.933
0.065
0.370
0.060
0.168
0.095
0.057
0.019
0.058

DA
pvalue
0.89
0.07
0.31
0.13
0.26
0.23
0.18
0.18
0.36

KSL
pvalue
0.857
0.713
0.634
0.860
0.674
0.508
0.926
0.062
0.900

BSLC
SW
pvalue
0.220
0.080
0.059
0.084
0.056
0.061
0.222
0.098
0.055

Algorithm
Selection
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
BBH
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
BSLC
BBH
BSLC
BBH
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
BBH
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
BBH

IX. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper an approach to compare two algorithms
implementation has been performed using non-parametric test.
The outcomes for each algorithm implementation have been
analyzed by a statistical approach which concludes that BBH’s
outcomes shows in general a better regularity and consistency
than BSLC when they are tested over 55 benchmark for the
SCP. It is possible to observe a correlation between the statical
and the empirical implementation selection, indicating that
85.5% of the instances there is no preferences towards BBH
or BSLC.
The Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests could
be not enough in order to confirm o reject evidence for
a normal distribution when a sample is obtained from
an evolutionary algorithm, as has been shown in the
experiments for certain instances in this paper. This can be
due irregularity in the sample or a result related with the
sample size, where small values can give distorted results, as

DA
pvalue
0.36
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.11
0.08
0.35
0.33
0.29

KSL and SW tests, show statistically no preference towards
BBH or BSLC. That is a preliminary conclusion that must
be confirmed or rejected by performing more comprehensive
experiments that are beyond the scope of this paper.
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H1 : X BSLC > X BBH
0.2
0.64
0.46
0.74
0.81
0.89
0.26
0.43
0.24
*0.05
0.31
0.33
0.22
0.88
0.42
0.12
0.5
0.83
0.66
0.06
0.57
0.23
0.15
0.09
0.45
0.56
0.91
0.79
0.67
0.08
0.56
0.66
0.58
0.96
*0.04
0.95
*0.01
0.64
0.33
0.14
0.23
*0.01
0.39
0.38
0.78
*0.03
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TABLE VI
W ILCOXON -M ANN -W HITNEY TEST RESULTS .
RPD
BBH
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.01
0
0
0

H1 : X BBH > X BSLC
0.68
0.96
0.31
0.51
0.76
0.73
0.17
0.28
0.75

●

BSLC

BBH

BSLC

BBH

BSLC

Instance NRF.4

35

●

15

30
BBH

●
●

●
●

25

50

●
●

BSLC

35

70

●

Instance A.3

Instance NRF.2
45

Instance NRE.5

indistinct
BBH
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct
indistinct

300

400
200

600
BBH

H1 : X BSLC > X BBH
0.33
*0.04
0.7
0.49
0.25
0.28
0.83
0.73
0.25

Instance 5.5
600

1000 1400 1800

Instance 4.9
●

Algorithm
Selection

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test

BSLC
0
0
0.01
0.01
0
0.02
0
0
0

700

429
512
641
211
161
232
28
15
14

BSLC
722
831
1029
312
237
337
42
24
23

500

BBH
685
696
1079
321
238
336
44
24
21

●

25

4.1
4.2
4.9
5.5
6.5
A.3
NRE.5
NRF.2
NRF.4

Median

BKS

15

Instance

BBH

BSLC

BBH

BSLC

Fig. 6. Boxplot for outcomes with normal distribution evidence for ANOVA test.

is suggested by Demšar in previous papers, requiring more
experiments to be addressed in order to set a conclusion
properly. How ever, regardless Kolmogorov-Smirnov and
Shapirho-Wilk, non-normality condition appears to be not
required in order to perform a Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test
when data sets have been generated by an evolutive algorithm.
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the value of a dependent variable[1]. This assumes that only
one of the variables has error. In empirical data, sometimes the
error permeates both the variables [2]. There may be other ways
also to establish relation between independent and dependent
variables, then we have to distinguish between different
universally accepted minimum-error algorithms [3]. For data
analysis, most of the time raw data is not directly applicable to
analysis algorithms directly. It is mandatary to cleanse data for
reliable and accurate regression analysis. Thus, it is expected
that the data is accurate otherwise the prediction analysis will
be unreliable. If the data is correlated and noisy, it is
indispensable to transform the data into uncorrelated and noise
free data to prevent overfitting. In such cases, anomaly
reduction is mandatory. Some smoothing operation is
performed to bring data in line with the approximation concept
before applying the learning algorithm. Cleansing is a natural
phenomenon, e.g. the physicians use sharp blades to perform
incisions, we wash edibles before eating to stay healthy. Data
smoothing may be performed via filtering with some kernel or
via data noise reduction. Furthermore, the numerical data may
be standardized by mean-centering and unit standard deviation
etc. Some related algorithms are not equivalent [4]. The
approximation error measurement depends on the metric
applied to analyze approximation. Cognitive modelling is one
of the representative research methods in cognitive sciences.
For cognitive model to be viable, it must be verifiable by using
well thought metric [5]. We leverage these techniques to devise
a cognitively acceptable minimum-error scheme based on
propensity metric in conjunction with Euclidean metric. Data
dimensionality reduction can be effectively done via SVD,
SVD uses dimension reduction operation in the latent space.
This step yields noise reduction when the data is transformed
back to original space. Such algorithms use relaxation
technique to obtain improved hybrid approximation algorithm.
For multivariable data, (x,y), x, y are vectors, most of the
time y is scaler valued. The simplest case occurs in 2D when
both x, y are scalar valued, it is easy to comprehend. In the
simplest case, linear least square regression is a straight line.

Abstract--The classical Ordinary linear Least Square
approximation (OLS) model has been used as the best fit
regression for linear trend data. In data analysis, the accuracy of
analysis depends on the model as well as the metric used to
measure the error. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is also
applied for Normal linear Least Square (NLS) approximation
along the perpendicular to the approximating line. The OLS line
is not sensitive to temporal variation in time variables whereas
SVD is sensitive, it renders OLS less suitable for time sensitive
data. Both OLS and SVD use quantitative metric for regression
analysis, and SVD has inherent constraints. Propensity score
analysis is an innovative class new technique for qualitative error
analysis. Propensity score method is easier to communicate to
non-expert audience. Moreover, propensity score estimates are
often more robust than the percent error estimates of predicted
values over the true values. Herein we present a hybrid algorithm
that achieves a balance between quantitative and qualitative
approximation accuracy of both OLS and NLS (SVD). This
metric has also proved useful for evaluating the effects of
treatments in real patient data. This technique is also suitable for
anomaly removal. Visualization is a preferred way to ascertain
the quality of a new algorithm and is used to demonstrate the
hybrid algorithm. We have applied this criteria for comparison
with other existing methods. We have found that this technique is
reliable and preferable to explain to the expert as well as nonexpert. The empirical tests show the accuracy improvements over
conventional methods.
Index Terms--least square regression, singular value
decomposition, propensity, anomaly, accuracy, precision,
learning management systems

I.

INTRODUCTION

T

he regression analysis is used to determine the correlation
between variables and predicting value of dependent
variables. The linear regression is a reliable model to predict
Manuscript received on January 10, 2018, accepted for publication on
May 7, 2018, published on June 30, 2018.
Chaman Lal Sabharwal is with the Missouri University of Science and
Technology Rolla, MO-65409, USA (e-mail: chaman@mst.edu).
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This linear representation model approximates the nonparametric data points (xi,yi) with points (xp,yp) on a parametric
line. Since a line is uniquely defined by two points, it has two
parameters, intercept, a, and slope or elevation, b. The line is a
parametric representation of data. One of the models, measures
error along the y-axis. In other words, xi = xip, yip = a + b xip
such that the sum of squares of errors is minimum, error E1 =
∑k=1,n (xk - xkp)2 + (yk - ykp)2 = ∑k=1,n (yk - a - b xk)2.
In statistical analysis, the accuracy of approximation depends
on several parameters. One such parameter is the metric used
to measure the approximation error. Each metric has its own
merits. For OLS, there are several issues. For least square
approximation, it is in fact approximation in y direction, not
min distance perpendicular to the approximation line [6], [7],
[8]. In order to correct this, we devise a true line at min-distance
from the input data, normal distance least square fit line, NLS
[9]. We call it normal linear least square approximation (NLS)
similar to ordinary linear least square approximation (OLS).
NLS may become complicated for multiple dimensions, we
also show that linear algebra SVD can be leveraged to achieve
NLS more easily [10]. Finally, we see that OLS is not sensitive
to data spread, NLS will also correct this deficiency of OLS.
We also define a new metric, propensity scoring metric (PSM)
for OLS, NLS and hybrid algorithms for pairwise comparison.
Propensity score has been used in other areas for estimating the
effect of a treatment, policy or other causal effects [11]. We
will show the effect of new metric as compared to OLS and
NLS metrics. We show that the hybrid algorithm achieves a
balance between quantitative and qualitative approximation
accuracy of both OLS and SVD. Also, it will be shown that it
can be used for noise and anomaly reduction. Thus, there are
several approaches to approximate data linearly: ordinary
linear least square regression (OLS), (new) normal linear least
square regression (NLS), singular value decomposition linear
least square regression (SVD), (new) hybrid linear least square
regression (HLA). To measure the accuracy of approximation,
there are several measures: quantitative and qualitative.
Knowing what technique and metric to use makes all the
difference in analysis and makes most out of data. That way
one spends less time on justifying the conclusions. The
challenge is the decision making on the metric used to
approximate. The intent of this paper is the design a
greedy(hybrid) algorithm that yields better approximation than
the OLS and NLS/SVD approximation algorithms, also a way
to detect and remove anomalies in the training data.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II gives
background and justification for the work. It describes OLS,
NLS in Rn and computation by mean-centering data, Section III
derives new NLS formulation, Section IV describes SVD and
it connection to NLS, Section V gives new hybrid greedy
algorithm and its implementation, error analysis of OLS,
NLS/SVD, and Hybrid algorithms is provided with respect to
both metrics, it introduces propensity score metric (PSM) and
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anomaly reduction, Section VI is conclusion, Section VII is an
appendix giving all the necessary details about linear algebra.
II. BACKGROUND
Here data is represented as a matrix of real values. It is easier
to work with data if it is standardized. Simple example of
standardization is mean-centering data with unit standard
deviation. Ordinarily the reference point of data is the origin,
mean-centering implies that the centroid of data is translated to
the origin. We will soon see how mean-centering simplifies the
computations.
Let the data be represented by an m×n real matrix A, i.e., m
rows of n-vectors or n columns of m-vectors. If x is column of
A, the mean of x is denoted by 𝐱̅, where 𝐱̅ =

∑𝑖=1,𝑚 𝑥𝑖
𝑚

.

To

centralized x, it is translated to x - 𝐱̅ . Similarly, if y is row of
A, it is centralized as y - 𝐲̅, where the mean of y is 𝐲̅ =

∑𝑖=1,𝑛 𝑦𝑖
𝑛

.

Further, if x and y are both rows (or both columns), the mean
̅̅̅ =
of dot product of x and y is denoted by 𝐱𝐲
𝐱•𝐱
for x = y, it is denoted by ̅̅̅
𝐱2 =
=
𝑛

𝐱•𝐲

∑𝑖=1,𝑛 𝑥𝑖 2
𝑛

𝑛

=

∑𝑖=1,𝑛 𝑥𝑖 𝑦𝑖
𝑛

,

. Most of the

linear transformations are performed by means of matrix
multiplication, for example, centralization is a linear
transformation for mean-centering a matrix [12]. There is an
immaculate transformation Tm to mean-center the columns of
A as follows. Let Im be m𝑥m identity matrix, em be a column
m-vector of ones, and Tm = Im - ememT/m. This Tm is called the
column centralizer. For example, if x is a column vector then
Tmx = Im x - ememTx/m = x - emem•x/m = x - 𝐱̅em
or in short x - 𝐱̅ where 𝐱̅ is the mean of x. This Tm applied
on the left of A, it centralizes columns of the matrix. Similarly,
if Tn is multiplied on the right of A, the ATn mean-centers the
rows of A. For example, for row vector y:
yTn = y In - y enenT/n= y - y •en enT /n = y - 𝐲̅enT
Centralizing data simplifies computations by reducing the
number of parameters to be computed. After preforming
analysis on mean-centered data, data origin is translated back
to the centroid. This is a standard technique used for
computational simplification and for visualization in graphics
[13], [14].
A.1 Linear Least Square Approximation
There are two ways to compute linear least squares
approximation. It depends on the concept of approximation.
One way is to find line at shortest distance perpendicular to the
desired line. Another way is to minimize the distance along a
vertical coordinate axis, e.g, y -axis. Both methods accomplish
specific tasks and the corresponding approximation errors are
different. A hybrid approach is doubly robust estimator at
increased cost and reduced error, propensity metric shows a
remarkable improvement. The hybrid technique generalizes the
line to polygonal line that effectively improves the pointwise
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accuracy without the risk of overfitting data. This method is
qualitative for measuring the accuracy of points are closer to
the approximation rather than the quantitative distance error.
We focus on more qualitative accuracy in data approximation
rather than absolute error, that may be attributed to
anomalies/outliers.

Or
∑𝑗=1,𝑚 ̅̅̅b
𝑥𝑘 𝑗 𝑥̅𝑗 = ̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘 𝑦̅ − 𝑎𝑥
̅̅̅𝑘 (2)
Subtracting (2) from (1)
We get ∑𝑗=1,𝑚 b𝑗 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑗 x𝑘 − b𝑗 𝑥̅𝑗 ̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘 = ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘 𝑦 − ̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘 𝑦̅
∑𝑗=1,𝑚(𝑥
̅̅̅̅̅̅
or
𝑥𝑘 𝑥̅𝑗 )b𝑗 = ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘 𝑦 − ̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘 𝑦̅
𝑘 𝒙j − ̅̅̅
in m unknowns b𝑗 .
These equations can be rewritten in terms of symmetric
coefficient matrix is
[ ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑖 𝒙j − 𝑥̅𝑖 𝑥̅𝑗 ] b = [ ̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑖 𝑦 − 𝑥̅𝑖 𝑦̅ ]
This gives b. However since 𝑦̅ = 𝑎 + 𝒃𝑇 𝐱̅, once b is known,
the offset/bias term a can be efficiently computed from
a = 𝑦̅ − 𝒃𝑇 𝐱̅
In the special case, m=1, then k=1, x has only one component
say x1 = x
We can solve for a and b to yield [15]

A.2 Conventional Ordinary Linear Least Square
Approximation (OLS)
For n× (m+1) input data, the rows are of the matrix are
composite x (x is m-vector) and y coordinates of data points,
that is, m-vector x elements are attributes, and scalar y is an
associated value. For notation, xi refers to the ith row, xij, refers
to the element in the i-th row, j-th column. There is short-cut
notation x*k represents a column of the k-th element of all rows,
and ̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘 is the mean of the column of kth elements x*k of all row
vectors. For clarity, note that xk refers to the kth row/ attribute
vector of vectors, whereas ̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘 represents mean of the k-th
attribute. We want to find a linear least square approximation
hyperplane. First, for hyperplane
y = a + bT x = a +∑k=1,m bk xk, we need to calculate
parameters a and b that minimize the function
f(a, b)=∑𝑖=1,𝑛(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑎 − 𝒃𝑇 𝐱 𝐢 )2 .
That leads to two equations
𝜕𝑓(𝑎,𝐛)
𝜕𝑎

= ∑𝑖=1,𝑛(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑎 − 𝒃𝑇 𝐱 𝑖 ) = 0

̅̅̅̅− 𝑥̅ 𝑦̅
𝑥𝑦

b = ̅̅̅̅2

𝑥 − 𝑥̅ 2

𝜕𝑏𝑘

(1)

= ∑𝑖=1,𝑛(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑎 − 𝒃𝑇 𝐱 𝑖 )𝑥𝑖𝑘 = 0 (2)

Let ̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘 =

∑𝑖=1,𝑛 𝑥𝑖𝑘
𝑛

, 𝑦̅ =

∑𝑖=1,𝑛 𝑦𝑖
𝑛

, ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘 𝑦 =

∑𝑖=1,𝑛 𝑥𝑖𝑘 𝑦𝑖
𝑛

𝜕𝑓(𝑎,𝑏)

,

𝜕𝑎

= ∑𝑖=1,𝑛(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑎 − 𝑏𝑥𝑖 ) = 0

𝑦̅ − 𝑎 − 𝑏 𝑥̅ = 0

2

∑
𝑥
̅̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘 2 = 𝑖=1,𝑛 𝑖𝑘 ,

(1)

and

𝑛

𝜕𝑓(𝑎,𝑏)

the first equation (1) becomes
𝑦̅ = 𝑎 + 𝒃𝑇 𝐱̅ which implies that the regression plane
passes through the centroid (𝐱̅, 𝑦̅).
The second equation (2) implies that for k=1,m these m
equations are
∑𝑖=1,𝑛(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑎 − ∑𝑗=1,𝑚 b𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 )𝑥𝑖𝑘 =0
∑𝑖=1,𝑛(𝑥𝑖𝑘 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑎𝐱 𝑖𝑘 − ∑𝑗=1,𝑚 b𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑘 ) =0
which means
𝑥𝑘 𝑦 = 𝑎𝑥
̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅𝑘 + ∑𝑗=1,𝑚 b𝑗 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑗 𝑥𝑘
𝑥𝑘 𝑦 = 𝑎𝑥
̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅𝑘 + 𝒃𝑇 ̅̅̅̅̅.
𝐱 𝑥𝑘
𝑦̅ = 𝑎 + 𝒃𝑇 𝐱̅ and
𝑥𝑘 𝑦 = 𝑎𝑥
̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅𝑘 + ∑𝑗=1,𝑚 𝐛𝑗 ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑗 𝐱𝑘 for k=1,m
That is
∑𝑗=1,𝑚 b𝑗 ̅̅̅̅̅
xj xk = ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘 𝑦 − 𝑎𝑥
̅̅̅𝑘
Also
𝑦̅ = 𝑎 + 𝒃𝑇 𝐱̅ can be expanded as
𝑦̅ = 𝑎 + ∑𝑗=1,𝑚 b𝑗 𝑥̅𝑗
Multiply by ̅̅̅
𝑥𝑘
𝑥𝑘 𝑦̅ = 𝑎𝑥
̅̅̅
̅̅̅𝑘 + ∑𝑗=1,𝑚 ̅̅̅b
𝑥𝑘 𝑗 𝑥̅𝑗

̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
𝑥 2 𝑦̅ − 𝑥̅ 𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅̅
𝑥 2 − 𝑥̅ 2

It may be noted that for mean-centered data, 𝑥̅ = 0, 𝑦̅ = 0, it
results in a=0.
Briefly, for input data n×2 matrix, columns are x, y coordinates
of data points, we find a linear least square approximation line.
Before exploiting any approximation, it is assumed that data is
accurate, else prediction will also be inaccurate. For linear
approximation line y = a + bx, we need to calculate two
parameters, also called regression coefficients, a and b for
minimizing of
f(a, b)=∑𝑖=1,𝑛(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑎 − 𝑏𝑥𝑖 )2 .
Using calculus criteria based on derivatives, it leads to two
equations

and
𝜕𝑓(𝑎,𝐛)

and a =

𝜕𝑏

= ∑𝑖=1,𝑛(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑎 − 𝑏𝑥𝑖 )𝑥𝑖 = 0
̅̅̅2 = 0
̅̅̅ − 𝑎𝑥̅ − 𝑏 𝑥
𝑥𝑦

(2)
The first equation (1) becomes 𝑦̅ = 𝑎 + 𝑏 𝑥̅ , which implies
that the regression line, y = a + bx, passes through the centroid
(𝑥̅ , 𝑦̅). The two equations are
𝑦̅ = 𝑎 + 𝑏 𝑥̅ and 𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅ = 𝑎𝑥̅ + 𝑏 ̅̅̅
𝑥2
can be solved for a and b to yield
̅̅̅̅− 𝑥̅ 𝑦̅
𝑥𝑦

b = ̅̅̅̅2

𝑥 − 𝑥̅ 2

and a =

̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅ ̅𝑥
𝑥 2 ̅𝑦 − 𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅̅
𝑥 2 − 𝑥̅ 2

However since 𝑦̅ = 𝑎 + 𝑏 𝑥̅ , once b is known, the offset/bias
term a can be efficiently computed from a = 𝑦̅ − 𝑏 𝑥̅ .

Now

https://doi.org/10.17562/PB-57-2

A.3 Mean-Centered data formulation
Continuing in R2, mean-centering allows us to consider
regression line through the origin because centroid is translated
to the origin. The bias term a becomes zero automatically and
the data becomes unbiased.
To take advantage of
standardization, The OLS can be simplified for mean-centered
data, we need to compute only one regression coefficient b for
minimizing f(b)=1/n∑i=1,n(yi-bxi)2

(1)
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or
f(b) = 1/n ∑i=1,n(yi-bxi)2
= 1/n ∑i=1,n (yi2 -2byixi+ b2 xi2)
= ̅̅̅
𝑦 2 − 2𝑏𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅ + 𝑏 2 ̅̅̅
𝑥2
That is
f(b) = ̅̅̅
𝑦 2 − 2𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅ 𝑏 + ̅̅̅
𝑥 2 𝑏2
For calculus based critical values, see [16]. Calculus based
critical value criteria requires that f’(b) = 0. This leads to
−2𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅ + ̅̅̅
𝑥 2 2𝑏 = 0 or
b=

original frame of reference. The computations using meancentered data are simpler. In, Figure 2, Cyan dots are the raw
training data, solid red line is the approximation line, and red
dotted lines are errors between the training data and
corresponding predicted approximations. In Figure 3, there the
black dotted lines are normal(perpendicular, orthogonal) to the
regression line where as red dotted lines are vertical, along the
y-axis direction. Clearly the normal lines are shorter than
vertical line.
We will explore and exploit further whether there are some
other lines whose normal distance error is even smaller than
this line error. That leads us to next section.

̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅̅
𝑥2

So, for mean-centered data, OLS line is
y = bx, with b =

̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅̅
𝑥2

which is a simpler expression than the raw data computations.
Since f’’(b) = 2 ̅̅̅
𝑥 2 is positive, the critical value is minimum.
However, if we want to go to the original frame, original
reference point, we may translate the origin back to the
centroid, then line translate into original coordinates
y - 𝑦̅ = b(x-𝑥̅ ) or y = 𝑦̅ - b𝑥̅ + b x
that is
y = a+ b x where a = 𝑦̅ - b 𝑥̅
In this case, only b is to be computed, a is an automatic
byproduct.
This gives a line through (0,a) and along the direction

Figure 2. Data points, regression line, approximation errors

(1,𝑏)
√ (1+𝑏2 )

Non-Calculus (algebraic) approach proceeds as follows.
f(b) = ̅̅̅
𝑦 2 − 2𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅ 𝑏 + ̅̅̅
𝑥 2 𝑏2
Since it is a quadratic (convex) function and ̅̅̅
𝑥 2 ≥ 0, Figure
1, there is only one minima. This expression simplifies to
f(b) = ̅̅̅
𝑦 2 − 2𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅ 𝑏 + ̅̅̅
𝑥 2 𝑏2
= ̅̅̅
𝑥2( 𝑏 −

̅̅̅̅ 2
𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅̅
2)
𝑥

+

̅̅̅̅
𝑥 2 ̅̅̅̅
𝑦 2 − ̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑦 2
̅̅̅̅
𝑥2

Since ̅̅̅
𝑥 2 ̅̅̅
𝑦 2 − ̅̅̅
𝑥𝑦 2 ≥ 0, f(b) is min when b =

̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑦
.
̅̅̅̅
𝑥2

Figure 3. The red vertical dotted lines are error from OLS line along yaxis, the black orthogonal dotted lines are error from OLS line along the
normal. Normal distance error is smaller than vertical distance error.

This is

what we got above using calculus.
III. NORMAL LINEAR LEAST SQUARE
APPROXIMATION (NLS)
NLS has not been used in social sciences because of its
complexity [17]. The ordinary linear approximation (OLS) line
is not as close to the data points as expected because
distances/errors are measured along the y-axis. If distances are
measured along the normal (perpendicular) to the
approximation line, then line is more representative of data.
The normal (perpendicular, orthogonal) distance problem is
formulated below. SVD is a method that accomplishes the same
goals, without resorting to calculus of extrema computations.
For the reasons stated above, we assume that the data (xi, yi),
i=1, 2, …, n is mean-centered, otherwise we can use centralizer
transformation to mean-center the data. The problem becomes
that of finding the value of only one parameter b that minimizes
f(b) where

Figure 1. The convex function f(b) has only one global minima giving the
slope b for OLS line.

In essence, this is a common sense three step approach to find
the OLS line. The three steps are, (1) mean-center the data,
translate the centroid (𝑥̅ , 𝑦̅) to the origin (0,0), (2) calculate the
direction of least square error approximating line through the
origin, (3) translate data origin back to centroid (𝑥̅ , 𝑦̅ ) for
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f(b) = 1/n ∑𝑖=1,𝑛(

𝑦𝑖 −𝑏𝑥𝑖 2
)
√1+𝑏2

̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
2 −𝑦
2 ) +√(𝑥
2 −𝑦
2 )2 +4 𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅̅ 2
− (𝑥

or
Once b =

2

f(b) = 1/n ∑𝑖=1,𝑛

(𝑦𝑖 2 +𝑏2 𝑥𝑖 −2𝑏𝑥𝑖 𝑦𝑖 )

=

(1)

1+𝑏2

Thus, for local minima of f(b) =
f(b) =
=
=

is computed, we have a

line through the origin (0,0) along the direction

1+𝑏2

̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
𝑦 2 +𝑏2 ̅̅̅̅
𝑥 2 −2𝑏𝑥𝑦

̅̅̅̅
2 𝑥𝑦

(1,𝑏)
√ (1+𝑏2 )

The normal least square line (NLS) is shown in Figure 5. This
is not the same as OLS regression line seen in Figures 2 and 3.

̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
𝑦 2 +𝑏2 ̅̅̅̅
𝑥 2 −2𝑏𝑥𝑦

1+𝑏2
̅̅̅̅2
̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑦
𝑥𝑦2 ̅̅̅̅
2
̅̅̅̅
2
̅̅̅̅+ ̅̅̅̅
𝑏 𝑥 −2𝑏𝑥𝑦
− ̅̅̅̅
+ 𝑦2
̅̅̅̅+ ̅̅̅̅
𝑏2 ̅̅̅̅
𝑥 2 −2𝑏𝑥𝑦
𝑦2
𝑥2
𝑥2
1+𝑏2
1+𝑏2
̅̅̅̅2
̅̅̅̅2 ̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑦
𝑥𝑦
2
̅̅̅̅
2
2
̅̅̅̅+ ̅̅̅̅
𝑏 𝑥 −2𝑏𝑥𝑦
− ̅̅̅̅
+𝑦
𝑥2
𝑥2
1+𝑏2
̅̅̅̅ 2
̅̅̅̅2 ̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑦
𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅̅
𝑥 2 ( 𝑏 − ̅̅̅̅
) − ̅̅̅̅
+ 𝑦2
𝑥2
𝑥2

=

=

1+𝑏2
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅ 2
̅̅̅̅2
𝑥𝑦
𝑥2 ̅̅̅̅
𝑦2 − 𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅̅
𝑥 2 ( 𝑏 − ̅̅̅̅
) +
̅̅̅̅
𝑥2
𝑥2

1+𝑏2

Note that ̅̅̅
𝑥 2 ̅̅̅
𝑦 2 − 𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅ 2 always ≥ 0. It is equivalent to
standard result |x•y| ≤ |x||y| which can be quickly derived from
triangle inequality or geometric definition of dot product.
We saw that in the unnormalized case, f(b) is minimum when
𝑏 −

̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅̅
2
𝑥

= 0 or 𝑏 =

̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅̅
2
𝑥

Figure 5. Cyan dots are the data points blue line is NLS line. Blue dots are
the approximation, Blue dotted lines are normal errors from NLS line.

This is not true in this case, see Figure 4. For OLS, f(b) is
quadratic, convex and has only one extreme/minima blue
curve. For NLS, f(b) is not convex, not quadratic red curve. It
has two extrema, one maxima and one minima. In both OLS
and NLS cases, the minima are close to each other, but not
identical.

Figure 6 Red line is OLS, Blue line is NLS. Red dotted lines and Blue
dotted lines are vertical errors form the Cyan data points. NLS vertical error
from Blue line is more than OLS error from red line.
Figure 4 f(b) is convex for OLS case,
f(b) is not convex for NLS case.

For NLS, f(b) is never negative. As b approaches zero, f(b)
becomes ̅̅̅
𝑦 2 and as b approaches infinity, f(b) becomes ̅̅̅
𝑥 2.
To calculate the minimum, setting the first derivative of f(b)
w.r.t b to zero, f’(b)=0, we get quadratic
̅̅̅ 𝑏 2 + ( ̅̅̅
𝑥𝑦
𝑥 2 − ̅̅̅
𝑦 2 ) 𝑏 − 𝑥𝑦
̅̅̅ = 0
(2)
Since it is a quadratic, it has two critical values, b1, b2
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
2 −𝑦
2 ) ±√(𝑥
2 −𝑦
2 )2 +4 ̅̅̅̅
− (𝑥
𝑥𝑦 2

b=

̅̅̅̅
2 𝑥𝑦

(3)

f(b) can’t have both local minima, see Figure 4. If f”(b1)>0,
the b1 is a local minima else f”(b2)>0, then b2 is a local minima.
However, from the Figure 4, it is clear the minimum occurs
at larger of b1 and b2.

https://doi.org/10.17562/PB-57-2

Figure 7 Red line is OLS, Blue line is NLS. Red dotted lines and Blue
dotted lines are orthogonal errors form the Cyan data points. NLS normal
error from Blue line is less than OLS error from red line.
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eigenvectors such that A = VDV-1 = VDVT. In case, A is not
a square data matrix, PCA does not apply. However, ATA is a
symmetric square positive semi-definite matrix, then ATA =
VDVT, [24], [25], [26]. Besides other benefits of this
factorization, we are interested in direction vector only for least
square approximation. The columns of V are eigenvectors of
ATA corresponding to eigenvalues arranged in descending
order. Since eigenvectors correspond to directions of
approximation lines, we show that direction vector of NLS
corresponds to first eigenvector of SVD [27], [28], [16]. The
following table, describes the distinction between eigen
decomposition (ED), PCA and SVD. Briefly, for eigen
decomposition of A, U is the matrix of eigenvectors of A, D is
diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of A, conveniently eigenpairs
are arranged on descending order of eigenvalues.
ED A = UDU-1
For PCA and SVD, U and V are matrices of eigenvectors of
symmetric matrices AAT and ATA, S is the matrix of singular
values of positive semi-definite matrix and D is the matrix of
eigenvalues of A such that
PCA A = UDUT
and
SVD A = USVT
The following Table 1 shows a summary of different aspects
to express A in terms of ED, PCA, SVD using eigenvectors as
basis vectors. Examples show the case where the matrix is (1)
symmetric and positive semidefinite,(2) matrix is symmetric,
but not positive semi-definite, (3) matrix is not symmetric, but
is positive semi-definite, and (4) where matrix is not
symmetric, and no positive semidefinite.
A.
Connection between NLS and SVD
For simplicity, A is n×2, of data points in the xy-plane. To
minimize the error between observed P and estimated
direction v. Since P = P•v v + (vxP)xv, minimizing |(vxP)xv|
means maximizing the distance |P•v v| or |P•v| because v is a
unit vector [16].
We derive the direction v so that sum of squares of distances
from training data points to predicted direction vector v is least.
Note, v passes through the origin because the data is meancentered. Since data is mean-centered, the approximation line
passes through the origin. By default, vectors P are column
vectors in linear algebra, thus rows of A are position vectors
[x,y]= PT. As seen above, the vector P can be written as the
sum of a vector along unit vector v and a unit vector w
orthogonal to v, that is, using vector notation P = P•v v + (PP•v v) = v v+w w. This means that minimizing the distance w
amounts to maximizing v. We are to maximize over all data
points Pi. The problem becomes that of maximizing
∑i=1,n |Pi•v|2
for all Pi for some vector v to be determined. Now
∑i=1,n |Pi•v|2 = ∑i=1,n Pi•v Pi•v = ∑i=1,n v•Pi Pi•v
= ∑i=1,n vTPi PiTv= vT (∑i=1,n Pi PiT)v
= vT (ATA)v.

Further, the approximation error in both cases (OLS and
NLS) is minimum depending on how the error is measured.
Visual inspection shows that majority of the cyan dots are
closer to blue line dots than the cyan dots to red line dots, see
Figure 6, Figure 7. This visualization justifies, to some extent,
to prefer NLS over OLS. Note when overall vertical error is
larger for NLS line where as overall normal error is larger for
OLS line. This confusion needs some resolution. We will give
formal justification later in section V. Since NLS is based on
calculus, its derivative is complex, the second derivative is
quite complex, we explore an easier implementation of this idea
by means of exploiting singular value decomposition (SVD).
In some applications, error is measured along vertical line ydirection, while in some application error is measured along the
normal to the Least Squares Approximation line. When there
is no other algorithm to compare, a technical indicator is used
to measure to quality of approximation. Bollinger technique
uses band of 1,2, 3 standard deviation bands to test the
goodness of the model,
The third type of error is never used in numerical least square
approximation. The propensity metric has been used for nonnumerical data. Our goal is to blend the two algorithms and
the corresponding measure of error into uniform error metric
and compare the performance of two methods. The optimal
approximation is better represented by propensity metric, no
matter which method of error computation is used.
IV SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION (SVD)
Today, singular value decomposition is used in many
theoretical and applied fields: computer science and
engineering, psychology and sociology, atmospheric science
and astronomy, health and medicine etc. [18], [19], [16], [20],
[21]. It is also extremely useful in machine learning and in both
descriptive and predictive statistics. There is no unique basis
function for Rn. The goal is to determine a suitable basis
function so that A can be expressed in response to the
application. The normal least square approximation (NLS)
hyperplane can also be obtained directly by using linear algebra
singular value decomposition (SVD). Before we discuss the
connection between NLS and SVD, we may note that SVD is
important on its own right due to applications in various areas.
For the sake of completeness, we give brief description of SVD.
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a matrix
factorization technique generalizing eigen-decomposition and
principal component analysis. Every positive semi-definite real
matrix can be decomposed into three matrix factors: left
singular vectors matrix, right singular vectors matrix and a
diagonal matrix of singular values in descending order on main
diagonal. The goal is not to recreate the matrix, but to create
the best linear least square approximation [22], [23]. There are
various advantages of SVD. First, 150 years old Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) is a specialization of eigendecomposition to symmetric matrices with orthogonal
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the corresponding eigenvector. The spread of projections of
data on v1 is larger than that on v2, see Figure 8(b).
For example, PT’s are data points in 2D, v1, v2 are
eigenvectors corresponding to largest eigenvalues of ATA . For
this consideration, the NLS requires only v1, the direction with
largest eigenvalue, and with largest data spread.
Uniqueness of Eigenvectors. As a side remark, for the
matrix, any non-zero multiple of an eigenvector is again an
eigenvector. To make the eigenvectors unique, they are
normalized to unit vectors. But if u is unit eigenvector, then –
u is also a unit vector, see Figure A in appendix for
MATLAB[30], svd computed eigenvectors [27], [28]. In the
literature, it is an accepted convention to make the first nonzero component positive in the eigenvector, see Figure [see
appendix]. Since eigenvectors are ordered, we use ordering to
make the k-th element of k-th vector to be positive, see Figure
A [see Appendix] that makes the vectors look more natural like
a right- handed system. In case, the kth element is zero, then
the first non-zero element is made positive. This is the approach
we prefer to use [16]. Incidentally, recall that the direction
vectors in OLS and NLS had first component as positive in the
figure.
1 0
For example, consider the matrix A =[
], then AAT =
0 −1
1 0
ATA = A2 =[
], PCA uses AAT and ATA (A, A2 are
0 1
symmetric; A2 is a positive semi-definite matrix) for
computing the eigen-pairs. In this example, except for signs,
the eigenvalues of A are square roots of the eigenvalues of A2
that are 1 and 1, the corresponding eigenvectors are
0 1
eigenvectors of A2 are [ ], [ ]. In particular, the eigenvector
1 0
of A corresponding to eigenvalue -1 and eigenvector of A2
pertaining the eigenvalue 1 are identical. Matlab svd function
does not reconstruct eigenvalues of A accurately. The vectors
in V are superficially adjusted to match A. In our algorithm, we
include the proper signs. Matlab R2017b computes SVD
resurrects A as
1 0
0 1 1 0 0 −1
[
]=[
][
][
].
0 −1
1 0 0 1 1 0
0
This is inaccurate as [ ] is not an eigenvector of A or A2.
−1
0 −1
Also, it may be noted that [
] is not the transpose or
1 0
0 1
inverse of [
].
1 0
Here we used the proper sign for square root of 1 to -1,
because -1 is eigenvalue of A. Consistent with the definition
of SVD with correct sign of eigenvalue [28], [15], the correct
eigen-decomposition A = VDV-1 = VDVT is
1 0
0 1 −1 0 0 1
[
]=[
][
][
].
0 −1
1 0 0 1 1 0

TABLE 1 MATRIX TYPES AND THEIR ED, PCA, SVD

(a)

(b)
Figure 8. (a) Data points, standard x-,y-axes, v1-,v2- eignevectors axes,
(b) Projection of Data points on v1-,v2- eignevector axes, Data points are
closer to eigenvectors than the standard axes.

This means that ∑i=1,n |Pi•v|2 is maximum if v is an eigenvector
of ATA and corresponds to largest eigenvalue of ATA.
Similarly, all the other eigenvectors can be obtained
incrementally one at a time, constraining each vector
orthogonal to the previous eigenvectors. Thus, SVD is
computed iteratively in descending order of eigenvalues and
corresponding eigenvectors orthogonal to the previously
computed eigenvectors. From this analysis, it is clear that the
largest eigenvalue amounts to the largest spread of data along
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Recall, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a
generalization of PCA to include (1) non-square rectangular
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V. HYBRID GREEDY ALGORITHM DESIGN

and (2) positive semi-definite matrices [21]. However, PCA
and SVD are equivalent for symmetric positive semi-definite
matrices. SVD uses covariance matrices AAT and ATA to
determine two orthogonal matrices U, V of eigenvectors and a
diagonal matrix S for singular values such that the eigenvectors
in U, (and V) are (1) pairwise orthogonal, (2) normalized to unit
vectors and (3) arranged in the descending order of singular
values. A singular value of A is square root of the eigenvalue
of ATA and AAT. Then SVD decomposes A into three factors
U, V and S such that A = USVT. By dropping the least
significant singular values and corresponding singular vectors,
best approximation of data matrix can be reconstructed,
quantitative error can be estimated simply by using the
discarded eigenvalues. The examples where A is not both
symmetric and positive semi-definite are shown in the Table 1
to confirm SVD and PCA are not equivalent in general. In our
work, A is symmetric positive semi-definite, consequently AAT
and ATA turn out to be symmetric positive semi-definite [22],
[10],[127],[26].

The idea of hybrid algorithm is not just to amalgamate these
two algorithms in such a way that the new algorithm accuracy
supersedes the accuracy of the base algorithm, but to extract the
best features of both and improve on them with propensity
metric and double SVD. The error analysis is metrically and
cognitively appealing to humans. Interval of error, also known
as Bollinger band of uncertainty, quantifies the range of
uncertainty in a value and propensity score is a frequency
metric used for comparing them pairwise to determine the best
algorithm. Hybrid algorithm uses a doubly robust balancing
method. it is responsive to treatment for data dealing with
patient treatments. Hybrid algorithm is designed to overcome
the limitations of traditional parametric methods.
We design a hybrid greedy algorithm leveraging the best of
OLS and NLS/SVD approximation lines in two ways: nonparametric polygonal possibly overfitting; and parametric line
in general. For each observed point, (x0,y0), we have seen in
Figure 6 and Figure 7 that there is a corresponding predicted
point (xR, yR) on regression line and a predicted point (xS, yS)
on SVD line. If (x0,y0) is an observed value, (xR, yR) is
predicted point value corresponding to the OLS line y = a + bx.
The vertical distance is along y direction. The distance between
(x0,y0) and (xR,yR) is the y-distance, the OLS regression error
eR = |y0-yR|. For normal distance from NLS or SVD
approximation line, it is along perpendicular to the line, it turns
out that xS ≠ x0 in (xS, yS) , the distance between (x0,y0) and
(xS,yS)
is
Euclidian
normal
distance
eS
=
2
2
−
𝑥
)
+
(𝑦
−
𝑦
)
.
√(𝑥0
𝑆
0
𝑆

Example. To accommodate both PCA and SVD, we generalize
the previous example matrix to symmetric, positive semi1 0
1 0
definite (PSD) matrix A= [
] . Now AAT=ATA=A2=[
]
0 2
0 4
has eigen values 1,4. Thus the singular values for A are 2,1; so,
2 0
D=S= [
] which is same as S obtained from SVD. Thus,
0 1
for PCA/SVD of A, the eigenvectors of AAT, ATA form
0 1
0 1
orthogonal matrices U = [
], V= [
], and singular
1 0
1 0
2 0
values become the diagonal entries of S = [
]. Now PCA
0 1
as well as SVD factorization is
1 0
0 1 2 0 0 1
[
] =[
][
][
]
0 2
1 0 0 1 1 0
T
which implies that A = USV = VSVT. = USUT.
Summarizing this discussion in Table 2, we see that several
possibilities exist for an arbitrary matrix A. For example, in
Table 2, there are some cases where A is (1) symmetric and
(1.1) has PCA SVD decomposition equivalent on PSD matrix
(1.2) has PCA, but SVD does not exist as A is not SPD matrix,
and (2) not symmetric and (2.1) PCA does not exist because A
is not square matrix, SVD decomposition exists on PSD matrix
(2.2) has no PCA, no valid natural SVD decomposition for nonsquare non-PSD matrix. Also refer to Table 1 for square
matrices.

It is clear from Figure 6 and Figure 7 that for some points in
observed data, eR < eS while for some other points eS < eR. In
each method, the total error E is sum of squares of pointwise
distances (errors) for all data points, question arises which one
(ER for OLS and ES for SVD) is acceptable due to the dual
nature on error computation. There is no denying the fact if
vertical distances are used for both lines, then ER<ES and if
normal distances are used for both lines, then ES < ER. Then
how does the user determine which one preferable to use: OLS
or NLS/SVD? For greedy algorithm, define the approximation
point (xH, yH) to be that point which is closer to the observed
point (x0,y0) in both ways. Euclidean distance is used to
measure closeness. For each input, we will determine
approximate line that represents the input data no matter how
the error is computed, see Figure 10 for green color dots, these
are closer to cyan dots than red line dots or blue line dots.
Instead of measuring the quantitative distance we define a
qualitative metric that is more useful in visualization and is
cognitively acceptable. Non-parametric algorithm uses to
regression coefficients of OLS and NLS, whereas the
parametric version computes its own regression coefficients.

TABLE 2. FOUR EXHAUSTIVE CASES
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A. Non-Parametric Hybrid Greedy Algorithm
Algorithm A:
Input: array of x and y mean-centered data values
Output: hybrid greedy approximation points (xH,yH),where
(xR yR) is on OLS, (xS yS) is on SVD line
1. Calculate regression coefficients a and b for OLS
regression from observed x,y
Calculate predicted values by linear regression yR = a+bx
Calculate approximation error ER
Test Goodness of the regression line
2. Calculate A=[x ,y], x, y are columns of matrix A.
Calculate SVD [U S V] = svd(A)
Use first column of V to get b. a is automatic
Calculate xS,yS of projected points [xS,yS] on column
vectors of V that is AVV’
Calculate approximation error ES
Test Goodness of the NLS line
Compare error ER and ES
3. Calculate greedy hybrid xH, yH using a variation of
relaxation method
for all point pairs [xR, yR], [xS, yS]
if d( [xS, yS], [x0, y0])<= d( (xR, yR), (x0, y0))
(xH, yH) = (xS, yS);
else
(xH, yH) = (xR, yR);
end
end
Calculate error EH from pointwise eH
Test Goodness of the hybrid line
Compare error ES, ER, EH
Compare by propensity values
4. xH, yH are arrays of predicted coordinates on hybrid
polygonal line, cognistically appealing and lower metric
error.

algorithm which conserves space as well as it is parametric, see
Figure 11.

Algorithm B
Input: array of x and y mean-centered data values
Output: hybrid approximation line parameters for points
(xH,yH),where (xR yR) is on OLS, (xS yS) is on SVD line
 As in algorithm A, polygonal greedy approximation is
(xH,yH)
 Use SVD to fit computed points (xH,yH) with SVD
algorithm to derive parameters for the direction of the
line
 Use direction of this double SVD line to compute
approximation (xD, yD)
 Test Goodness of the based on this double NLS line
 Compare ER,ES, EH, ED, and propensity metric values
Now almost all observed points are closer to greedy line than
OLS and NLS/SVD approximation lines. It satisfies the general
parametric and space conservation requirements, see Table2.
Note over the entire data set, red dots have smallest error
from cyan dots when distances are measured along y, while
blue dots have smallest error from cyan dots when distances
are measured along the normal to the line, see Figure 9. Each
green dot is at a smaller of the two distances from cyan dot,
interestingly, it does not mean that green dots have overall
smaller error than the two, in fact it will be bigger than each.
The green dots can be connected by a polygonal line see Figure
10 or an SVD straight line approximation, see Figure 7. We
have seen that NLS is better than OLS. We may use SVD to
approximate data (xH,yH) to (xD,yD) line, see Figure 11.

This
algorithm
gives
non-parametric
polygonal
approximation and possibly overfitting. The next algorithm
parametrizes it by using SVD on polygonal approximation, see
Table 2. The hybrid representation (xH,yH) is closer to the input
training data (x,y) that the OLS approximation (xR,yR) points
and NLS approximation (xS,yS) points. Note that in practice we
do not need to store the polygonal approximation values, it is
more efficient to retain the regression coefficients of OLS and
NLS/SVD for real time calculations.
B. Parametric Hybrid Algorithm
This algorithm is of theoretical interest and for visualization,
Algorithm A is sufficient for practical use. The non-parametric
polygonal approximation algorithm gives insight for improving
the accuracy, Figure 11. It has two shortcomings it does
conserve space, and it is subject to overfitting the input training
data. Here we explore double approximation to design a general
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Figure 9. Cyan dots are data points, Red line is OLS line, Blue line is
NLS/SVD line, Green dots are hybrid approximation dots
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conclude the preference irrespective of which method is used
to calculate errors. It is determined that overall SVD/NLS
approximation is better approximation than OLS, see Figure
10. Similarly, propensity metric shows, that hybrid line is
preferable to both OLS and SVD lines, see Figure 11, Table 2.
Table 5.

D. Anomaly Detection and Removal

It is clear that pointwise vertical distance error, eR, is always
greater than normal distance error, eS, from any line. Since sum
of squares of errors for OLS line, ER is smallest in the vertical
distance metric, the regression error from any other line is
bound to be larger than error, ER, from OLS line. Pointwise
error in OLS and NLS is inconclusive. Propensity score metric
(PSM) is a qualitative measure to differentiate for better
approximation line, where the distance metric fails. This will
give insight to error measurement modeling to the algorithm
designers. PSM can also leveraged identify the anomalies. To
detect anomalies accurately, we create a confusion matrix for
frequency of points within one standard deviation of both the
lines, see Table 3 of confusion matrix for noise reduction using
Bollinger band about OLS and NLS approximation lines.. Any
point which is not within this Bollinger band about any of the
two lines, is probably an anomaly (FF). Such is point is
candidate for further scrutiny. After analyzing it with the hybrid
line, it determined that hybrid line is a better differentiator for
noisy data. After clipping suspicious points for the data, we
reapplied our algorithm to ascertain that reduced data set gives
better accuracy, see Table 4, and Table 5.

Figure 10 Non-Parametric polygonal Hybrid data points, Cyan dots are
points which are closer to green dots than red or blue dots. Hybrid polygonal
line, green polygonal line connects the green hybrid points (xH,yH).

Figure 11 Non-Parametric polygonal line Green dots in Figure 10 are not
shown here for clarity. SVD line is created to corresponding green points
into the green Hybrid parametric line.

C. Precision and Propensity
We have seen three ways to process data. OLS is best when
error is measured along y-axis. SVD is best when error is
measured long normal is measured. Propensity is best when the
frequency of nearness is used. The question arises which one is
preferable. The propensity method is cognitively and visually
preferable. The linear least square approximation error is
quantitative measure. The precision and propensity are a
qualitative measure of accuracy [10], [31], [11]. Quantitative
error is a function of the location of data points, propensity
depends on percentage of data points for pointwise binary
outcome from comparing error due to a pair of methods. This
is similar to precision metric used in data mining community
confusion matrix. For percentage of data truly closer to OLS,
SVD lines, Hybrid line pairwise, see Table 2 and Table 5. From
Figure 10, it is clear that green construction is preferable, but
the quantitative error comparison is inconclusive. However,
we use propensity metric to determine the level of accuracy that
hybrid line has as compared to OLS and SVD. When errors are
measured in the respective methods, we can calculate the
propensity value for one line relative to the other line to

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 19–37

Example: Noisy data, vertical distances error not realistic. In
the Figure 12(b), we can see that if fifth point is noisy, it has
affected the entire approximation line. In particular for the
neighboring points, there is glaring offset. Experiments show
that one outlier point can adversely affect the approximation
line in the immediate neighborhood of noisy point, see Figure
12. Red line is least square regression line on raw data of 20
points. This regression line is noise sensitive, see Figure
12(a),(b). If one of data points is an outlier, it can create a large
adverse effect on the outcome. Figure 12(c) shows the
improvement on this shortcoming after removing noise.
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Numeric error is a measure of divergence from the true value.
The hybrid algorithm achieves a balance between quantitative
and qualitative approximation accuracy of both OLS and
NLS/SVD. We use STD-standard deviation for confidence
interval about the approximation lines. If A is the set of points
outside the confidence interval and B is the set of points where
eR>eS, the A⋂B is a candidate set of anomalies.

Table 4 Comparison of Algorithms
(a)

Table 5 Comparison of Algorithms 5% Noise Removal

(b)

E. Temporal Sensitivity
In health care environment, if the time interval for a
treatment is changed, we expect to see the temporal change in
response to a treatment. Using OLS, we see that there is no
change in response to temporal change, that is, the computed
error remains unchanged, see Figures 9-12. Figure 13 is the
visual summary of quantitative and qualitative error in the
methods. Using the same data set, on scaling the time interval,
the NLS/SVD and Hybrid algorithms respond positively to the
changes. This suggests that OLS is not suitable for such
temporal applications. In the example, we also notice that as
the slope of the hybrid line increase, the error decreases.
Experiments confirm that the slope of 45 degrees is brake-even
point with maximum error. Slope below or above 45 degrees
accounts for reduction in error. For comparison of the three
algorithms, see Table 2, Table 3. It shows the computed
direction vectors of the approximation lines, approximation
error in the Euclidean distance metric, and propensity how
close is training data to one algorithm vs the other formulation,
see Figures 13-17.

(c)
Figure 12, (a) No noise, (b) Noise introduced in position 5, direction of line
changes , (c) Noise removal, position 5 removed from the data, data has one
less point.

Figure 12 (a) has no noise, (b) has noise in position 5, as a
result the regression lines are different, (c) here noise is
removed, now (a) and (c) are same, but (c) has one less points
as point 5 has been removed. We do not see any major
difference in the regression lines.
The goal of the new algorithm is to improve the prediction
capability rather than numeric value of approximation error.
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Figure 17. Green line shows percentage of Hybrid points closer to data
points as compared to OLS. Purple line shows percentage of SVD points
closer to data points as compared to OLS. Blue line shows percentage of error
in OLS. Yellow and red (on top of each other) percentage of error in SVD and
Hybrid algorithms.

Figure 13 Relative errors one time interval [0.01,0.62]

VI. CONCLUSION
In the paper, we have explored several algorithms and several
metrics to determine cognitively and visually acceptable
criteria for least square regression. The algorithms are ordinary
least squares regression (OLS), orthogonal least square
regression(NLS) and Singular value decomposition (SVD). We
explored these algorithms along with our hybrid algorithm. We
exploited them using the quantitative and qualitative metrics.
We explored 1. various ways to approximate numerical data,
2. Temporal versions of prediction, 3. how to reduce noise.
Here we first removed noise by virtually using OLS and NLS.
The hybrid data is then approximated by leveraging NLS/SVD,
double approximation. It is determined that hybrid algorithm
outperforms the other algorithms when applied and compared
pairwise. This will give insight for error measurement
modeling to the researchers. They will benefit from the hybrid
linear least approximation algorithm.

Figure 14 Relative errors on time interval [0.01,0.93]

OLS was found to be insensitive to temporal data spread,
whereas SVD was implicitly modifying the independent
(temporal) variables of the original input in pursuit of lower
error. We designed a hybrid algorithm that overcomes these
shortcomings and supersedes the accuracy of the existing
algorithms. From the experiments, it follows that error is least
for lines that are almost horizontal or vertical, the breakeven
point occurs as the slope of the line becomes closer to 45
degrees. No matter what the slope is, the new hybrid regression
line error is always bounded above by the error in OLS
regression line. It is interesting to note that OLS remains
unchanged while new regression line approximation error
responds to the slope variation. We also showed how to
improve svd algorithm of MATLAB[30] with correct
directions of eigenvectors, a natural technique. The algorithm
was implemented on MAC OS Mojave v 10.14, IntelCire i5,
8GB 1600MHZ using Matlab R1700b [30]. We have described
the error measurement methods and propensity metric that is
preferable for exploitation and visualization.

Figure 15 Relative errors on time interval [0.02,1.25]

Figure 16 Relative errors on time interval [0.02,1.56]
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VII. APPENDIX

Definition. For any vector u, the norm or length of u is
denoted by |u| and is the square root of the sum of squares of
its components:
|u| = √(u12+…+un2), |u|2 = u12+…+un2 = u•u= uTu.
Definition. A vector u is a unit vector if it is of unit length,
|u|2 = 1, u•u = uTu = 1.
Definition. The sum of two vectors u and v is written as
u+v and is defined as vector whose elements are sums of
respective components of u and v, e.g., u+v = [u1 + v1, u2 + v2,
. . ., un + vn]T.
Definition. The dot product of u and v is denoted by u•v. It
is defined in several different equivalent ways.
Analytically dot product u•v is the sum of products of
components of u and v: u•v = u1v1+. . .+unvn.
Geometrically dot product is u•v= |u||v|cos() where  is the
angle between the directions u and v.
Matrix product form the dot product is expressible as a row𝑣1
column matrix multiplication u•v= uTv = [𝑢1 . . . 𝑢𝑛 ] [ … ].
𝑣𝑛
Property: If u and v and two vectors, it is true that |u•v|≤|u||v|.
It follows trivially from geometric definition of dot product and
cosine an angle that is less than or equal to 1.
Property. Dot product is commutative.
u•v = u1v1+. . .+unvn = v1u1+. . .+ vnun= v•u, or uTv = vTu.
Definition. The vectors u and v are orthogonal if
u•v = uTv = 0.
Definition. A set of vectors is orthonormal if each vector is
a unit vector, and any two different vectors are mutually
orthogonal.
Matrices are used to represent data elegantly and efficiently
for visual inspection. All the knowledge is hidden in the tables.
Rows can be interpreted as classification rules with attribute
values. One of the attributes can be a classification attribute.

A. Principal Component Analysis, and Singular Value
Decomposition
This section is self-contained tutorial on PCA/SVD. The
linear algebra concepts of vector, transpose of a vector, scalar
product of a vector, Euclidean norm, length of a vector, unit
vector, sum of two vectors, dot product of two vectors
(analytical, geometric, matrix forms), orthogonal vectors,
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, matrix, square matrix,
identity matrix, diagonal matrix, transpose of matrix,
symmetric matrix, sum of matrices, scalar product of a matrix,
determinant of a matrix, rank of a matrix, inverse of a matrix,
norm of a matrix, orthogonal matrix, rotation matrix, rank of a
matrix, determinant of a matrix, product of matrices, vector
space, and basis of a vector space, are standard terms in linear
algebra. Additional terms that we use are an eigenvector, and
an eigenvalue. All vectors are column vectors unless
specifically stated. All matrices and vectors are real in this
discussion. For details on linear algebra, reader may consult
references [13, Jolliffe1995].
All the required transformations are built in the toolboxes of
modern languages, Java, C++, Matlab, R, and Python. Weka
contains tools for data pre-processing, classification,
regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization.
Herein modeling tools are eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
covariance matrix. MatLab and Python automatically rank the
eigenvalues in descending order, and orders the eigen vectors
accordingly. Descending order is more natural because
eigenpairs are important for further analysis in dimension
reduction. In statistics, Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
[Jolliffe1995] is also known as discrete Karhunen-Lo`eve (KL)
transform which is used for extracting patterns from complex
data sets by reducing the dimensionality of complex data set.
B. Definitions and properties of Vectors
Definition. A vector is an ordered set of finite number of
elements and is denoted by a column vector u. Almost all the
time we encounter vectors with numeric values for elements.
In fact, they can be of any valid type.
The vector notation: a vector is denoted by a bold lowercase
character. The elements of a vector are italic lowercase. For
𝑣1
example, u = [u1, u2, …, un] is a row vector, v = [ … ] is a column
𝑣𝑛
vector.
Definition. The transpose of a vector u is denoted by uT.
Transpose of a column vector is a row vector, and transpose of
row vector is column vector. The transpose of a column vector
u is written as uT = [u1, u2, . . ., un] or u may also be written as
u = [u1, u2, . . ., un] T.
Definition. The scalar multiple of a vector u by a scalar s is
denoted by su and is obtained by multiplying each component
of u by s: su = [su1,su2,. . .,sun]T.
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The matrix notation: an mxn matrix is denote by A = [aij]
where the ij-th element of matrix A is denoted by aij. For
example, any matrix can be represented systematically by using
corresponding elements: A = [aij], U = [uij], V = [vij], S=[sij].
If A is a matrix, ai• is a row vector representing the i-th row of
matrix A, and a•j is a column vector representing the j-th
column of A. Thus ith row is ai• = [ 𝑎𝑖1 , 𝑎𝑖2 ,…, 𝑎𝑖𝑛 ]. Similarly
𝑎1𝑗
𝑎2𝑗
jth column is a•j = [ … ].
𝑎𝑚𝑗
Definition. If m=n , then mxn matrix is called a square
matrix.
Definition. If every entry of a square matrix D is zero except
for the diagonal entries dii, then the matrix D is called diagonal
matrix. In general, for mxn matrix, if every entry except dii, is
zero, it is also diagonal matrix.
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Definition. If every entry of a square matrix I is zero except
for diagonal entries, Iii , which are unity, then the matrix I is
called identity matrix. A diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
1 becomes identity.
Definition. The transpose of a matrix A is denoted by AT and
is defined by interchanging rows to columns or interchanging
columns to rows. If A =[aij], then AT = [aji].
Definition. The trace of a matrix A is defined as the sum of
entries on its main diagonal. If A = [aij] then trace(A) = ∑i aii
Property. For a square matrix A,
trace(AAT) = trace(ATA) = trace(A2) = |A|2
Proof. trace(AAT) = ∑i ai• ai•T = ∑i ai• • ai•
trace(ATA) = ∑i a•i T a•I = ∑i a•i • a•i
= ∑i ∑k aik aik, = ∑i ∑k aki aki,
In either case
= ∑i ∑k aik2 = |A|2
It is the sum of squares of all the entries in A,
|A| = √trace(AAT) = √trace(ATA) = √trace(A2)
Proposition. For a symmetric matrix A, trace(A) =
trace(UDUT) = trace(D) = sum of eigenvalues of A, that is,
trace(A) = ∑i λi
Proof.
trace(A) = trace(UDUT) =
= ∑i ui• Dui•T
= ∑i [ uik λk] ui•T
where [ uik λk] is a row vector with index k
= ∑i∑k uik λk uik
= ∑k λk ∑i uik uik
= ∑k λk u•k •u•k u•k is a unit column vector.

Definition. The Euclidean norm of a matrix A is denoted by
|A| and defined by |A| = √∑i,j (aij2).
Property: If A and B and two matrices, it is true that
|AB|≤|A||B|.
Proof. Let ri be i-th row of A, riT be i-th column of AT.. Let
cj be j-th column of B, cjT be j-th row of BT. Then
|AB|2 = ∑i,j (riT•cj) 2 ≤ ∑i,j |riT|2|cj|2≤∑i |ri|2∑j |cj|2≤|A|2| |B|2
Definition. The rank of a matrix A is the number of linearly
independent rows/columns in a matrix.
Property. The row rank and column rank of a matrix are the
same.
Proof. Orthogonal transformation does not change the rank.
Since A = USVT , the rank of A is the same as rank of USVT. It
is the same as rank of S. Since S is a diagonal matrix, the row
rank and columns rank of a diagonal matrix are same.
Definition. The determinant of a matrix A is denoted by
det(A). The determinant is computed recursively in terms of
row or column and it cofactors.

C. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
Definition. Let A be nxn matrix. If there exists a non-zero
vector u and a number  such that Au =  u, then  is called
an eigenvalue and u is called a corresponding eigenvector.

= ∑k λk
Thus it shows that trace(A) is the sum of eigenvalues of A.
Definition. The mxn matrix A and pxq matrix B are
compatible for addition if m=p, and n=q. The sum is denoted
by A+B and is defined by A+B==[aij + bij]
Definition. The mxn matrix A and pxq matrix B are
compatible for multiplication AB if n=p. If matrices A, B are
compatible for multiplication, then matrix product AB =[∑k=1,n
aikbkj] = [ ricj] = [ riT•cj] = [ ri•cjT] where ri is the ith row of A
and cj is the jth column of B.
For a matrix A, the product AAT and ATA is called
covariance of matrix A.
Definition. A square matrix A is invertible if there is a matrix
B such that AB = I, B is called the inverse of A. The inverse
of invertible matrix A is denoted by A-1 so that AA-1 = I.
Definition. The matrix A is orthogonal, if the rows and
columns are pairwise orthogonal, and AAT = I, identity matrix.
Property. The transpose of a product is the product of
transposes in reverse order: (AB)T = BTAT.
Definition. The matrix A is symmetric if A = AT. The matrix
A is self-inverse.
Property. For any matrix A, the product ATA is a symmetric
matrix: (ATA)T = ATATT = ATA.

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 19–37

The equation Au =  u is called the characteristic equation.
If A is an nxn matrix, an eigenvalue of A is a solution of
determinant(A-I) = 0. It is a polynomial of degree n, and has
n solutions called eigenvalues. The eigenvalues are called eigen
(proper, latent, characteristic, singular) values. The
eigenvectors are also known as eigen (proper, latent,
characteristic, singular) vectors. The eigenvectors and
eigenvalues in tandem are referred to as eigenpairs. The
coordinate system defined by eigenvectors is called the
eigenspace or eigenframe. The transformation matrix is called
rotation matrix.
Note. An eigenvector is not unique, if u is an eigenvector,
then any non-zero multiple of u is also an eigenvector. To make
it unique, it is a convention to normalize it to a unit vector, u.
But u and – u are unit vectors. Many researchers make first
non-zero element in the unit vector positive[Leskovec2014].
This is not satisfactory in some cases: (1) it requires search for
the nonzero element and (2) it does not bring about a natural
right handed tradition. For example, in Figure A (c), we show
a better way to make eigen vectors unique.
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Proposition The eigenvalues of a real symmetric matrix are
real.
Proof. The complex conjugate of u is denoted byu. Let  be
an eigenvalue of A, then Au =  u, where u is a unit vector and
Au = u. A is real, Au = u.
 =  uTu = uT u = uTAu = uTATu for real
symmetric A
= (Au) T u =  uTu= 
therefore  = . Hence  is a real number.
Example. If the matrix is not symmetric, eigenvalues are not
1 1
necessarily real. For example, let A= [
] , it is non−1 1
symmetric, its eigenvalues are complex: 1 ± √-1.
Example. If A is matrix, it may have repeated eigenvalues. Let
1 0
A=[
] , it is symmetric, its eigenvalues are 1. The
0 1
eigenvectors form a basis of the transformed space. Let
1 1
A=[
] , it is non-symmetric, its eigenvalues are 1. The
0 1
eigenvectors do not form a basis of the transformed space.
In PCA, for any matrix A, we calculate eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of covariance matrices ATA (and AAT) which
form the basis of vector space of rows (and columns) of matrix
A.
Proposition. The eigenvalues of special real symmetric
matrices, ATA and AAT, are real and non-negative. Not all
symmetric matrices have this property.

(a)

(b)

Proof. if  is an eigenvalue and v is a unit eigenvector of ATA,
then
ATA v =  v and v • v =1.
Now  =  v • v =  vT v
= vT v =vT(ATAv)
= (vTAT)Av) = (Av)T (Av)
= (Av) • (Av) ≥0 .
That is non-zero eigenvalues of AATand ATA are positive.
Example. Every symmetric matrix does not have this property.

(c)
Figure A. (a) Eigenvectors as computed by MATLAB svd, (b) by
convention, each vector has first non-zero element positive, (c) our approach,
first eigenvector has first non-zero element positive, second eigenvector has
second non-zero element positive by using ordering of eigenvectors so the
eigenvectors form a right handed system.

é 1 2 ù
ú, it is symmetric, its eigenvalues are -1 and
ë 2 1 û

Let A= ê

3. Thus all the eigenvalues of symmetric matrix are not always
non-negative.

Vector space basis is the set of vectors so that every other
vector in the space can be expressed as a linear combination of
the basis vectors. For Rn, ek = ( ekj ) for k=1,n where ekk = 1
and ekj is zero for j≠k, { ek } is a basis of vectors. In fact any
linearly independent set { uk } of n vectors can be a basis of Rn.
Any n linearly independent, orthonormal unit vectors is an
orthogonal basis of Rn.
For SVD, we use these special matrices ATA and AAT for
calculating the eigenvectors of ATA and AAT. Herein, we
elaborate the details of some results that we take for guaranteed.
For an arbitrary non-symmetric rectangular mxn matrix A, the
matrix AAT is mxm and the matrix ATA is nxn. Both are
symmetric and square matrices.

https://doi.org/10.17562/PB-57-2

If A=

é 1 2 ù
ê
ú, it is symmetric, all the eigenvalues are nonë 2 4 û

negative: 0, 5.

é 2 1 ù
ú, it is symmetric, all the eigenvalues are
ë 1 2 û

If A= ê

positive: 1,3.
Proposition The eigenvectors corresponding to different
eigenvalues of a matrix A are linearly independent.
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Proof. Let u1 and u2 be eigenvectors for distinct eigenvalues 1
and 2. We show that they are linearly independent. Let
xu1 +y u2 = 0,
then A(xu1 +y u2)=0 or
x1u1 + y2u2 = 0, eliminating y we get x(1 -2)u1 = 0, since
(1 -2)u1 ≠ 0, x = 0 similarly y = 0, hence they are linearly
independent.
This is true for any number of eigenvectors corresponding to
different eigenvalues. It is a useful method of solution of n
linear equations.
Proposition The eigenvectors corresponding to different
eigenvalues of a real symmetric matrix A are orthogonal.
Proof. Let u and v be eigenvectors for eigenvalues  and 
where  ≠ .
Then  uTv = ( uT)v = (Au)T v = vT(Au) = (vTAT)u
= (Av)T u = (v)T u =  vTu
=  u Tv
T
T
Now  u v =  u v or ( - ) uTv = 0.
Since  ≠ , uTv = 0 or u•v=0, therefore u and v are orthogonal.

Proof. Let u be an eigenvector of AAT and  be the
corresponding non-zero eigenvalue. Then
AAT u =  u
Since eigenvalue ≠0 u≠0, therefore ATu is a non zero
eigenvector and now
ATA (AT u ) = AT (AAT u )
= AT u
=  AT u
= (AT u)
T
Therefore A u is an eigenvector of ATA with eigenvalue
≠0.
Similarly if v is an eigenvector of ATA and  be a
corresponding non-zero eigenvalue of ATA, Av is an
eigenvector of AAT.
Proposition Let v be an eigenvector of ATA and  be a
corresponding non-zero eigenvalue. Then Av is an eigenvector
of AAT.
Proof. Let v be an eigenvector of ATA and  be the
corresponding non-zero eigenvalue. Then
A TA v =  v
Since eigenvalue ≠0, v ≠0, therefore A v is non zero and
now
AAT (A v) = A(A TA v )
=Av
=Av
= (A v)
Therefore Av is an eigenvector of AAT with eigenvalue ≠0.

In SVD, we use AAT and ATA which are naturally symmetric.
If the eigenvectors are not orthogonal, it will defeat the
purpose of simplicity and efficiency. It is possible that an
eigenvalue of a matrix is of multiplicity greater than one, that
is, corresponding to an eigenvalue there may be several
eigenvectors, not necessarily orthogonal. In that case, we can
use Gram-Schmit orthogonalization process to create
orthogonal set of eigenvectors.
Property [22] . Any real symmetric matrix A can be written
as A = UDUT = UDU-1 for some invertible matrix U. Here U is
the matrix of eigenvectors of A whereas D is the diagonal
matrix of eigenvalues of matrix A.
Proof. Let U be matrix of eigenvectors of matrix A. If uk, k
is an eigenpair of A, the A uk = k uk or
A uk = uk k.
Then
AU = A [uk] = [A uk] = [k uk] = [uk k] = [uk]D =UD
Since U is invertible matrix, we have
A = UDU-1
The eigenvectors may be orthogonal, U is orthogonal matrix.
Thus A = UDU-1 = UDUT

Proposition. Let vk be an eigenvector of ATA for non-zero
eigenvalue k. Then Avk is an eigenvector of AAT, say, uk, and
that Avk= K uk or uk = (1/K ) Avk where K is the square
root of the corresponding eigenvalue k of ATA.
Proof. Since uk are unit vectors eigenvectors of AAT , and v k
are unit vectors eigenvectors of ATA, Avk is some scalar
multiple of uk.
Let Avk = k uk for some non-zero K. Since uk is a unit
vector,
k 2
=  k uk •  k uk = A v k • A v k
= vk • ATA v k = v k • k v k= k
or
k
= k vk • vk = ATAvk • vk
= Avk • Avk = k uk • k uk = k * k = k2

The eigenvalues may not be positive, except for signs, they
are square roots of the eigenvalues of A2.
Corrolary. Since AAT is symmetric, therefore AAT = UDUT,
where U is the eigenvector matrix and D is the eigenvalue
matrix of AAT.

Therefore k 2 = k or k = √k
Hence k is a square root of eigenvalue k .

Proposition For matrix AAT, let u be an eigenvector
corresponding to non-zero eigenvalue . Then ATu is an
eigenvector of ATA with the eigenvalue .

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 19–37

D.
Singular Value Decomposition
Any symmetric positive semi-definite matrix A can be
represented as the product of three matrices U, S, VT where U
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and V are orthogonal matrices of eigenvectors of AAT and
ATA; and S is a matrix whose diagonal entries are square roots
of eigenvalues of AAT and ATA.
Proposition The eigenvalues of AAT and ATA are identical
except for the zero eigenvalues. Here  is a non-zero
eigenvalue of AAT if and only if it is eigenvalue of ATA.
Proof.  is an eigenvalue of AAT implies there is a non-zero
vector u such that AAT u =  u
AAT u =  u implies ATAAT u =  At u
or ATA(AT u) =  (AT u)
which means  is an eigenvalue of ATA.
Similarly if  is an eigenvalue of ATA, there is a non-zero
vector v such that ATA v =  v implies AATA v =  A v
or AAT (A v) =  (A v)
which means  is an eigenvalue of AAT.
Proposition. If A = USVT where matrices U and V are
orthogonal then U is matrix of eigenvectors of AAT, V is a
matrix of eigenvectors of ATA and S is diagonal matrix of
square roots of non-zero eigenvalues, and conversely.
Proof.
Since A
= USVT
T
then AA
= USVT (USVT) T
= USVT (VTTSTU T)
= USVT (VTTSTUT)
= USVT VSTUT
= US2UT
T
Therefore AA U = US2 .
That is AAT uk = uk sk2 for vectors uk.
Thus U is matrix of eigenvectors uk of AAT. The diagonal
entries sk2 of S2 are eigenvalues of AAT. Thus the entries sk of
S are square roots of eigenvalues of AAT.
Similarly we can verify that V is the matrix of eigenvectors
of ATA.
Conversely, to prove the converse, let k, vk be eigenpair for
T
A A, then ATAvk = kvk
We seen above that the eigenvalues of AAT and ATA are
identical. Now as seen above that for non-zero eigenvalues, the
relation between eigenvectors of ATA and AAT is Avk = √k
uk where vk is an eigenvector of ATA and uk is an eigenvector
of AAT
For any n-vector x, it can be expressed as linear combination
of vk’s
x =x• v1 v1+…+ x• vn vn
Ax =x• v1 Av1+…+ x• vn Avn
Ax = Av1 x• v1 +…+ Avn x• vn
Ax = Av1 v1•x +…+ Avn vn•x
From Avk = √k uk for k=1,n
Ax = √1 u1 v1•x +…+ √n un vn•x
Ax = √1 u1 v1T x+…+ √n un vnT x
Ax = (u1 √1 v1T +…+ un √n vnT) x
Since this true for any vector x,
A = (u1 √1 v1T +…+ un √n vnT )

https://doi.org/10.17562/PB-57-2

Therefore we have proved that A=USVT
E.
Calculating PCA from SVD.
We prove that for a symmetric matrix A with non-negative
eigenvalues, PCA can be derived from SVD. If the columns of
U are eigenvectors of AAT, the columns of V are eigenvectors
of ATA, the diagonal entries of S square root of eigenvalues of
ATA, then SVD of A be A=USVT.
Proposition. Let A be a symmetric matrix positive semidefinite, the A=USUT, with columns of U are eigenvectors of
ATA = A2 if and only if columns of U are eigenvectors of A.
Proof. By SVD algorithm
A= USVT
where The columns of U are eigenvectors of A2; the diagonal
entries of S, square roots of eigenvalues of A2.
Since A is a symmetric square matrix,
U=V and consequently A=USUT
However,
A = USUT implies AU = US
It means that the columns of U are eigenvectors of A and the
diagonal entries of S are eigenvalues of A.
Thus the columns of U are eigenvectors of A2 if and only if
eigenvectors of A, the diagonal entries of S are square roots of
eigenvalues of A2 iff the eigenvalue of A are non-negative.
Note. If A is not positive semi-definite, D can have negative
entries corresponding to negative eigenvalues. In this case,
PCA cannot be derived for SVD, see example below.
1 2
⌉ is symmetric so is AAT = ATA
2 1
5 4
= A2 =[
] . The eigen values of A are 3, -1, singular value
4 5
of A are 3,1.
Example. The matrix A=⌈

Eigenvectors of A= ⌈

1 2
⌉ are
2 1

1
[ ]
1
√2

[

and

1
]
−1
√2

corresponding to

1
]
−1
√2

corresponding to

eigenvalues 3and -1.
Eigenvectors of A= [

5 4
] are
4 5

1
[ ]
1
√2

[

and

eigenvalues 9 and 1.
Eigenvectors are same, PCA and SVD are not some..
PCA: UDUT =
2 4
[
]
4 2
2

=⌈

[

1 1
]
1 −1
√2

1

[

1 2
⌉ =A.
2 1

However, SVD: USUT
[

3 1
1 1
] [
]
3 −1 1 −1
√2
√2

=

4 2
[
]
2 4
2

=⌈

1

3 0 [1 −1]
]
=
0 −1 √2

=

1
[
1

1
]
−1
√2

[

3 −1 1 1
] [
]
3 1
1 −1
√2
√2

1

[

=

1

3 0 [1 −1]
]
=
0 1 √2

2 1
⌉ is not the same as A.
1 2

Hence PCA cannot be derived from SVD if A is not postitive
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Proof. By SVD, we have A= USUT. The entries if S are nonnegative. Let B =U√SUT. Since A is symmetric, B is
symmetric.
BBT
= U√SUT(U√SUT ) T
= U√SUT UTT√STUT
= U√SUT U√SUT
= U√S√SUT
= USUT
=A
This property show that SVD transforms correlated data into
uncorrelated data.
Property. If A is symmetric positive semi definite, there is a
transformation M such that covariance matrix MA(MA)T is
diagonal.
Proof. By SVD, we have A= USUT.
Let M=UT
Then MA= SUT
Now
MA(MA)T = SUT (SUT)T
= SUT UST
= SST
= S2
Note. Let A is mxn, U is mxm, V is nxn, Avk = k uk and if
AAt uk = k uk , then At uk = k vk and k =√ k.
If m<n, we compute V first and then U*S=AV. If m>n, then
we compute U first and then V*SI = ATU.
Since S is diagonal, its inverse is reciprocal of the diagonal
entries, except for zero entries which are left unchanged. In
case of zero entries, it becomes Pseudo inverse denoted by SI.
Pseudo inverse is left inverse if m>n otherwise it is left inverse.
Eitherway U = AV SI or VT = SI ATU or V = UTA SI where
I
S is pseudo inverse. This is computationally more stable.
Once U, and V are computed, S can be quickly verified from
S = UTAV.

semi-definite.
Orthogonal matrix is also called a rotation matrix, because
this matrix rotates the original coordinate axes. Rotation does
not change lengths and relative angles as seen below.
Property. If R is orthogonal matrix and u is a vector, then
|Ru|=| u |
Proof.
|Ru|2=(Ru)T Ru = uT RT Ru,
since R is orthogonal RTR=I
|Ru|2 = uTIu = uTu = |u|2
Therefore |Ru|=|u|
Property. If R is orthogonal matrix and A is matrix, then
|RA|=|A|
Proof. Let a•j be j-th column of A. Using the rotation property
of vectors,
|RA|2 = ∑j=1,n |R a•j|2 = ∑j=1,n |a•j|2 = |A|2
Property. If U and V are orthogonal and S is a diagonal
matrix, then
|USVT|=|D|
Proof. Using the rotation property of matrices,
|USVT| = |SVT| = |VST| = |ST| = |S| =|D|
Property. If rows/columns corresponding to smaller
variation are deleted, there is smaller loss of information. If
rows/columns corresponding to zero eigenvalues only are
deleted, then there is no loss of information in the reduced
dimensionality.
Proof. By SVD, there exist U, V, S such that A = USVT. Now
A’ = U(:,1:k) S(1:k,1:k) V(1:k,:)T by deleting m-k columns
after first k columns in U and n-k columns after first k columns
in V, after deleting all rows and all columns after first k rows
and k columns in S. Let Snew be S corresponding to dimension
reduction, by zeroing all eigenvalues except first k diagonal
entries. Let Snew correspond to dimension reduction. The A’ is
the same as B= USnewVT. In this reduction, loss of information
is |A-B|, whereas A and B have the same size mxn.
Now A=USVT B=USnewVT
|A-B| = | USVT - USnewVT |
= | U(S - Snew)VT |
using orthonormality of column vectors of U and V we have
|A-B| = | S - Snew|
= | S - Snew|
= √ (∑p>k spp2)
= √ (∑p>k p)
This shows that the smaller the value of √ (∑p>k p), the
smaller the norm |A-B|, the closer A and B. If all eigenvalues
p with p>k are zero, then there is no loss of information.
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list while contending with the possibility of loss of genuine
features.
Following feature extraction, polarity classification is done.
This step involves assigning scores to opinion words. The
opinion words are associated with a feature, and hence the
score for the opinion word is linked with that feature. This
system works best when a large number of reviews are input
(since each feature needs sufficient opinion words describing
it).

Abstract—Reviews are a valuable resource. Conclusions drawn
on analysis of reviews are of great help in improving the product,
as far as the manufacturer is concerned, or with predicting sales
figures, as far as the retailer is involved. However, employing
human labor to go through all the reviews manually would be
a time consuming and expensive process. This paper outlines a
novel technique to extract features from a product’s reviews along
with the corresponding sentiment expressed, using POS tagging
and Dependency Parsing in conjunction. The use of these of these
allows both the context and the parts of speech of a word to be
employed in feature and corresponding opinion word detection.
The opinion word is given a sentiment polarity determined
from a training set of positive and negative reviews.The method
described in this paper is for large data sets, and requires no
domain specific data for feature extraction.

A. Problem Statement
Given reviews of a particular product, the aim is to
summarise the reviews by picking out features and their
corresponding opinion words with polarity scores [3].
The Screen is bright and clear-Using this example
sentence, the problem statement is explained in steps.
1. Extract all features from given reviews: As there is no
previous data about the features to look for, they have to be
generated on the go, from the data. Eg: Screen
2. Generate opinion word: The opinion words are extracted,
again in the absence of a specific domain. Eg: Bright and Clear
3. Generate Opinion Scores: While feature extraction is not
domain specific, the opinion word scores are machine learnt,
and hence can be domain specific. Negation and conjunction
must be handled. Eg: Bright (Positive), Clear (Positive)
4. Put all the feature analysis together to generate a feature
score that is more accurate (hence the large dataset).

Index Terms—Review mining, dataset, sentiment analysis,
features, parts of speech tagging, opinion word, dependency
parsing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

EVIEWS are a set of sentiments expressed over a very
short period of time about a product and it’s features.
The number of reviews and reviewers are only increasing by
the day; a trend that shows no sign of abating. Hence, the idea
of review analysis to tap into this goldmine of freely available
data is alluring.
Numerous systems talk about sentiment analysis to gain the
‘average’ response for a product [1], [2]. This one dimensional
take on the issue ignores the potential for a multi-faceted
approach where even individual features of a product can be
extracted and analysed. After all, why not use the average star
rating? Why even enter text analysis if not to extract ‘more’
information about/from reviews.
The aim of the proposed system is to extract features from
reviews using a series of techniques. Evaluation formulas of
precision and recall allow for classification of problems of
feature extraction. These being, either find a lot of features
but accept a low precision score since there would be a
number of unwanted features included in the feature list, or
gain in precision by applying additional filtering to the feature

B. Literature Survey
Many systems have been proposed for the analysis of
reviews and the work on this domain has been on-going for
close to two decades. Growth in required and related fields
such as e-commerce, computational power, machine learning,
and most importantly, Text Analytics has allowed crossing of
barriers previously applied on researchers working in this field.
The typical Text Analysis approach uses Cleaning
(pre-processing), Analysis and result generation. However,
within each broad step, techniques used differ between each
sentiment analysis system.
There are different types of sentiment analysis including
sentence Level, document Level, aspect-based mining, etc. [4].
All of these are dependent on the domain and aim.
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One of the earliest sentiment mining methods included the
classification of sentences into positive and negative [5], [6]
groups. Further work involved a comprehensive entry into
sentence and document level sentiment analysis. Document
level analysis is used in a similar case as sentences level
analysis since “sentences are just short documents” [7]. Aspect
based sentiment analysis is a reference to the level of rating.
It allows for identification of features and generating their
polarity from the reviews, as opposed to polarity classification
of reviews as a whole [4]. Aspect based sentiment analysis
uses sentence/document analysis combined with aspect level
rating.
Bag of words model is a famous Text Mining [8] approach
where the un-needed parts of a text are discarded in favour of
keeping ones that are necessary. Many older systems relied on
the use of stop words removal as a method to extract desired
data. Instead of that approach, the ability to POS tag a sentence
coupled with tuple analysis allows for extraction of desired
data directly [3], instead of discarding unwanted text. The use
of dependency tagging helps maintain context of the word [9].
With regards to polarity determination, Ohana et all [6]
used Senti-Word Net to get the word sentiments for identified
opinion words. Synsets (sentiment scores) for a particular word
were taken and averaged to generate it’s polarity. But this
lacks domain specific identity (Section 2.1) that provides an
authentic score for any specific domain. This is its greatest
pitfall.

Fig. 1. Method overview.

The fact that we know the polarity of the review input
allows us to classify the opinion words into two classespositive and negative. Each opinion word has a negative and
positive counter and every time an opinion word is identified,
the counter is iterated for either the positive or negative
respectively as found [2].
The training corpus for negative and positive reviews is from
the work by Ganapathibhotla and Bing Liu [10].

II. P ROPOSED S YSTEM
The system proposed uses Parts of Speech Tagging (POS)
to parse sentences into constituent elements while Dependency
Parsing is used to determine the relationships between words.
A rule based analysis can be applied, using which the features
and opinion words are extracted. Finally, a sum of all the
analysis gives us the perception of each feature.

P ositiveScore =

The opinion word score is positive biased. That is to say,
all scores are a continuous from 0 to 1. 0 being the most
negative and 1 being the most positive. When a word makes
no appearance in negative or positive datasets as an opinion
word, then the word (as per the formula) will be assigned a
score of 1 or 0 respectively. A score of 0.5 represents a neutral
sentiment.

A. Sentiment Scores
In the related work section, there are issues with determining
of sentiment scores for other approaches using pre-determined
or previously calculated sentiment scores [6] for opinion
words. So, for example, the sentiment score for the opinion
word ’sad’ is applied across electronics reviews, as well as
movie reviews. This leads to inaccurate results since the same
opinion word does not correspond to the same sentiment across
domains. While the word ‘bad’ might be acceptable as a
universal negative sentiment modifier, many other words do
not carry a universal sentiment.
A simple machine learning system with domain specific
dataset is used in this system, where the input dataset is of
the same domain as the reviews to be analysed. To begin, two
datasets- positive and negative are input. Next, each review
undergoes pre-processing (Section 2.3) and analysis (Section
2.4) steps outlined later in this paper. During tuple analysis
sentences are parsed into nouns and adjectives(opinion words).

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 39–43

P ositiveCounter
P ositiveCounter + N egativeCounter

B. Pre-Processing
In this stage, the input reviews need to be brought to a
format convenient for analysis. Reviews are pushed through a
dictionary correction module, parsed into sentences and sent
into the analysis system one by one.
C. Analysis
The analysis stage is split into two- the tuple analysis and
the dependency parsing. The input to both stages is done after
the sentence is POS tagged.
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3) Example 2:: The Phone has a great display and the
performance is satisfactory
After POS tagging we get: The(determinant) phone(noun)
has(verb) a(determinant) great (adjective) display(noun)
and(conjunction) the(determinant) performance(noun) is(verb)
satisfactory(adjective).
Tuple Analysis: phone, display, performance; great,
satisfactory
Dependency Parsing (only relevant tags):
nounSubject(has, phone)
adjectiveModifier(display,great)
RelativeClauseModifier(performance, satisfactory)
A combination of both tuple analysis and dependency
parsing gives us the desired result. While the dependency
parser identifies that the opinion word ’great’ relates to display
and that satisfactory relates to performance, it also identifies
nounSubject(has, phone) which is irrelevant but is within
potential relation tags. This irrelevant part is revealed using
the POS tagger and pruned, as the relationship does not have
a potential opinion and potential feature word. Hence, we get
2 relations: (display, great) and (performance, satisfactory).

1) Tuple Analysis: Tuple analysis involves taking a
sentence and turning it into a tuple. A tuple is a stripped
version of a sentence, in that it contains only essential
parts required for analysis. For example, the Person, Nouns,
Adjectives, time, etc found in a sentence are stored in a
tuple, and hence it represents what is relevant (to the analysis)
in that sentence. For this system, nouns and adjectives are
extracted in the absence of Domain Knowledge [3]. The nouns
are henceforth referred to as ‘potential features’, while the
adjectives are ‘potential opinion words’. Hence a sentence is
reduced to:
<Potential Features;
Potential Opinion Words>
A number of important relationships between words that
affect the identification of features and their corresponding
sentiment scores remain unknown such as which opinion word
corresponds to which feature, conjuntion and negation in the
sentence, etc.
2) Dependency Parsing: The dependency parser is effective
in taking the POS tagged sentences and obtain the relationship
between words. This section can also be called relation
extraction, [3] as stated by Mukherjee et al:
Let Dependency Relation be the list of significant relations.
We call any dependency relation significant, if
– It involves any subject, object or agent like nounSubject,
dobject, agent etc
– It involves any modifier like adverbModifier, adjectiveModifier etc
– It involves negation
– It involves any adjectival or clausal component like
clauseModifier
Dependency parsing gives us the relationship between
words that can be exploited to generate features and their
corresponding sentiment scores from potential features and
sentiment scores respectively. Dependency parsing prunes
the list of potential features and links them with the
specific opinion word associated. The negation (explicitly) and
conjunction (implicitly) handling is also done in this stage.
Example 1: The Phone came yesterday and the display
is not very good.
After POS tagging we get: The(determinant)
phone(noun) came(verb) yesterday(noun) and(conjunction)
the(determinant)
display(noun)
is(verb)
not(adverb)
good(adjective).
Dependency Parsing using Stanford Parser(only relevant
tags):
nounSubject(has, phone)
negative(good, not)
adjectiveModifier(display,great)
RelativeClauseModifier(performance, satisfactory)
The negation handling is done using the following
algorithm:

D. Issues
This review based analysis technique has the potential
to give a reasonably decent accuracy score, but will have
low recall score because many sentences have their features
mentioned implicitly as opposed to explicitly. Eg :It is bright
The system cannot recognize the reference to the screen,
and hence will fail in such conditions. Similarly opinions that
are not expressly stated will be overlooked. Eg :The phone held its own
While the phone is to get a positive polarity associated with
it from this review, as the system does not recognize phrasesthere is a failure in analysis. Phrase substitution [7] requires
separate study to detail an effective method to determine
polarity of phrases. This system therefore ignores phrase
analysis.
Also, not all noun-adjective pairs are feature-opinion
relations. This is the failure of the system.
E. Design Choices
N-gram extraction is a technique often used in review
analysis. Since the reviews are so focused (single product) and
the products used in analysis have but few features (unlike cars
for example), the idea of using n-gram was dropped in favour
of unigram extraction. This decision was made at evaluation
because of duplicity of feature results like- display quality
and screen clarity being classified as 2 different aspects. In
the absence of an ontology (Section 4.1), the problem gets
further compounded.
The system will recognize a feature only if a sentiment
is associated with it. So the sentence: “The Camera has a
strap” will not have strap recognized as a feature. The system

if neg
score=(1-score_of_opinion_word)
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TABLE I
E VALUATION OF FEATURE IDENTIFICATION .
Review Domain

Precision

Recall

F-measure

MP3 Player
Camera
Router
Portable Camera
Mobile Phone

0.71
0.60
0.77
0.69
0.69

0.82
0.83
0.722
0.72
0.76

0.87
0.697
0.745
0.70 8
0.72

negative examples can be more effective in scoring a mobile
domain corpus set.

Comparable
System
0.64
0.60
0.61
0.70
0.66

IV. F UTURE W ORK
A. Ontology
Using a domain knowledge system will improve feature
identification. After a domain specific system is built, we can
be sure that junk features will be discarded. On the other hand,
features and their synonyms are also available to the analysis
system to exploit. For example:
Worth the money
It is important to understand that the feature identification
is linked in with the sentiment identification- that is in the
absence of an associated opinion word- the sentiment system
fails to identify the potential feature as a feature.
Worth the cost
Both cost and money are synonyms. But, in the absence
of an ontology, both the words will be considered separate
features. Much like the sentiment scores, the ontology must
be generated prior to using the system for analysis, and stored
for later use.

TABLE II
E VALUATION OF FEATURE SCORING .
Review Domain
Video Player
Camera
Music Player
Portable Camera
Phone

Accuracy
0.69
0.83
0.65
0.77
0.79

is a feature based sentiment analysis system, and not a feature
extraction system.
III. E VALUATION
The following formulae, from [11], will be employed for
evaluation.
N umberof Correct
P recision =
N umberof Extracted
Recall =

F -measure =

Accuracy =

B. Status Array
Many researchers have remarked about the inability of
existing systems to identify sarcasm [12]. This is a valid
concern, and addressing this problem with an effective solution
could help improve analysis by a great deal because angry
reviewers often resort to sarcasm in their reviews.
Another issue is related to cross referencing nouns in
sentence level analysis. For example: ”The Speaker is great. It
is loud.” If the system knew that the noun in context was the
’speaker’, it would have made an accurate classification that
the speakers are loud.
To solve these problems, a review status array would be
well suited. It could have multiple elements, but to simply
deal with the two problems mentioned above:

N umberof Correct
N umberof T rue
2 × recall × precision
recall + precision
CorrectOf Queries
T otalQueries

A. Feature Identification
The evaluation is done with the use of ’ground truths’ for
correct and incorrect because evaluation is done based on
human perception and hence ranked as such, as opposed to
clear mathematical precision of right or wrong.
5 corpus of reviews,taken from [5], belonging to different
products were used to evaluate the system. The results of the
system are shown below in table 1. The Comparable System
refers to the results obtained by Subhabrata Mukherjee [3]
using the same review corpus.

<previous_noun;
previous_sentiment_polarity>
If no noun is identified in a sentence, the previously used
(feature) noun would be used as the feature. Such a method
implements continuity among the different sentences of a
review.
Example for sarcasm handling:
The battery is great. It blew up on the second day.
Status Array for the above example,

B. Sentiment Assignment to each Feature
The sentiment assignment forms the largest part of the
proposed system. This section tests the proposed identification
of opinion words and their corresponding polarity score.
Table 2 gives us the polarity classification correctness for
each identified feature. The accuracy for each product would
be higher if there is specific domain that the training set is
from. So, a system well trained on mobile corpus positive /

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 39–43

<battery, positive>
Since, the second sentence is of negative polarity and
references back to the previous noun, the system inverts the
positive score assigned to the feature previously.
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C. Domain Pertinence

[2] B. Agarwal, N. Mittal, P. Bansal, and S. Garg, “Sentiment analysis using
common-sense and context information,” Computational intelligence
and neuroscience, vol. 2015, p. 30, 2015.

A potentially useful tool to filter out bad feature results
would be using domain pertinence filter [13]. The same noise
words are quite often found to populate multiple domains
without belonging to one or the other. For example, the
feature ’person’ might be identified in both the agriculture and
computer domain. In order to clean, we use the other domain’s
identified features as a filter.

[3] S. Mukherjee and P. Bhattacharyya, “Feature specific sentiment analysis
for product reviews,” in International Conference on Intelligent Text
Processing and Computational Linguistics. Springer, 2012, pp. 475–
487.
[4] A. Collomb, C. Costea, D. Joyeux, O. Hasan, and L. Brunie, “A
study and comparison of sentiment analysis methods for reputation
evaluation.”
[5] M. Hu and B. Liu, “Mining and summarizing customer reviews,” in
Proceedings of the tenth ACM SIGKDD international conference on
Knowledge discovery and data mining. ACM, 2004, pp. 168–177.

V. C ONCLUSION
Evaluation metrics would change dependent on the changes
in tagging or parsing algorithm as well as the dataset used
for training. The f-measure would be higher if the polarity
training set was more relevant to the domain being analysed.
The additions mentioned in the future work section could
potentially give a significant improvement over the current
system.
The outlined system could be used as a base upon which
further improvements can be made. There is often a choice
for the person building analysis system- he/she can opt for
higher recall, and lower precision, or vice-versa. The designer
will have to study the domain and requirements to achieve the
targets for the project by striking a balance between recall and
precision.

[6] B. Ohana and B. Tierney, “Sentiment classification of reviews using
SentiWordNet,” in 9th. IT & T Conference, 2009, p. 13.
[7] W. Medhat, A. Hassan, and H. Korashy, “Sentiment analysis algorithms
and applications: A survey,” Ain Shams Engineering Journal, vol. 5,
no. 4, pp. 1093–1113, 2014.
[8] M. Radovanović and M. Ivanović, “Text mining: Approaches and
applications,” Novi Sad J. Math, vol. 38, no. 3, pp. 227–234, 2008.
[9] M.-C. de Marneffe and C. D. Manning, “The stanford typed
dependencies representation,” in Coling 2008: Proceedings of the
Workshop on Cross-Framework and Cross-Domain Parser Evaluation,
ser. CrossParser ’08. Stroudsburg, PA, USA: Association for
Computational Linguistics, 2008, pp. 1–8. [Online]. Available:
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1608858.1608859
[10] M. Ganapathibhotla and B. Liu, “Mining opinions in comparative
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disambiguation (WSD) is the task of identifying the sense
(meaning) of a target word in a context [1]. Word senses are
taken from a specific explanatory dictionary.
Generally speaking, WSD is a complex problem, which
may require for its solution application of various methods of
artificial intelligence. Currently, there are numerous solutions
for tackling WSD. Simple methods that are based on the
knowledge about the word itself and the words in its
context have relatively low performance (the best methods
obtain precision of about 60%). More complex supervised
methods can reach precision above 70% [2], [3]. Still, these
supervised methods need manually tagged training data, which
is expensive and in real life is not always affordable.
WSD is useful for many NLP applications that deal with
the meaning of texts, such as machine translation [4], [5], [6],
wikification [7], information retrieval [8], etc. So there is a
need in WSD systems with high precision when designing
systems for these tasks. Note that a need in a reliable WSD
system persists even if such system disambiguates only some
target words (i.e., not all of them).
This paper describes the method that allows increasing
precision of WSD systems at the expense of recall/coverage.
The main idea is to disambiguate just those words that comply
with the one sense per discourse (OSD) heuristic. Further this
idea is analyzed in detail.
Previously, it was reported [9] that using features for
selective disambiguation leads to a performance boost of about
5%. In that work the authors used word features, such as word
grain, amount of positive and negative training examples and
dominant sense ratio. They went even further and ensemble a
back-off chain of three methods in a metaheuristic that selects
the best method (of the three) using these word features. We
propose to rely only on the One Sense per Discourse heuristic,
but our precision boosts are greater than the ones reported
by [9].
Our motivation for this situation – more precision, less
recall– is: (1) if we need high quality disambiguation and
use human evaluators, then we can reduce the cost by asking
them to disambiguate only words that are really difficult for
the algorithms; (2) in an automatic system, we can apply this
method for disambiguation of the corresponding words, and
use other more sophisticated method for disambiguation of

Abstract—Word sense disambiguation is the task of choosing
a sense for a target word in a given text using some words from
the text and, in some cases, hand-tagged samples or dictionary
definitions. The sense list is taken usually from an explanatory
dictionary for a given language. Note that since the word is
part of the text, we rely on the context words for making
the decision. The methods that use information from words
in the (near) context are very simple, because they consider
lexical intersections of the word with the context words and/or
their definitions or samples of usage. These methods reach
precision of up to 70%. There are also methods that have better
performance, but they are much more sophisticated: they use
expensive resources – usually hand crafted – and rely on complex
algorithms. In this paper, we show how to increase precision
for certain word classes of these simple methods to the level
comparable with that of the most sophisticated ones. Namely, we
observed that these methods usually disambiguate correctly those
words that conform to the One Sense per Discourse heuristic
(OSD words). We used Semcor and Wikipedia to find the OSD
words and left non-OSD words without disambiguation, thus
improving precision at the expense of recall. Our motivation for
this situation – more precision, less recall – is: (1) if we need
high quality disambiguation and use human evaluators, then we
can reduce the cost by asking them to disambiguate only words
that are really difficult for the algorithms; (2) in an automatic
system, we can apply this method for disambiguation of the
corresponding words, and use other more sophisticated method
for disambiguation of other words, i.e., use different methods for
disambiguation (meta-disambiguation). We experimented with
the complete and simplified Lesk algorithms, the graph based
algorithm, and the first sense heuristic. The precision of all
algorithms increases and some algorithms reach the level of the
inter annotator agreement.
Index Terms—Word sense disambiguation, one sense per
discourse heuristic, context, lexical intersections.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ORDS have different meanings depending on the
context. For example, in the sentence “John is drawing
a tree”, the last word can mean a plant or a graph. Word sense
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other words, i.e., use different methods for disambiguation
(meta-disambiguation).
In the following sections, we describe the corresponding
experiments and present a discussion about the behavior of
the proposed method.

A. Wikipedia Test Set
Besides using Senseval 2 and Senseval 3 data, we also chose
12 Wikipedia articles in Spanish and English languages as
our empirical test set. Note that articles in Spanish Wikipedia
are generally shorter and have less polysemy than their
counterparts in English, as can be seen in Table I. These
differences make disambiguating Spanish articles easier.

II. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
As we already mentioned, our hypothesis is that
disambiguating only OSD words increases precision, but it
obviously disambiguates fewer words, so recall and coverage
become lower. Experiments were conducted for confirming
this hypothesis. We show that this cost is acceptable, i.e.,
the WSD systems benefit from the proposed method. We
also show that this phenomenon does not depend on the
disambiguating algorithm, the test set data, and the word sense
inventory.
We tested four algorithms over four test sets using different
explanatory dictionaries (sense inventories). The explanatory
dictionaries were: the WordNet 3.0 [10], Wikipedia [11]
and Spanish Wikipedia. The test sets were: Senseval 2 [2],
Senseval 3 [3], and hand-picked English/Spanish Wikipedia
articles. The used WSD algorithms were: the Simplified Lesk
algorithm [12], the Graph Indegree with Lesk measure [13],
the traditional Lesk algorithm [14] and the first sense
heuristic [12]. We also present additional experiments with
Conceptual Density [15], Naive Bayes [16] and GETALP [17],
[18] for some test sets.
We used precision (P), recall (R), coverage (C) and
F-measure (F1) for measuring the performance of the
algorithms as specified in [1]. They were calculated with the
following equations:
P

=

R

=

C

=

F1 =

B. About our Implementation
We used Java as our main programming language and a
computer with Intel Core I3 with 4GB in RAM for testing.
Our Java implementation is available for using under a noncommercial license at http://sourceforge.net/gannu. It contains
command line and graphical tools for performing the following
tasks:
– Setting up the experiments.
– Running the experiments (test results are stored into XLS
files).
– Searching for sense definitions.
– Creating gold standard files from raw text and Wikipedia
articles.
– Loading samples into a dictionary.
The package also contains complete API documentation and
tutorials.
C. Implementation Details Related with the WordNet
We used both glosses and samples as the base definitions.
We discarded stop-words using the predefined list. The
Stanford POS tagger [21] and the lemmatizer based on
WordNet [10] were used for generation of the final definitions
of words (word senses). Our test results differ from the
reported results – less than ±3% in F1-measure – because
we used the different – the latest – version of the WordNet.
Note that our results can be easily reproduced, because the
source code and the data are available.

correct answers
,
answers
correct answers
,
words
answers
,
words
2×P ×R
,
P +R

D. Implementation Details Related with Wikipedia
We used the first paragraphs of Wikipedia definitions, which
appear before the table of contents or a section mark of
articles, as definitions of word senses. We used the manually
inserted hyperlinks in the articles and the disambiguation
pages as our gold standard. For example, if we want to
disambiguate the word Wolf, a WSD system have to select
between the 40 senses listed in the wiki/Wolf (disambiguation)
page. If this word is tagged with the hyperlink wiki/Gray wolf,
then we know that the correct sense is the one corresponding
to this link.

where answer is the target word, for which the algorithm
has selected a sense, and correct answer is the answer that
coincides with the one provided by human annotators as the
gold standard.
We compare the performance of the algorithms in three
different situations:
1) Disambiguating each sentence independently.
2) Forcing the algorithms to use the one sense per discourse
(OSD) assumption [19], [20]. In this case, the WSD
algorithms disambiguate all instances of the target word
independently using the corresponding sentences as the
context.
3) Disambiguating only words that usually comply with the
one sense per discourse heuristic (OSD).

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 45–50

III. C ALCULATION OF THE O NE S ENSE PER D ISCOURSE
C ONDITION
Some words very often comply with the one sense per
document (OSD) heuristic, which tells us that these words
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TABLE I
S ELECTED W IKIPEDIA ARTICLES AND SOME OF THEIR FEATURES .

Book
Calculator
Chemistry
Computer
Dog
Gray Wolf
Iron Man
Penicillin
Printing Press
Science
Spider-Man
Tiger
Average

Running
7152
6965
8619
9386
15113
16667
11288
4603
6593
11123
9626
16744
10323

English
Target Polysemy
406
7.9
259
11.0
748
7.4
694
11.7
541
9.9
933
15.7
499
7.0
240
5.2
257
8.2
753
10.4
481
9.2
639
13.1
537
10.4

Running
3471
5837
2849
2885
10161
9438
7371
12087
2492
17086
8519
4667
7239

Spanish
Target Polysemy
228
4.7
202
1.8
223
3.7
195
3.0
366
4.7
289
6.1
225
3.3
692
2.9
86
4.9
620
3.4
239
4.5
249
6.7
301
4.0

usually have single meaning inside a text [19]. The OSD
heuristic was successfully used for disambiguating some
selected nouns in [20]. However, it was reported that not all
words comply with this heuristic [22], so it is not a good idea
to apply the OSD heuristic for all words (as we confirm later
in this research).
We used two procedures for calculating if a word complies
with the OSD heuristic or not. For WordNet based tests, we
used the SemCor corpus [23]. A word complies with the OSD
heuristic if it appears in this corpus with exactly one sense per
document or it does not exist in the corpus.
For Wikipedia based tests, we used Wikipedia search
counts. These search counts are stored in a matrix containing
the search hits of all possible pair of senses, i.e. , our
algorithm searches for the frequency of co-occurences of
senses. Thus, each matrix element stores the frequency of a
pair of senses. Diagonal elements contain the search counts of
single senses. All counts are decreased by an empirical value
of 2×P olysemy hits due to the existence of disambiguation,
category and list pages which contain sense pairs of the same
word. A word complies with the OSD heuristic when all of
the non-diagonal element of the matrix are less or equal to
zero.

Senseval 3, see Table IV. Note that the first sense heuristic
together with the OSD heuristic overcame the precision of the
best systems in these competitions.
Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of the
performance changes. This figure shows the precision obtained
for different values of coverage. Coverage can be changed by
using different window sizes in the range of [1,1024] (i.e.,
window size values are directly related to coverage). This
figure confirms that all selected algorithms solve better the
OSD words. Hence, our OSD filter allows other algorithms to
outperform first sense heuristic. Moreover, the Graph InDegree
algorithm was able to get the value of the inter annotator
agreement for the OSD words.

IV. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS

We analyzed the words that do not comply with the OSD
heuristic. There are words of all grammar classes, as seen in
Table VII. The amount of such words is in the range from
14% to 58%. Most of the words that comply with the OSD
heuristic are domain words like scientist, cell, cancer, strategy,
treatment, etc.
Words that do not comply with the OSD heuristic have at
least one of these traits:
– their sense definitions are similar between themselves,
– their sense definitions have very few (usually, less than
three) open-class words, and
– their meaning is related to their current syntactic
functions rather than to a possible document domain.

TABLE II
T EST RESULTS CORRESPONDING TO GETALP SYSTEM OBSERVED IN
S EMEVAL 2013 AND S ENSEVAL 3 COMPETITIONS .

Semeval 2013 [18]
GETALP with OSD
GETALP

R
37.9
51.6

C
57.6
100

F1
48.1
51.6

V. W ORDS THAT DO NOT C OMPLY WITH THE OSD
H EURISTIC

Test results presented in Tables II, III, and V confirm that
disambiguating just the words that comply with the OSD
heuristic increases precision at the cost of recall/coverage.
The precision boost was from 3% to 25%, being the average
of 16%. The coverage loss was from 11% to 57%, being
the average of 34%. Also, we observed that the first sense
heuristic together with the OSD heuristic had the best approach
in the tests: it obtained precision in the range from 79% to
99%. Note that forcing the OSD heuristic assumption does
not lead to a consistent increase in precision (although, it often
leads to a coverage boost). For further reference we added a
table containing the best results observed in Senseval 2 and
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TABLE III
T EST RESULTS CORRESPONDING TO C ONCEPTUAL D ENSITY AND NAIVE BAYES ALGORITHMS OBSERVED IN S ENSEVAL 2 AND S ENSEVAL 3
COMPETITIONS .

Conceptual Density with OSD
Conceptual Density
Naive Bayes with OSD
Naive Bayes

P
57.1
49.2
73.7
58.4

Senseval 2
R
C
5.8
10.0
9.7
19.8
36.0 48.9
57.0 97.6

F1
10.5
16.2
48.3
57.7

P
64.7
51.7
74.5
54.9

Senseval 3
R
C
13.4 20.7
34.8 67.2
30.6 41.1
54.2 98.9

F1
22.2
41.6
43.4
54.6

TABLE IV
S YSTEMS HAVING THE HIGHEST PRECISION IN S ENSEVAL 2 AND S ENSEVAL 3 COMPETITIONS .

Senseval 2
First Sense with OSD
IRST [24]
SMUaw [25]
CNTS-Antwerp [26]
Senseval 3
First Sense with OSD
IRST-DDD-09-U [27]
IRST-DDD-LSA-U [27]
Gambl-AW-S [28]

P
78.8
74.8
69.0
63.6

R
40.0
35.7
69.0
63.6

C
50.9
47.7
100
100

F1
53.1
48.3
69.0
69.0

79.3
72.9
66.1
65.1

33.1
44.1
49.6
65.1

42.3
60.5
75.0
100

46.5
54.9
56.6
65.1

Fig. 1. Precision/coverage graph for some knowledge-based algorithms observed on Senseval 2 test set. Algorithms using our OSD filter (circles) overcame
the first sense heuristic precision. Also, some algorithms overcame the human annotator agreement.

Table VI contains some sample definitions that are too
similar to distinguish between them or too short for WSD
systems.

Take for example the following text: “I started drinking some
soda. Later, I decided to drink a cold beer.” and the following
definitions [drinkV1 :take in liquids] and [drinkV2 :consume
alcohol] extracted from the WordNet. In this example, both
definitions are clear for people but they are rather short for
WSD algorithms. Also, the verb drink does not comply with
the OSD heuristic. Furthermore, we can easily select the sense

The most discarded words are verbs. Common verbs (like
be, have and do) have more than ten definitions in WordNet
and are used widely across all domains. Often the main part
of the meaning of verbs is heavily related to its complements.
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TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF SOME BAG OF WORDS ALGORITHMS . A LL METHODS EXHIBIT A PRECISION BOOST AND A COVERAGE LOSS WHEN
SOLVING JUST WORDS THAT COMPLY WITH THE OSD HEURISTIC . S T MEANS DISAMBIGUATION USING SENTENCE WORDS , F G MEANS FORCING OSD
FOR ALL WORDS , AND OSD MEANS SOLVING JUST WORDS THAT COMPLY WITH THE OSD HEURISTIC .

P
R
C
F1

First sense
St
Fg
OSD
67.1 67.1 78.8
67.1 67.1 40.0
100
100
50.9
67.1 67.1 53.1

P
R
C
F1

66.1
66.1
100
66.1

P
R
C
F1

St
89.5
89.5
100
89.5

P
R
C
F1

96.3
96.3
100
96.3

66.1
66.1
100
66.1

79.3
33.1
42.3
46.5

First sense
Fg
OSD
89.2 95.8
89.2 68.5
100
71.5
89.2 79.9
96.3
96.3
100
96.3

99.6
85.5
85.8
92.0

Senseval 2
Simplified Lesk
Graph InDegree
St
Fg
OSD
St
Fg
OSD
39.5 45.5 61.0 59.7 57.5 78.1
19.6 31.0 12.1 59.6 57.4 39.9
49.7 68.1 19.8 99.8 99.9 51.1
26.2 36.8 20.2 59.6 57.4 52.9
Senseval 3
30.3 30.9 52.7 50.5 51.1 70.1
19.5 23.3 10.4 50.1 50.9 29.5
64.4 75.5 19.8 99.2 99.7 42.1
23.7 26.6 17.4 50.3 51.0 41.5
English Wikipedia
Simplified Lesk
Graph InDegree
St
Fg
OSD
St
Fg
OSD
71.5 73.5 92.3 72.5 72.9 92.0
57.6 62.6 50.1 66.7 69.2 58.8
80.6 85.1 54.2 92.1 94.9 63.9
63.8 67.6 64.9 69.5 71.0 71.8
Spanish Wikipedia
87.2 87.4 98.7 87.0 87.0 98.5
76.1 79.2 72.5 80.3 82.2 76.9
87.2 90.6 73.4 92.4 94.4 78.1
81.3 83.1 83.6 83.5 84.5 86.4

St
48.1
46.0
95.6
47.0

Lesk
Fg
49.4
49.4
99.9
49.4

OSD
67.6
31.9
47.2
43.3

38.4
36.7
94.2
37.8

41.0
40.8
99.4
40.9

64.3
24.3
37.8
35.2

St
70.3
49.9
71.0
58.4

Lesk
Fg
68.8
65.8
95.5
67.2

OSD
92.9
46.3
49.9
61.8

85.3
59.4
69.7
70.0

84.8
66.6
78.6
74.6

98.1
57.2
58.3
72.3

TABLE VI
S OME DEFINITIONS THAT ARE TOO SIMILAR ( TOP ) OR SHORT ( BOTTOM ).

M edicalJ1
M edicalJ2
5
BellN
Recent1J

relating to the study or practice of medicine
requiring or amenable to treatment by medicine as opposed to surgery
the shape of a bell
new

TABLE VII
AVERAGE WORDS DISCARDED OF EACH CLASS .

Senseval 2
Senseval 3
English Wiki
Spanish Wiki

Noun
39%
47%
28%
14%

Verb
74%
81%
–
–

Adjective
43%
38%
–
–

reached only by complex state-of-the-art WSD systems. Also,
our experimental results show that words that do not comply
with OSD have one of these traits: (1) their meaning depends
on the sentence rather than the domain (like most of the verbs),
and, (2) their sense definitions are not adequate for current
systems (they are too short or too similar between them).
We recommend disambiguating just the OSD words
for increasing precision of WSD algorithms for real life
applications requiring high precision.

Adverb
50%
0%
–
–

of the verb drink by looking at the direct object in both cases.
It is typical lexical function. Hence, in our future research we
will try to design a system for disambiguating these words by
using syntactic information.
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Execution of tasks and processes generates a set of data
which is recorded in logs [3]. Logs contain information of
executed processes, namely: roles, resources, participants,
interaction with other systems, transactions performed and
execution dates, among other data. When a BP is initiated, an
instance (execution) of the BP is created, therefore Logs store
information of many instances or executions of the same
process [4]. Specifically, historical execution traces
containing information of actually executed instances are
known as execution cases. These execution cases contain
information of the path followed by the control flow during
actual execution of a BP instance [5].
This paper presents TrazasBP, a framework for BP
indexing and searching based on execution cases. TrazasBP
indexes BPs based on execution cases (traces) retrieved from
log files. A log file is created when a BP is executed for the
first time, and it is updated by adding new execution cases as
executions are carried out. Execution cases register
information about a specific BP execution (i.e. what activities
were executed at a certain moment in time during BP
execution) [6]. Thus, a BP contains only one log file, but
multiple execution cases included in this file. TrazasBP
considers in addition to textual information of BP elements,
the causal dependence between these elements. Furthermore,
due to its low computational cost, TrazasBP may be used as
indexing mechanism in order to reduce the search space.
The main contributions of TrazasBP are twofold: i) it may
be used for indexing generation based on the execution cases,
and ii) TrazasBP allows ranking a set of executed BPs in
concordance with their similarity with a query BP. Historical
information of execution cases may be used for
recommending future execution paths. This is useful when the
control flow of the process is not known by the user, for
example, when the doctor doesn’t know about new treatments
or when a company cannot foresee the behavior of potential
customers [7].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents related works, section 3 describes TrazasBP
architecture, Section 4 shows the evaluation and results,
finally, conclusions and the implications of the results are
given in Section 5.

Abstract—Execution of business processes generates data,
which are commonly recorded in logs. Historical information of
execution cases may be used for recommending future execution
paths. This is useful when the control flow of the process is not
known by the user. We present TrazasBP, a framework for BP
indexing and searching based on execution cases. It indexes BPs
based on execution cases (traces) retrieved from log files.
TrazasBP not only takes into account the textual information of
BP elements, but also the causal dependence between these
elements. Furthermore, due to its low computational cost,
TrazasBP may be used as indexing mechanism in order to
reduce the search space. Experimental evaluation shows
promising values of graded precision, recall and F-measure
when compared with results obtained from human search.
Index Terms—Business process, execution cases, Logs,
repository, evaluation

I. INTRODUCTION

I

NNOVATON in products and services is mandatory for
competitiveness in today’s market. Commonly, tasks and
functions related to commercial activities of companies are
represented within Business processes (BP) [1]. A BP consists
of a set of logically-related tasks executed sequentially in
order to generate valid outputs for the business. BP
executions must follow guidelines given by internal policies,
standards, best practices and laws. For example, doctors
should only perform surgeries within the scope of their
specialty area. Furthermore, this surgery should be preceded
by an authorization from the patient and the hospital. Another
example, in sales processes, an order should be archived only
after customer confirms reception of ordered items [2].
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II. RELATED WORKS

deal with real execution traces of BPs in order to discover
BPs, i.e., this method aims for inferring which BPs can
produce such traces. Medeiros et al [9] compare BPs by
studying frequency of traces obtained from actual or
simulated executions.
TrazasBP integrate characteristics of the aforementioned
approaches by considering causal dependence between
activities of actual execution cases. Additionally, Due to
TrazasBP low computational cost, it may to be used as
indexing mechanism preceding other expensive algorithms
during BPs similarity calculation; the last is possible because
TrazasBP reduces the search space. Next section presents the
architecture of TrazasBP and describes its components.

Several approaches for measuring similarity of BP are
available in the literature. These approaches are based on
different BP characteristics such as: linguistics [8], [9],
structure [10], [11] and behavior [12], [13]. As the approach
presented here considers similarity of execution cases,
therefore this section study approaches considering causal
dependency between activities, and common sets of execution
traces
Bae et al [14] present a dependency graph to compare two
BPs taking into account differences between arcs or edges
that links activities in both BPs. This approach does not
consider gateway types. Weidlich et al [15] define causal
behavioral profiles representing dependencies between
activity pairs. Similarity is calculated by identifying activity
pairs for which there are corresponding pairs of activities.
Then corresponding pairs sharing the same relations are
analyzed.
Dijkman et al [16] represent precedence relations between
activities as loopback links and causal footprints. Causal
footprints are in turn represented as vectors of index terms.
This approach builds vectors of high dimension, which
increase the computational cost of the method. Other existing
approaches consider direct precedence of activities
represented as Transition Adjacency Relation [17], n-grams
[18], and behavioral profiles [15]. In those cases similarity is
calculated analyzing correspondence between direct

III. ARCHITECTURE OF TRAZAS BP
TrazasBP allows indexing and searching BPs stored in a
repository according to their similarity with a query
represented as a set of node pairs (PSq). Three kinds of query
options are supported: execution cases, minimal behavior, and
log-files (These types of queries are detailed later). TrazasBP
works both during indexing phase and querying phase.
During indexing phase (See Figure 1), logs are indexed and a
matrix Mec of execution-cases is generated. Then, during
querying phase (See Figure 3), a query (Execution case,
minimal behavior, or log-file) is received and processed in
order to obtain a set of node pairs. Finally, when the set of
node pairs are obtained, the query matrix is generated Mq and
the repository is ranked. Next both phases are described
3.1 Indexing phase
3.1.1 BP Repository
This repository stores a set of BPs, these BPs are executed
in order to generate the execution cases. The current
implementation of the repository includes 100 BPs modeled
with BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation). Those
BPs were graphically designed by experts of the Telematics
Engineering Group of the University of Cauca (Colombia)
based on real processes provided by Telco operators in
Colombia and examples found in different web sites (e.g the
TM Forum2). A real repository of a Telco operator couldn’t
be used due to privacy and security policies of Telecom
operators.
3.1.2 Execution component
This component executes BPs and collects log-files
containing execution cases. The current version of this
component is implemented using the Bizagi BPM suite which
is a popular tool for BP modeling [19]. BPs were executed in
the lab (in order to simulate real executions) and log-files
were then stored in a second repository named “logs
repository".

Fig. 1. Components of the indexing phase

precedence of activities in the trace.
Gerke et al [19] , Wang et al [20] compare the compliance
between BPs calculating the longest common subsequence of
traces, i.e., similarity degree of ordering rules of activities
between two BPs. However, this approach is computational
expensive when there are large sets of traces. Weerdt et al [6]
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3.1.3 Log Repository
This repository stores all the log-files obtained from the
execution of BPs. Each BP contains only one log-file with
multiple execution cases. The current implementation of this
repository stores the log-files in the file system.

causal dependence (i.e., adjacent nodes in the execution case).
For example, in ecij the set of node pairs is PSij = {(n1 , n2 ),
(n2 , n3 ), ..., (ni−1 , ni ),(ni , ni+1 ), ..., (np−1 , np )}.
After collecting pairs of the execution cases of the entire
repository, a matrix named “execution cases matrix” Mec is
created. In this matrix columns represent node pairs found in
the execution cases for the entire repository but avoiding
those repeated (i.e. there are not two columns representing
identical node pairs), and rows are all the BPs stored in the
repository. Therefore, the size of the matrix is m × k, where m
is the number of BPs in the repository, and k is the number of
all pairs found in execution cases avoiding those which are
repeated.
Finally, the matrix Mec is completed with the number of
times a pair is found in the execution cases of a given BP,
e.g., if a pair pj is found three times in the log li ∈ BPi, then
the number 3 is inserted on the cell (i; j) ( Figure 2). Thus, the
index of execution cases is created and represented by the
matrix Mec. In the present approach, this matrix is similar to
the “term-document matrix" of the vector space model in the
Information Retrieval (IR) field proposed by Salton in 1989.
Therefore, the Mec matrix can be normalized in the same way
as the “term-document matrix", which is composed of cells wij
representing textual components (in their lexical root)
detected in a log-file. Then, each wij is weighted with the
equation 1, where Fij is the observed frequency in the
component j of the BPi; Max(Fi) is the highest observed
frequency of the BPi; N is the number of BP in the repository;
and nj is the number of BP in which the execution case j has
been detected

3.1.4 Parser
This component extracts and processes execution cases
from each log-file stored in the “logs repository". Here,
execution cases are represented as vectors (execution case
vectors) that associate execution cases with BPs. Afterwards,
each execution case vector is processed to form pairs of
adjacent nodes in order to keep causal relationships. Once
node pairs are formed, they are arranged together with node
pairs of other execution cases in the same BP in order to
create a new vector (node pairs vector). This procedure is
repeated for the entire BP repository obtaining one vector of
node pairs for each BP.
3.1.5 Index
This component processes node pairs vectors and generates
an index. First at all, node pairs from each vector are analyzed
with the Porter Stemming[10] algorithm that transforms node
labels to their lexical root (e.g. words “helping" and “helped"
are transformed to their lexical root “help"), later the same
algorithm removes special characters, void words, and
accents. Next, the indexer creates a “matrix of execution
cases" (Mec) whose rows are the BPs stored in the repository,
and the columns are the node pairs of all the BPs of the
repository but avoiding the pairs that are duplicated. The
matrix Mec is filled by counting the number of times that a
pair is found in each BP (i.e. in the vector of node pairs of
each BP).

wi , j 

(1)

3.2 Query phase
First This phase has two functions: firstly, it transforms
queries into node pairs in order to create a query matrix (Mq).
Mq contains information about the frequency of each pair in
the query. Secondly, this phase ranks BPs according to their
similarity to the query. (See Figure 3)

Fig. 2. Example of execution cases matrix

3.2.1 Query Processor
This module receives a query and transforms it into a set of
node pairs. The current implementation of the query module
supports the following 3 kinds of queries:
Execution case: the query is a textual string that represents
a BPs execution case. Therefore, the string must contain a
sequence of nodes (activities and gateways) that will be
transformed into a set of node pairs.
Minimal behavior of execution flow: the query is a list of
node pairs obtained from the execution cases of the BPs in the

Let R = {BP1 , ..., BPi , ...BPm } be a repository of BPs. Each
BPi ∈ R contains a log file li = {eci1 , ..., ecij , ...ecik } that is
updated each time the BPi is executed by adding a new
execution case ecij . Each execution case is composed of a
sequence of BP elements (nodes) which may be activities or
gateways (XOR (Join-Split), AND(Join-Split)). These
elements are ordered according to the execution flow
followed by the BP. The first step in the BP indexing
mechanism is to collect all the nodes of each execution case
ecij = {n1, ...., np} and form pairs of nodes keeping their
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repository. Then a user can choose a combination of node
pairs to build a query.
Log file: the query is a log-file that is processed to identify
the execution cases and subsequently the sets of node pairs. In
this option, the user can choose one of the found sets of
execution cases in order to rank the BPs in the repository that
have executed similar execution cases. Once, the query is
transformed, the set of node pairs are processed with the
“PorterSteeming" algorithm as explained before. Then, the
duplicated pairs are counted and inserted in a query vector
which contains the number of occurrences of each pair.

registers the number of occurrences of each pair. For
example, let PSq = {pq1, pq2,… pqi,… pqt}, if pq1 = pq2 then the
number of occurrences of pq1 is 2. This value is then inserted
in the corresponding cell for the pq1. Figure 4 shows an
example of a query vector.

Fig. 4. Example of the query vector

Subsequently, each pair of the vector vq is searched in the
index (matrix Mec) in order to obtain the number of times it is
found in each BPs stored in the repository. This number is
then multiplied by the corresponding value in the vector vq,
and the resulting value is inserted in a new matrix named
“query matrix" (Mq) where rows are the BPs of the repository
and columns are the node pairs of the query vector vq (See
Figure 5)

Fig. 5. Example of the query matrix (Mq) plus the similarity for each BP

For example, the vector query of Figure 2 and the
execution cases matrix of Figure 1, suppose that pq1 =p1, pq3
= p2 , pqj = pj and pqt = pk. The pair pqj with an occurrence of
2 in the vector query vq is found three times in the execution
cases matrix, hence by multiplying those values we get 6; this
value is inserted on the cell (i; j) of the query matrix Mq.
Finally, in order to rank the BPs of the repository, the values
of each row are added obtaining a value of execution cases
similarity (ec-sim) for each BPs. Accordingly, the BPs are
ranked from the greatest value to the lowest one. The
complete resulting query matrix of the example is presented
in Figure 5 where the resulting ranking is r = {BPi(10),
BPn(7), BP2(6), BP1(4)…}.

Fig. 3. Components of the indexing phase

3.2.2 Ranking
In this phase the query vector vq and the execution cases
matrix Mec are integrated in the query matrix (Mq) as
described in section 3.23. The Mq matrix is useful for
measuring similarity between each BP of the repository and
the query and to produce a ranking of BPs according to this
degree of similarity.

3.3 A tool for implementing Trazas BP
The tool that implements TrazasBP was developed in Java
and integrates a user centered interface. This tool incorporates
some usability criteria defined by objective and subjective
attributes. Among the objective attributes, the tool integrates:
ease of learning and memorization, efficiency, effectiveness,
operability and ease of understanding, equally. Additionally,
subjective attributes (oriented to user satisfaction) supported
in the tool are: accessibility, functionality, usefulness and
credibility. The tool includes a simple interface with panels

3.2.2 Querying the index of execution cases
To query the index of execution cases a query set of node
pairs (PSq) is required. The set PSq is processed in order to
find repeated node pairs, and to create a query vector vq that
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Fig. 6. User interfaces for performing queries

containing the functionalities of the model. Equally, the user
may choose a BP model from the result list in order to
visualize and thus check the validity of the query.
Figure 6 shows the results of one example query, in this
figure results are displayed (red square) when the user
performs the query. The results contain the more relevant BP
models according to the similarity between the query and the
BP in the repository.

Figure 7 shows results of the first phase, where for each
querying option the Graded Precision (Gp), graded recall(Gr)
and F-measure (Gf) are calculated. Graded precision reached
values between 81% and 90% which means that the present
approach is less likely to retrieve non-relevant BPs (i.e. false
positives). Nevertheless, the lower values of recall from 19%
to 28% demonstrate that the approach doesn’t retrieve a high
number of relevant BPs (i.e. false negatives). With regards to
the F-measure, the approach obtained values from 30% to
42% for the different query options showing acceptable
values of harmony between the precision and recall measures.
Results of phase one show that query option based on Logfile achieved the best results, this is because each log file
integrated many execution cases of the same BP, which
extends the possibility for finding BP with similar execution
cases in the repository. Consequently, the query option based
on log files was selected for phase two.

IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
Because For the experimental evaluation, TrazasBP was
used for generating rankings of 20 BP according to the
similarity with the Query BP. This procedure evaluates the
relevance of the results retrieved in each search. The
evaluation was performed using the measured widely used for
evaluating information retrieval systems: Graded Precision,
graded recall and F-measure.
Relevance evaluation of results in TrazasBP includes two
phases: The first one evaluates relevance and quality of
ranking, in order to find the best query option between:
Execution case, Minimal behavior, and Log-file. The second
phase compares results obtained using TrazasBP with the
results of the manual evaluation performed on a closed test
set, which was previously described in [21]. This closed test
set was created collaborative by 59 experts. Moreover, the
ranking generated by evaluators and the ranking automatically
generated using the TrazasBP were compared using the
measure A(Rq) presented in [22]. A(Rq) measure was used to
determine the degree of coincidence of the position of each
BP in each one of the rankings generated by each request.

https://doi.org/10.17562/PB-57-5

Fig. 7. Results of querying options comparison
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Results of phase two are shown in Figure 8. These results
show that Trazas Bp achieved a 94% of Gp, therefore search
results are precise and keep high similarity with the ranking
generated by human evaluators. In other words, TrazasBP
retrieves most of the BP that human evaluators considered as
relevant for each query.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presents TrazasBP, a framework for BP
indexing and searching based on execution cases. TrazasBP
indexes BPs based on execution cases retrieved from log files.
Additionally, it considers not only textual information of BP
elements but also causal dependence between BP elements.
TrazasBP was evaluated in two phases: The first one
evaluated relevance and quality of ranking using different
querying options, and found as the best ranking option the
one based on log-files. During the second phase, the present
approach was compared with results obtained by human
experts. Results obtained in this phase allow evidence that
TrazasBP generates rankings of results with high similarity to
the rankings generated by humans.
Experimental evaluation evidenced high values precision
(90%) for different query options. Additionally, the Fmeasure reached values around 42% which is an acceptable
value for the relation between precision and recall. Equally,
When comparing TrazasBP with a closet test created by
human experts, the Graded precision reached 94% which
shows that the ranking generated with TrazasBP is highly
similar to the ranking generated by human experts. Due to
TrazasBP low computational cost, it may be effectively used
as indexing mechanism and may precede other expensive
algorithms during BPs similarity calculation since it reduces
the search space. Additionally, TrazasBP approach can be
extended by adding new query options.
Future work includes incorporating new search options: i)
semantic options by adding domain ontologies that represent
user queries. ii) multimodal options which consider structural,
behavioral, and linguistic information in one search space.
Equally, future work will include integration of clustering
algorithms (like K-means, Clicks, Start, and C–means) to the
model and compare the created groups with other results
reported in the state of the art. On the other hand, it is planned
to develop an automatic evaluation module that generates
graphs and relevance measures. Finally, evaluation will be
expanded by applying new measures for the BP search.

Fig. 8. Results of the phase 2

With regards to Graded precision, TrazasBP reached a
value of 31%. This is due to TrazasBP generated rankings
limited to 20 results; and it left aside other BPs relevant for
the query. The results for graded F-measure evidenced
harmony in the results of Gp and Gr. The average value of Gf
is 47% which indicates that classifications generated by
TrazasBP presented high similarity with the human generated
ranking described in [21].
Figure 9 depicts the level of agreement A(Rq) between the
ideal ranking generated by evaluators and the automatic
classification generated using TrazasBP. Note that for each
query the proposed approach generated classifications that
match considerably with those generated by experts (ideal
classifications). For example, in query 1 (Q1) the similarity of
classification for the proposed method reached 85%. Finally,
in the classification of global similarity (considering all the
queries) TrazasBP reaches 81%. This result indicates an
increase in quality of the generated ranking when Log files
are used as query element. TrazasBP retrieves the most
relevant list for each query and avoids retrieving norelevant BP
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results can be obtained and recall of the system will be
improved subsequently.
Ontology is generally built under the supervision of domain
experts and are time intensive process. Corpus required for
building Ontology are not always readily available. Therefore,
it is important to build corpus from web through crawling.
Very few work is available that have incorporated crawling as a
phase for collecting corpus in building Ontology. Since general
crawling does not always provide domain related pages, lot
of irrelevant pages are downloaded and filtering is required.
Terms extracted using statistical measure or linguistic patterns
are prone to noise and require additional level of filtering
using machine learning techniques. Also, most systems rely
on manually annotated resources for obtaining terms and also
for relation discovery. These resources however mostly contain
domain generic concepts and lack domain specific concepts
and relations [1]. Ontology extracted using lexico-syntactic
patterns are limited to certain patterns and require enrichment.
In this work we propose a framework for crawling websites
relevant to the domain of interest and also build Domain
Ontology without use of any annotated resource in an
unsupervised manner. The crawling framework uses a novel
weighting measure to rank the domain terms. The proposed
framework consists of five phases Corpus Collection, Term
Extraction, Taxonomic Relation Extraction, Non-taxonomic
relation extraction and Domain Ontology building. Corpus is
crawled using iterative focused web crawler which downloads
the content which are pertinent to the domain by selectively
rejecting URL’s based on link, anchor text and link context.
Terms are extracted by feeding graph based algorithm HITS
with Shallow Semantic Relations and proposed use of
adjective modifiers to obtain fine grained domain terms. Hearst
pattern and Morpho-Syntactic patterns are extracted to build
taxonomies. Non-taxonomic relation extraction is obtained
through Association Rule Mining on Triples.
The organization of the paper is as follows: section two
describes Related Work, section three describes the System
Design, section four describes the Results and Evaluation,
section five describes Conclusion and section six describes
Future Work.

Abstract—Construction of Ontology is indispensable with rapid
increase in textual information. Much research in learning
Ontology are supervised and require manually annotated
resources. Also, quality of Ontology is dependent on quality
of corpus which may not be readily available. To tackle these
problems, we present an iterative focused web crawler for
building corpus and an unsupervised framework for construction
of Domain Ontology. The proposed framework consists of five
phases, Corpus Collection using Iterative Focused crawling
with novel weighting measure, Term Extraction using HITS
algorithm, Taxonomic Relation Extraction using Hearst and
Morpho-Syntactic Patterns, Non Taxonomic relation extraction
using association rule mining and Domain Ontology Building.
Evaluation results show that proposed crawler outweighs
traditional crawling techniques, domain terms showed higher
precision when compared to statistical techniques and learnt
ontology has rich knowledge representation.
Index Terms—Iterative focused crawling, domain ontology,
domain terms extraction, taxonomy, non taxonomy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
NTOLOGY in computer science can be viewed
as formal representation of knowledge pertaining to
particular domain [1]. In simpler terms ontology provides
concepts and relationship among concepts in a domain.
Machines perceive contents of documents(blogs, articles, web
pages, forums, scientific research papers, e-books, etc.) as
sequence of character. Much of the semantic information are
already encoded in some form or other in these documents.
There is an increasing demand to convert these unstructured
information into structured information. Ontology plays a key
role in representing the knowledge hidden in these texts and
make it human and computer understandable.
Construction of Domain Ontology provides various
semantic solutions including: (1) Knowledge Management,
(2) Knowledge Sharing, (3) Knowledge Organization, and (4)
Knowledge Enrichment.
It can be effectively used in semantic computing
applications ranging from Expert Systems [2], Search
Engines [3], Question and Answering System [4], etc. to solve
day to day problems. For example, if the search engine is
aware that “prokaryote” is a type of organism, better search
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4) Graph Based Measure: Graph Based Measure is used to
model the importance of a term and the relationship between
the terms in an effective way. Survey on Graph Methods
by Beliga et al. [10], suggest that graphs can be used to
represent co-occurrence relations, semantic relations, syntactic
relations and other relations (intersecting words from sentence,
paragraph, etc.). Work by Ventura et al. [11] used novel graph
based ranking method called “Terminology Ranking Based on
Graph Information” to rank the terms and dice coefficient
was used to measure the co-occurrence between two terms.
Mukherjee et al. [12] used HITS index with hubs as Shallow
Semantic Relations and authorities as nouns. Terms are filtered
based on hubs and authority scores.

A. Domain Corpus Collection
Domain Corpus is a coherent collection of domain text. It
requires the usage of iterative focused or topical web crawler
to fetch the pages that are pertinent to the domain of interest.
In the work proposed by [5], a heuristic based approach is
used to locate anchor text by using DOM tree instead of
using the entire HTML Page. A statistical based term weighing
measure based on TF-IDF called TFIPNDF (Term Frequency
Inverse Positive Negative Document Frequency) was proposed
for weighing anchor text and link context. The pages are
classified as relevant or not relevant on the basis of trained
classifier and is entirely supervised. The work however lacks
iterative learning of terms to classify pages [6].

C. Taxonomic Relation Extraction
Taxonomy construction involves building a concept
hierarchy in which broader-narrower relations are stored
and can be visualized as a hierarchy of concepts. For
example “rice”, “wheat”, “maize” come under “crop”. They
are commonly built using predefined patterns such as the
work by Hearst [13] and Ochoa et al. [14]. Meijer et
al. [7] proposed construction of taxonomy using subsumption
method. This method calculates co-occurrence relations
between different concepts. Knijff et al. [15], compared two
methods subsumption method and hierarchical agglomerative
clustering to construct taxonomy. They concluded that
subsumption method is suitable for shallow taxonomies and
hierarchical agglomerative clustering is suitable for building
deep taxonomies.

B. Domain Term Extraction
Domain Terms are the elementary components used to
represent concepts of a domain. Example of domain terms
pertaining to agricultural domain are “farming”, “crops”,
“plants”, “fertilizers”, etc. Term Extraction is generally
performed from collection of domain documents using any
of the following methods: Statistical Measure, Linguistic
Measure, Machine Learning and Graph-based Measure.
1) Statistical Measure: Most common Statistical Measure
make use of TF (Term Frequency) and IDF (Inverse Document
Frequency). Meijer et al. [7], proposed four measures namely
Domain Pertinence, Lexical Cohesion, Domain Consensus and
Structural Relevance to compute the importance of terms in a
domain. Drymonas et al. [8], used C/NC values to calculate
the relevance of multiword terms in corpus. These measures
however fail to consider the context of terms and fails to
capture the importance of infrequent domain terms.
2) Linguistic Measure: Linguistic Measures traditionally
acquire terms by using syntactic patterns such as Noun-Noun,
Adjective-Noun, etc. For example, the POS tagging of the
sentence “Western Rajasthan and northern Gujarat are included
in this region” tags “Western” as an adjective and “Rajasthan”
as Noun. Lexico-Syntactic patterns makes use of predefined
patterns such as “including”, “like”, “such as”, etc., to extract
terms. It is however tedious and time consuming to pre-define
patterns.
3) Machine Learning: Machine Learning is either supervised or unsupervised. Supervised learning require the
algorithm to be trained before usage and target variable
is known. Some famous and commonly used supervised
algorithms include Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines
and Decision Tree. In unsupervised learning training is not
required and hidden patterns are found using unlabeled data.
Uzun [9] work considers training features are independent and
therefore used TF-IDF, distance of the word to the beginning
of the paragraph, word position with respect to whole text and
sentence and probability features from Naive Bayes Classifier
to classify whether a term is relevant. The drawback of using
machine learning is that training incurs overhead and data may
not be available in abundance for training.

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 59–66

D. Non Taxonomic Relation Extraction
Non Taxonomic Relations best describe the non-hierarchical
attributes of concept. For example, in the non taxonomic
relation “predators eat plants”, eat is a feature of predator.
Nabila et al. [16] proposed an automatic construction
of non-taxonomic relation extraction by finding the nontaxonomic relations between the concepts in the same sentence
and non-taxonomic relations between concepts in different
sentences. Serra and Girardri [17] proposed a semi-automatic
construction of non-taxonomic relations from text corpus.
Association between two concepts are found by calculating the
support and the confidence scores between the two concepts.
a) : To build a Domain Ontology from Text, the
existing methods for Domain Term Extraction deprive
from identification of low frequent terms, identification of
all syntactic-patterns and require annotated re-sources for
machine learning approaches. Graph based methods for
identification can be used to solve the above problems as
they can represent the meaning as well as composition of
text. They also do not require manually annotated data
unlike machine learning approaches. General Non-Taxonomic
Relation Extraction methods are based on extraction of
predicates between two concepts and as all predicates are not
domain specific the use of Data Mining Techniques can be
helpful in identifying the Domain Relations effectively.
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III. S YSTEM D ESIGN

B. Domain Term Extraction
Domain corpus, which contains a rich collection of text
documents is pre-processed to identify the domain terms.
Numbers, special characters, etc. which do not play a
significant role in ontology construction are removed.
1) Shallow Semantic Relation Extraction: Domain text
documents are tokenized into sentences. These sentences
are parsed using Stanford Dependency Parser to identify
the Shallow Semantic Relations between the words. Shallow
Semantic Relations represent the syntactic contextual relations
within the sentences. In addition to the Shallow Semantic
Relations extracted in [12] we have also extracted and used
adjective modifiers obtained through Dependency Parsing.
Since, significant amount of domain terms are composed
as adjective modifier, it is important to consider these
dependencies. For example, in the sentence ”Biological
research into soil and soil organisms has proven beneficial to
organic farming.”, “organic farming” and “biological research”
are tagged as adjective modifiers.
2) Domain Term Induction Using HITS: HITS algorithm [12], [18] is applied to identify the most
important domain terms. It is composed of two major
components—Hubs and Authorities. Hubs are represented by
Shallow Semantic Relations and authorities are represented by
nouns. Hub score is calculated as the sum of authority scores
and authority score is calculated as the sum of hub scores.
Hub and Authority score are calculated recursively until hub
and authority score converges. The Shallow Semantic Relation
which has high hub score are selected as multi-grams and
nouns which has high authority score are selected as unigrams.
These unigrams and multi-grams constitute the domain terms.

In this section we discuss the design of our system. Figure 1
shows the overall architecture diagram of the proposed
framework. The system consists of five major phases: (1)
Domain Corpus Collection, (2) Domain Term Extraction 3)
Taxonomic Relation Extraction, (4) Non Taxonomic Relation
Extraction, and (5) Domain Ontology Building.

A. Domain Corpus Collection
Corpus required for construction of Ontology may not be
readily available for every domain. Since the quality of the
corpus plays a vital role in deciding the quality of Ontology,
Iterative Focused Crawling is performed to download web
pages relevant to the domain. List of Seed URLs are given as
input to the Iterative Focused Crawler. The web pages whose
URL, anchor text or link context satisfy the relevance score
are added to the URL queue. The depth of the pages to be
crawled is specified. The output of the focused crawler is used
as corpus for construction of Ontology. Crawling is terminated
when the relevance of URL to the context vector decreases
drastically. The architecture of crawler is depicted in Figure 2.
Nouns are considered as candidate terms for finding
keywords in the domain. Therefore, the nouns are extracted
from the corpus using the Stanford parts-of-speech tagger.
The context vector of a noun is computed by using proposed weighted co-occurrence score. Weighted co-occurrence
(W CO(wi , wj )) of two words wi and wj is given by :

W CO(wi , wj ) = CO(wi , wj )Xidf (wi )Xidf (wj )

(1)
C. Taxonomic Relation Extraction

In Equation 1, idf (wi ) and idf (wj ) are the inverse
document frequency of words wi and wj . CO(wi , wj ) is the
co-occurrence frequency of the two words wi and wj . The
proposed equation considers the inverse document frequencies
of the terms in order to consider the importance of terms
which occur rarely and may of importance to the domain.
Unit Normalization of the context vector is performed to have
a specific range of score between 0 and 1. The normalized
context vector of each term is summed along the column and
sorted in descending order. The top ranked terms are extracted
as concepts based on percentage.
Relevance of the web pages are calculated by computing
the average of the Cosine Similarity Score of the test domain
vectors and each of the domain vectors of the training
document. The relevance of the URL is checked without
scanning the pages. It is done by computing relevance
of HREF, Anchor Text and/or Link Context. Appropriate
threshold are set for HREF, Anchor Text and Link Context.
If HREF is not relevant (i.e Relevance Score), Anchor Text
will be checked for relevance. If Anchor Text is not relevant,
finally, Link Context will be checked.

https://doi.org/10.17562/PB-57-6

Taxonomic Relations represent hypernym-hyponym relation. A hypernym represents the specific semantic field of
a hyponym and a hyponym represents the generic semantic
field of the hyponym. The three steps involved in building
a taxonomy involves (i) Hearst Pattern Extraction and (ii)
Morpho-syntactic Pattern Extraction
1) Hearst Pattern Extraction: Hearst Patterns [13] are
commonly used to extract taxonomic relations from text.
Sentences containing the domain terms are selected for
identification of Hearst Patterns. Sentences are tagged using
parts-of-speech tagger to find six types of hearst patterns. Six
types of hearst patterns are as listed below: N Pi is considered
as a hypernym and N Pj is considered as a hyponym.
1) N Pi such as N Pj
Example : agrochemicals such as pesticides and fertilizers
where agrochemicals is a hypernym and fertilizers and
pesticides is a hyponym.
2) N Pj or other N Pi
Example : iron, magnesium, zinc, or other nutrients where
nutrients is a hypernym and iron, magnesium and zinc are
hyponyms.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of Proposed Framework: Unsupervised Domain Ontology Construction From Text

Fig. 2. Flow Diagram of Iterative Focused Crawler

3) N Pj and other N Pi
Example : barley, wheat, and other cereals where cereals is a
hypernym and barley and wheat is a hyponym.
4) such N Pj as N Pj
Example : such foods as bread, porridge, crackers, biscuits
where foods is a hypernym and bread, porridge, crackers and
biscuits is a hyponym.
5) N Pi including N Pj
Example : political issues including water pollution where
political issues is a hypernym and water pollution is a
hypernym.
6) N Pi especially N Pj
Example : Tropical fruits especially bananas grows in South

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 59–66

India where Tropical fruits is a hypernym and bananas is a
hyponym.
2) Morpho Syntactic Pattern Extraction: In our work we
have also extracted Morpho Syntactic Patterns [14] to extract
additional Hypernym-Hyponym relations. There are two rules
followed to extract morpho-syntactic patterns.
Rule 1 : If the term t1 contains a suffix string t0 , then the term
t0 is the hypernym of the term t1 , provided the term t0 or t1 is
a domain term. For example, “polysaccharide” is considered
as the hypernym of the term “homopolysaccharide”.
Rule 2 : If the term t0 is the head term of the term t1 , then t0
is considered as the hypernym of the term t1 , provided term
t0 or t1 is the domain term. Example: “sweet corn” is the
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hyponym of the word “corn”.

Table II shows the Number of Links crawled through HREF,
Anchor Text and Link Context. It is observed that most of
the links were found to be relevant through HREF and Link
Context. HREF usually contain the text present in the Anchor
Text. So, if the relevance fails through HREF there is a high
probability of checking the Link Context.

D. Non-Taxonomic Relation Extraction
Non-Taxonomic Relations represent the properties of the
object. It has no class-subclass relationship.
1) Triplet Extraction: A sentence is composed of three
components - subject, predicate and object. A triplet in a
sentence is defined as the relation between the subject and the
object, with the relation being the predicate. Parsed documents
using Stanford Parser are input to the triplet extraction process.
Subject, predicate and object from the sentences is extracted
using Russu’s Triple Algorithm [19].
2) Association Rule Mining: Association Rule Mining [20]
is performed to find the non-taxonomic relations between the
domain terms. Apriori Algorithm is used for frequent itemset
generation and association rule mining. Frequent itemset
whose support crosses a suitable threshold are selected for
mining association rules. Association rules are filtered from
frequent itemsets and association rules which satisfy a suitable
confidence score are selected.

TABLE II
N UMBER OF L INKS C RAWLED THROUGH HREF, A NCHOR T EXT AND
L INK C ONTEXT
Mode
HREF
Anchor Text
Link Context
Total

Count
606
2256
17842
20632

Table III shows the Number of documents in different
similarity range compared to SeedURL pages. It can be seen
that most of the pages similarity were in the range of 0.5 to
0.6.
TABLE III
N UMBER OF L INKS C RAWLED THROUGH HREF, A NCHOR T EXT AND
L INK C ONTEXT
Similarity
0.6 - 0.7
0.5 - 0.6
0.4 - 0.5
0.3 - 0.4
0.2 - 0.3
0.1 - 0.2
0.0 - 0.1
Total

E. Domain Ontology Building
The concepts with the taxonomic and non-taxonomic
relations are represented in a Resource Description Framework
format. The concepts consists of a concept id, a broader
relation, a narrower relation and a non-taxonomic relation associated with it. The broader/narrower relation are represented
by class/subclass relations. Non-taxonomic relations consists
of a property, domain and range. The domain of a property
represent the subject whose predicate is that property. The
range of a property represent the object whose predicate is
that property. Example : “rice” is a concept with concept id
“12143”, narrower relations “long-grain rice”,broader relation
“crops”, “medium-grain rice”, “short-grain rice”, property
“grows in”, domain “rice”, range “South India”.

Count
787
11624
5782
2156
251
60
22
20632

Figure 3 shows Histogram analysis of document count to
similarity of documents at various depths and Median of
similarity score for a particular depth w.r.t seed documents.
Histogram analysis strongly suggest that most of the
documents crawled belongs to the similarity range of 0.5 to
0.6. It was also observed that the median of relevance score
follows a decreasing trend and the number of irrelevant links
crawled increased after a depth of 3.
In our work, Convergence Score [21] was used to evaluate
the Iterative Focused Crawler. It is defined as the number of
concepts present in the final crawl to the number of concepts
present in initial seed page set. From Figure 4, we infer that
the convergence of Focused Crawler is better than Base Line
Crawler since the former crawls the page that are semantically
relevant.

IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
A. Domain Corpus Collection
Domain Corpus Collection consists of implementing an
iterative focused web crawler that crawls pages relevant to
the domain. 22 seed URLS pertaining to agriculture domain
were given as input to the focused crawler. 20,632 documents
were obtained at the end of crawling a depth of 3. Table I
shows the number of relevant links crawled by the crawler.

B. Domain Term Extraction
TABLE I

In our work, HITS algorithm was used to extract the
top quality domain terms. The algorithm took nearly 3000
iterations to rank top quality domain terms.
The precision scores of Graph Based Domain Term
Extraction using HITS algorithm used in our work is evaluated
against statistical measures such as Linguistic Patterns, Inverse
Document Frequency , C-value(LIDF score) and Graph Based

N UMBER OF L INKS C RAWLED AT D IFFERENT D EPTHS
Depth
0
1
2
3
Total

Number of Links Crawled
22
134
816
19732
20632
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Fig. 3. Histograms analysis of Similarity Scores w.r.t Depth and Median of Similarity Score for a particular Depth w.r.t seed documents

Fig. 4. Comparison of Baseline crawler to Focused Crawler using Convergence Score
TABLE IV
P RECISION S CORES OF T ERM E XTRACTION USING HITS, LIDF, T E RG RAPH AND DP+DC+LC+SR
Total Terms
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000

Term Extraction using HITS
0.772
0.749
0.733
0.703
0.676
0.662
0.651
0.633

Algorithm Terminology Ranking Based on Graph Information
- TeRGraph proposed by [11] and sum of statistical scores
obtained from Domain Pertinence (DP ), Domain Consensus
(DC), Lexical Cohesion (LC) and Structural Relevance (SR)
proposed in [7] is shown in Table IV. GENIA corpus used

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 59–66

LIDF
0.697
0.662
0.627
0.608
0.575
0.550
0.547
0.546

TeRGraph
0.769
0.694
0.644
0.593
0.562
0.561
0.552
0.546

DP+DC+LC+SR
0.751
0.687
0.657
0.612
0.583
0.561
0.550
0.538

in [11] was used for evaluation purpose. The measures shows
that graph based HITS algorithm shows better precision
compared to statistical measures and Graph Based algorithm
TeRGraph.
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Fig. 5. Taxonomy of Parasites

Fig. 6. Non Taxonomy of Plants

C. Domain Ontology

knowledge in the schema. Table V shows the Class Richness
score for Taxonomy and Non Taxonomy learning methods.

Hearst Patterns and Morpho-Syntactic patterns were used
to induce Taxonomy. Total of 6539 Hearst Patterns and
2149 Morpho-Syntactic patterns were extracted to construct
the Taxonomy. 5216 triples were extracted and 357 Non
Taxonomic Relations were identified using Association Rule
Mining. Figure 5 shows the snippet of Parasite Taxonomy
and Figure 6 shows the snippet of Non Taxonomic Relations
associated with Plants.

2) Inheritance Richness: Inheritance Richness measure
describes the distribution of information across different levels
of the ontology’s inheritance tree or the fan-out of parent
classes. This is a good indication of how well knowledge
is grouped into different categories and subcategories in the
ontology. This measure can distinguish a horizontal ontology
(where classes have a large number of direct subclasses) from
a vertical ontology (where classes have a small number of
direct subclasses). An ontology with a low inheritance richness
would be of a deep (or vertical) ontology, which indicates
that the ontology covers a specific domain in a detailed
manner, while an ontology with a high IR would be a shallow
(or horizontal) ontology, which indicates that the ontology
represents a wide range of general knowledge with a low
level of detail. Table V shows the Class Richness score for
Taxonomy and Non Taxonomy learning methods.

In our work, Domain Ontology was evaluated using Metic
Based Evaluation techiques Inheritance Richness and Class
Richness [22].
1) Class Richness: This metric is related to how instances
are distributed across classes. The number of classes that have
instances in the KB is compared with the total number of
classes, giving a general idea of how well the KB utilizes the
knowledge modeled by the schema classes. Thus, if the KB
has a very low Class Richness, then the KB does not have
data that exemplifies all the class knowledge that exists in the
schema. On the other hand, a KB that has a very high CR
would indicate that the data in the KB represents most of the

https://doi.org/10.17562/PB-57-6

From the results of the evaluation metrics(class richness and
inheritance richness), it is evident that the constructed ontology
has a good density depicting that the concepts extracted
represents a wider knowledge in the domain.
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TABLE V
I NHERITANCE AND C LASS R ICHNESS S CORES
Method
Hearst
Morpho-Syntactic
Hearst + Morpho-Syntactic
Non-Taxonomic Relation

Inheritance Richness
4.004
2.671
3.967
1.81

[5] L. Liu, T. Peng, and W. Zuo, “Topical web crawling for domain-specific
resource discovery enhanced by selectively using link-context,” Proc.
The International Arab Journal of Information Technology, vol. 12,
no. 2, 2015.
[6] R. Sheikh, “A review of focused web crawling strategies.”
[7] K. Meijer, F. Frasincar, and F. Hogenboom, “A semantic approach for
extracting domain taxonomies from text,” Decision Support Systems,
vol. 62, pp. 78–93, 2014.
[8] E. Drymonas, K. Zervanou, and E. G. Petrakis, “Unsupervised ontology
acquisition from plain texts: The OntoGain system,” in International
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Springer, 2010, pp. 277–287.
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Retrieval. IEEE, 2011, pp. 99–105.
[17] I. Serra and R. Girardi, “A process for extracting non-taxonomic
relationships of ontologies from text,” 2011.
[18] J. M. Kleinberg, “Authoritative sources in a hyperlinked environment,”
Journal of the ACM (JACM), vol. 46, no. 5, pp. 604–632, 1999.
[19] D. Rusu, L. Dali, B. Fortuna, M. Grobelnik, and D. Mladenic, “Triplet
extraction from sentences,” in Proceedings of the 10th International
Multiconference” Information Society-IS, 2007, pp. 8–12.
[20] R. Srikant and R. Agrawal, Mining generalized association rules. IBM
Research Division, 1995.
[21] S. Thenmalar and T. Geetha, “The modified concept based focused
crawling using ontology,” Journal of Web Engineering, vol. 13, no. 5-6,
pp. 525–538, 2014.
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Class Richness
0.367
0.068
0.41
0.21

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In our work, we have developed an iterative focused crawler
for collection of domain corpora, with each element in the
co-occurrence matrix weighted as product of co-occurrence
frequency and IDF of row and column. The generic terms
extracted as concepts are removed using statistical measure.
The relevance of the page is checked in the following
levels: URL, Anchor Text and Link Context. Domain
terms were extracted without any manual annotated resource
unsupervised using HITS algorithm with Hubs as Shallow
Semantic Relation and Authority as Nouns. The ranked
terms were removed of noise using Domain Pertinence. In
this work, taxonomy was induced using Hearst Patterns
and Morpho-Syntactic Patterns. The Ontology was built
automatically without supervision from scratch. In the future,
we intend to exploit deep learning methods for building
Domain Ontology to make it meaningful and useful.
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GeCaP: Unit Testing Case Generation
from Java Source Code

Resumen—Las pruebas de software, no obstante que son
costosas, aumentan considerablemente la confiabilidad y calidad
de los sistemas, contribuyendo así a su posicionamiento en el
mercado. Específicamente, las pruebas unitarias se encargan de
probar que las unidades individuales del diseño de software,
componente o módulo de software, funcionan correctamente.
Aunque existen herramientas que se encargan de ejecutar
pruebas unitarias de manera automática, éstas carecen de
funcionalidades que proporcionen apoyo y asistencia al
desarrollador en el diseño de los casos de prueba; además, las
propuestas existentes para el diseño de los casos de pruebas
unitarias, no se han insertado al entorno productivo y no
permiten generar código de pruebas. En el presente trabajo se
propone una herramienta que permite la generación automática
de casos de pruebas unitarias a partir del código fuente en
lenguaje Java. En la nueva propuesta se utiliza la técnica del
camino básico para el diseño de los casos de prueba. De forma
automática se genera el grafo de control de flujo del código
fuente a probar, para luego generar los caminos independientes;
por último, se generan las combinaciones de valores de prueba
que satisfagan todos y cada uno de los caminos independientes.
En el proceso de implementación de la nueva herramienta, se
diseñó un caso de estudio para efectos de validación; se aplicaron
algoritmos metaheurísticos para la generación de valores de
prueba y para la generación de combinaciones de valores para
cada camino, y se compararon estas combinaciones de valores
con las obtenidas por otros algoritmos del estado del arte. Dado
que en el caso de estudio se alcanza un 100% de cobertura de los
caminos independientes la nueva herramienta exhibe resultados
competitivos respecto de los resultados obtenidos por
herramientas propuestas por otros autores.

Abstract—Software testing, despite its cost, considerably
improves the reliability and quality of systems, contributing to
their positioning in the market. Specifically, unit testing is the
process by which the correct individual functioning of modules,
components, and design is ensured. Even though tools that
execute unit testing automatically exist, these lack the ability to
provide the developer with support and assistance in the design
of test cases; furthermore, the current proposals for test case
design in unit testing have not been inserted into the production
environment and are unable to generate testing code. The
present work proposes a tool that allows developers to
automatically generate test cases for unit testing from Java
source code. In this new proposal the basis path testing technique
is used for the design of the test cases. The control flow graph is
automatically generated from the source code being tested, in
order to subsequently generate the independent paths. Finally,
the combinations of test values that satisfy each and every one of
the linearly independent paths are generated. In the process of
implementing this new tool a case study was designed for the
purpose of validation; metaheuristic algorithms were applied to
generate test values and value combinations for each path. These
combinations were compared against the ones obtained by other
state-of-the-art algorithms. Since in this case study a 100%
coverage of the independent paths is reached, the proposed tool
exhibits competitive results with respect to the ones reported by
tools proposed by other authors.
Index terms—unit tests, basic path technique, automatic
generation of test cases, metaheuristics algorithms.

Palabras clave—pruebas unitarias, técnica del camino básico,
generación automática de casos de prueba, algoritmos
metaheurísticos.
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la actualidad, la demanda de software ha aumentado
considerablemente como consecuencia del avance de la
tecnología. De esta forma, se hace necesario que los productos
de software obtengan una certificación de calidad siendo la
mejor manera de competir en un mercado en crecimiento que
es cada vez más exigente [1].
Las pruebas de software continúan ocupando espacio en los
trabajos científicos de múltiples investigadores: En particular,
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se mantienen como problemas abiertos la generación de
caminos y valores de pruebas para apoyar el diseño de los
casos de prueba [2; 3; 4; 5; 6], así como los procesos
vinculados con las pruebas de software [2; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11].
Estas propuestas van desde la utilización de algoritmos de
optimización e inteligencia artificial para resolver el problema
de la explosión combinatoria de los caminos y valores de
pruebas, hasta propuestas de frameworks para lograr la
automatización de algunos elementos del proceso. En este
último caso las propuestas son prototipos para validar la
solución teórica, pero no se han incorporado a las soluciones
comerciales los elementos de generación de los casos de
prueba, de forma tal que puedan ser utilizados por
desarrolladores y equipos de probadores, reduciendo así el
esfuerzo vinculado con esta actividad de diseño que es
altamente costosa. Además, las propuestas mencionadas
anteriormente no llegan a la generación de código de pruebas
unitarias.
Existen diferentes herramientas como JUnit [12],
NUnit [13] y PHPUnit [14] que permiten ejecutar pruebas
unitarias de forma automática, pero carecen de
funcionalidades que asistan al desarrollador en el diseño de
los casos de pruebas. Ello se debe a que, a pesar de que estas
herramientas crean automáticamente una clase de prueba con
un método de prueba vacío, el desarrollador debe llenar el
método de prueba y crear el resto de los métodos que necesite.
Se hace necesario automatizar la generación de casos de
pruebas unitarias a partir del código fuente. Para solucionar la
problemática existente, el objetivo del presente trabajo es
desarrollar una herramienta para la generación de casos de
pruebas unitarias a partir del código fuente en lenguaje Java.
La herramienta estará insertada en el propio ambiente de
desarrollo, por lo que brinda apoyo al programador en cuanto
al diseño de los casos de pruebas y se disminuye el tiempo y
esfuerzo dedicado a esta tarea.
II.

Fig. 1. Procedimiento para realizar pruebas unitarias.

Teniendo en cuenta este procedimiento, en la herramienta
desarrollada en el presente trabajo se genera el grafo de
control de flujo de forma automática a partir del código fuente
de un método en lenguaje Java. Para la generación del grafo
de control de flujo se utiliza la herramienta ANTLR
(Herramienta para Reconocimiento de Lenguaje).
ANTLR es una herramienta que provee un framework para
construir reconocedores, compiladores y traductores de
descripciones gramaticales para lenguajes de dominio
específico. Los lenguajes de dominio específico incluyen
formatos de datos, formatos de ficheros de configuración,
protocolos de red, lenguajes de procesamiento de texto,
secuencia de genes, lenguajes de control de sondeo de
espacio, y lenguajes de programación de dominio específico.
Tiene soporte de generación de código en diferentes lenguajes
de programación, tales como: Java, C#, Python, Ruby,
Objective-C, C y C++. Además, permite generar un árbol de
sintaxis abstracta (AST por sus siglas en inglés) con la
secuencia de acciones del método [15].
Un AST es una representación de árbol de la estructura
sintáctica abstracta (simplificada) del código fuente escrito en
cierto lenguaje de programación. Cada nodo del árbol denota
una construcción que ocurre en el código fuente. La sintaxis
es abstracta en el sentido que no representa cada detalle que
aparezca en la sintaxis verdadera [15].
En la figura 2 se muestra un diagrama UML con las
actividades necesarias para obtener un grafo de control de
flujo mediante la utilización de la herramienta ANTLR.
Con objeto de determinar los caminos independientes a
partir del grafo de control de flujo, se desarrolló un algoritmo

MATERIALES Y MÉTODOS

En el presente trabajo se utilizó la técnica del camino
básico para el diseño de los casos de pruebas. Como se ilustra
en la Figura 1, esta técnica permite ejecutar todas las
instrucciones del código fuente al menos una vez.
Las actividades que aparecen sombreadas en gris
corresponden a propuestas que han llegado a soluciones para
los entornos productivos, y las que aparecen sombreadas en
azul, corresponden a propuestas teóricas que no han sido
insertadas en el entorno industrial. Como se puede observar,
el diseño de casos de prueba cuenta con algunas propuestas no
incorporadas al entorno productivo, por lo que el problema
sigue sin resolverse en el entorno de producción; además, no
cuenta con herramientas que generen el código de pruebas
necesario para su posterior ejecución con las herramientas
existentes.
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Fig. 2. Flujo de actividades para generar un grafo de control de flujo.

encargado de transformar el grafo de control de flujo a un
grafo de condicionales que permite obtener los casos de
prueba independientemente del lenguaje del código fuente.
Este algoritmo se describe de la siguiente manera:
1) Procesar sólo los nodos que representen una condicional.
2) En caso de que exista una sentencia switch, cambiar a un
conjunto de condicionales, donde cada vértice tenga grado de
salida dos.
3) En caso de que exista una condición compuesta (esto
ocurre cuando uno o más operadores booleanos se presentan
en una instrucción condicional), ésta se transforma en varias
condicionales simples; para lograrlo, se tienen en cuenta los
operadores booleanos asociados a cada una de las
condicionales simples.
El grafo de condicionales facilita la obtención de los
caminos independientes, debido a que sólo contiene los nodos
que generan nuevos caminos, los cuales son precisamente los
nodos condicionales. Además, la cantidad de nodos del grafo
de condicionales más uno representa la cantidad de caminos
independientes (caminos que poseen al menos una nueva
arista), y la cantidad de casos de prueba. En la Tabla I se
muestran las principales diferencias entre el grafo de control
de flujo y el grafo de condicionales.
Una vez transformado el grafo de control de flujo en un
grafo de condicionales, se utiliza el algoritmo de búsqueda en
profundidad para obtener todos los posibles caminos del
grafo, y luego se procede a eliminar los caminos redundantes.
De esta forma, sólo se obtienen los caminos independientes.
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A partir de los caminos independientes, se obtienen los
casos de pruebas (caminos y valores asociados); para ello, se
utilizaron algoritmos metaheurísticos de búsqueda para la
generación de los valores y sus combinaciones para cada
camino, como se indica en [1] y [2].
TABLA I
DIFERENCIAS ENTRE EL GRAFO DE CONTROL DE FLUJO Y EL GRAFO DE
CONDICIONALES

Aspectos a tener
en cuenta
Vértices del
grafo
Grado de salida
de los vértices
del grafo

Condicionales
compuestas

Grafo de control de flujo
Todas las instrucciones
del código fuente.
Si el vértice es una
instrucción secuencial,
grado de salida 1; si es
una instrucción
condicional, grado de
salida 2 o más.
Las instrucciones que
representan
condicionales
compuestas se mantienen
igual.

III.

Grafo de condicionales
Instrucciones que
representan una
condicional.
Grado de salida 2 a lo
sumo.

Las instrucciones que
representan condicionales
compuestas se
transforman en
condicionales simples,
teniendo en cuenta el o los
operadores que las
relacionan.

PROPUESTA DE SOLUCIÓN

Para la generación de casos de pruebas unitarias a partir del
código fuente en lenguaje Java, se desarrolló un plug-in en el
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entorno de desarrollo Eclipse, de forma tal que el
programador puede seleccionar el método a probar y, en el
propio proyecto bajo prueba, se genera una clase que contiene
los métodos de prueba del método seleccionado. El método de
prueba incluye el caso de prueba que responde a un
determinado camino y su valor esperado.
En la Figura 3 se pueden observar, a través de un diagrama
UML de casos de uso, las funcionalidades del plug-in
desarrollado y su relación con los componentes de generación
de valores y de combinaciones de valores para cada camino
independiente.

A continuación se describe el problema de clasificación del
triángulo. Los resultados obtenidos se presentan en la tabla II.
TABLA II
RESULTADOS OBTENIDOS AL GENERAR COMBINACIONES DE VALORES PARA EL
ALGORITMO DE CLASIFICACIÓN DEL TRIÁNGULO

Algoritmo propuesto por
Jones
Díaz
Lanzarini
Solución propuesta

El plug-in permite obtener los casos de pruebas unitarias a
partir del código fuente de un método en lenguaje Java,
mediante la generación automática de un grafo de control de
flujo; luego, se obtienen los caminos independientes.
A fin de obtener las combinaciones de valores de prueba
para cada camino, se utilizan tres componentes, GeVaF:
encargado de generar valores de pruebas a partir de la
descripción del dominio de las variables que intervienen en el
grafo de control de flujo; GeVaP: encargado de generar
valores de prueba teniendo en cuenta las técnicas de diseño de
casos de prueba: de bucles y de condiciones; y GeVaU:
encargado de generar combinaciones de valores de prueba
para cada camino independiente, a partir de los valores
generados por GeVaF y GeVaU.
Posteriormente, se genera un conjunto de métodos de
prueba que pueden ser ejecutados con la herramienta JUnit.

Adicionalmente a los resultados experimentales previos que
muestran la superioridad de la nueva propuesta respecto de los
algoritmos del estado del arte, en el presente trabajo de
investigación se diseñó un caso de estudio para evaluar el
valor práctico de la solución propuesta.
Se describe el contexto utilizado en el caso de estudio, se
propone un conjunto de preguntas de estudio y se ilustra cómo
la solución propuesta genera respuestas válidas y prácticas a
esas preguntas de estudio. El código se incluye en la Figura 4.

RESULTADOS Y DISCUSIÓN

La solución propuesta permite generar casos de pruebas
unitarias mediante la utilización de técnicas de diseño de
casos de prueba de Ingeniería de Software y algoritmos
metaheurísticos. Se realizó una comparación de los valores de
prueba generados para cada camino independiente con
algoritmos propuestos por autores que trabajan el tema en la
comunidad científica; paara ello, se utilizó el problema de
clasificación del triángulo.

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 67–73

Tiempo promedio (en
segundos)
8.4
1.09
1.03
0.853

El problema de clasificación del triángulo tiene tres
variables de entrada (A, B, C) que representan la longitud de
los lados de la figura. El programa determina, en cada caso, si
la entrada corresponde, o no, a un triángulo; y en caso
afirmativo, genera el tipo de triángulo: escaleno, equilátero,
isósceles.
En la tabla II se muestra la cantidad de combinaciones que
requirió cada uno de los algoritmos que se compararon
experimentalmente, luego de realizar 2000 iteraciones en el
problema de clasificación del triángulo; se incluye, además, el
tiempo promedio que tardó cada propuesta en lograr el 100%
de cobertura.
Al aplicar la solución propuesta en el presente trabajo de
investigación al problema de clasificación de triángulo, se
identificaron 5 caminos de prueba que permiten el 100% de
cobertura. Considerado que en el comparativo se invirtió el
menor tiempo en segundos (0.853), es evidente la
superioridad de los resultados obtenidos con la nueva
propuesta sobre los algoritmos respectivos de Jones, Díaz y
Lanzarini: la nueva propuesta exhibe cobertura en el 100% de
los caminos de prueba, genera un conjunto reducido de
valores para esos caminos y, además, obtiene los resultados en
menos tiempo que el propuesto en [20], [19], [18].

Fig. 3. Funcionalidades del plug-in para generar casos de pruebas unitarias en
lenguaje Java.

IV.

Cantidad de
combinaciones
17789
587
51
5

Contexto: Para generar el código de prueba del caso de
estudio, se utiliza el código fuente del algoritmo para la Serie
de Fibonacci (ver Figura 4). El entorno de desarrollo en el que
se muestra la solución es Eclipse debido a que el plug-in se
construyó para ese entorno. Además, la herramienta de
ejecución de pruebas unitarias que se seleccionó fue JUnit
porque permite realizar pruebas para el lenguaje de
programación Java.
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Fig. 6. Casos de pruebas (caminos y valores asociados) generados por la
herramienta.

3) ¿Cómo insertar los casos de pruebas unitarias en un
entorno de prueba específico?
Para insertar los casos de pruebas unitarias en un entorno de
prueba específico se utiliza el plug-in desarrollado en el
presente trabajo, lo cual se llevó a cabo en el entorno Eclipse
para el lenguaje Java.
En caso que se quieran insertar los casos de pruebas en
otros entornos, bastaría con desarrollar un plug-in para el
entorno requerido, siempre y cuando lo permita. Se
recomienda el desarrollo de un plug-in debido a que facilita el
trabajo del diseñador del caso de prueba; se debe, además,
seleccionar la herramienta a utilizar para realizar las pruebas
unitarias.
A diferencia de la herramienta JUnit, que solamente genera
un método de prueba vacío (ver Figura 7), el plug-in
desarrollado ofrece la implementación de los métodos de
prueba necesarios para satisfacer cada camino independiente.

Fig. 4. Código fuente del caso de estudio.

Preguntas de estudio y proposiciones:
1) ¿Cómo obtener caminos independientes a partir de
código fuente en Java?
Para obtener caminos independientes a partir de código
fuente en Java es necesario contar con un grafo de control de
flujo del código fuente en Java, el cual es generado por el
plug-in diseñado en el presente trabajo de investigación;
luego, se generan los caminos independientes, a partir del
grafo de control de flujo. En la Figura 5 se pueden observar
los caminos generados.

Fig. 5. Caminos independientes generados por el plug-in.

2) ¿Cómo obtener casos de pruebas unitarias de forma
automática para ejecutar todas las instrucciones del código
fuente?

Fig. 7. Método de prueba creado por JUnit.

Una vez generados los caminos independientes, se generan
los valores interesantes con los componentes GeVaF y
GeVaP. Posteriormente, a partir de los caminos, las
condiciones y los valores interesantes, se generan las
combinaciones de valores de prueba para cada camino
independiente mediante el uso del componente GeVaU. En la
Figura 6 se muestran los casos de prueba generados (caminos
y valores asociados).

En la Figura 8 se muestran los métodos de prueba
generados por el plug-in, a partir de los casos de pruebas
obtenidos previamente para ejecutarlos con JUnit.
Como se puede observar en la figura anterior, el diseñador
del caso de prueba debe especificar el resultado esperado en
cada caso de prueba, teniendo en cuenta la combinación de
valores de prueba generada para cada camino independiente.
Como se puede observar, se genera un método de prueba
por cada caso de prueba obtenido, teniendo en cuenta la
combinación de valores generada para cada camino, además
del resultado esperado especificado previamente.

Como se puede observar en la figura anterior, el diseñador
del caso de prueba debe especificar el resultado esperado en
cada caso de prueba, teniendo en cuenta la combinación de
valores de prueba generada para cada camino independiente.
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casos de prueba en el diseño y ejecución de pruebas unitarias.
Debido a que los valores de prueba generados tienen en
cuenta las técnicas de bucles y condicionales, las
combinaciones de valores generados satisfacen todos los
caminos independientes. De esta forma, se alcanza un 100%
de cobertura de caminos independientes permitiendo ejecutar
cada instrucción del código fuente del método a probar, con el
objetivo de detectar errores.
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Automation is a key factor to improve the production lines
in order to stay alive in the competitive production market.
For this reason, an automatic system for object inspection
could be implemented on the quality assessment in industry.
The main idea is that a computer vision system performs
the following whole process: from image acquisition, feature
extraction and image analysis, to finally classify among good
and poor quality objects [19].
In this paper, a computer vision system for nut quality
control in industry is presented. This system is former part of
a project where a conveyor belt built with Lego Mindstorms
NXT kit is used [20], however, this work focuses only in the
quality assessment part.
The proposed algorithm classifies between good and bad
quality nuts. For its classification, the system takes a picture
of a nut passing by a conveyor belt, applies some
preprocessing to the image, and then computes the Hu’s
moment invariants [21]. The values of the seven moments
constitute the input data to the algorithm, which is a minimum
distance classifier, and uses the Euclidian distance [22].
The results obtained with the proposed algorithm are very
competitive with a variety of classification algorithms
included in the WEKA open source platform [23].

Abstract—In this paper, an algorithm for classification of
screw nuts by means of digital image processing is presented.
This work is part of a project where a production line was built,
and is focused on the quality assessment section. The algorithm
presented classifies among good and poor quality screw nuts
passing by a conveyor belt, by computing Hu’s moment
invariants of its picture. Those moment invariants are the input
of a minimum distance classifier, obtaining very competitive
results compared with some other classification algorithms of the
WEKA plattform.
Index Terms—Classification algorithms, Computer vision,
Manufacturing automation, Pattern recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE computer vision techniques have been developed
since 1960’s, and continued growing as in theory and
applications [1], [2]. Nowadays, these techniques are used in
a wide range of applications, such as medical imaging [3]-[5],
industry automation [6], [7], monitoring [8], food quality [9][11], quality assessment [12], [13], among others [14], [15].
The product quality depends on how the industry processes
are performed. A systematic inspection of these tasks have
been usually done by humans, however, in some cases they
could incur in errors due to fatigue and psychological or
health factors; these errors make a computer vision system
more attractive [16], [17].
With the increasing volume production, it is necessary to
create strategies to achieve quality products at large scale in
less time. For that reason, manufacturing companies have
chosen computer vision automation as the solution of the
problem established above [18].

II. THEORETICAL SUPPORT
A. Image acquisition
One of the main problems when acquiring an image is the
different lighting and brightness condition of the
environment, since a proper light permits to obtain a good
quality image [24]. Here, that issue is simply solved by using
a light-controlled chamber, with infrared sensors and a
webcam placed within.
In order to take the pictures of the nuts, the system uses the
infrared sensors placed beside the conveyor belt; once the
sensors detect and object passing by, the webcam
automatically receive a signal to take an RGB color picture.
Once the image is stored, it is cropped into a specific area;
the boundaries of this area were chosen in an experimental
way, and the nut is always into this area. The cropped image
is now converted to a gray scale image. The latter steps help
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the image processing to be more efficient.

 pq 

B. Spatial filtering
In general, spatial filtering of an image

f  x, y  of size

 pq

(4)

00

Finally, by means of (2), (3), and (4), the seven Hu’s
moment invariants are computed as follows:

M  N with a filter mask h  s, t  of size m  n is given by

1   20  02

(5)

2  20  02   4112

the expression:

2

m 1 n 1

g  x, y    f  x  s, y  t  h  s, t 
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(6)

3  30  312    321  03 
2

(1)

s 0 t 0

4  30  12   21  03 
2

where x  0,1, , M  1 and y  0,1,, N  1 .

2

(7)

2

(8)

2
5  30 - 312 30  12  30  12  - 3  21   03  

In this work, the expression (1) and a Gaussian mask are
used to smooth the image and for noise reduction. The next
step consists in obtain the Sobel gradient f of the image by

  3 21 - 03  21  03  3 30  12  -  21  03  
2
2
6   20 - 02  30  12  -  21   03  

2
2
7   3 21 - 03 30  12  30  12  - 3  21  03  

In [3]-[16], the feature extraction process is divided into
different steps, and a variety of algorithms for this purpose
and some other transformations are used, such as the
conversion to other color spaces than RGB, the FFT, PSO,
PCA, Markov Chains, Kalman filters, Canny edge detector,
among others. The work presented in this paper is called a
naïve classifier, since instead of using complex algorithms for
feature extraction, uses a simple preprocessing for noise
reduction, the image gradient, and then, Hu’s moment
invariants are obtained. These moments could be computed as
follows:
The two-dimensional (p+q)th order moment are given by:

2
2
 30 - 312  21   03  3 30  12  -  21   03  



D. Fundamental set of patterns

m pq    x y f  x, y 
p

q

In this stage it becomes necessary to obtain the algorithm
training set. Let the input patterns be represented by column
vectors x of size n, and the associated class is represented by

(2)

x 0 y 0

c , with c  0,1 since there are only two output classes:

where p, q  0,1, 2,3, 

good quality nuts or poor quality nuts. Each input pattern

Some invariant features can be achieved using the central
moments, which are computed with the following equation:
M 1 N 1

 pq     x  x 

p

y  y

q

f  x, y 

xk

k

is corresponded to one and only one output class c forming



k

thus the association of the ordered pair: x , c
(3)

k

 . The set of

p associations of input patterns {(x1 , c1 ), (x2 , c 2 ),..., (x p , c p )}

x 0 y 0

is called the fundamental set, and is represented as

, y

centroid of the image



(11)
The Hu’s moment of all the training images are obtained
and used to train the algorithm, such that each image can be
represented by a seven-dimensional vector, i.e., the value of
the seven moment invariants. The patterns which represent
the training images are stored into a comma separated values
(.CSV) text file in order to be used by the proposed algorithm;
these patterns are also stored in an .ARFF file, this file is used
by the WEKA data mining software.

M 1 N 1

m00

(10)

 411 30 - 12  21   03 

C. Feature extraction and Hu’s moment invariants

where x 



(9)

means of the components Gx and Gy, computed using (1) and
the x-direction and y-direction Sobel masks.

m10

2



m01
m00

, and the point

 x, y 

is the

{(x k , c k ) | k  1, 2,..., p}

(12)

f  x, y  .
E. Euclidian distance

Scale invariance could be obtained by normalization. Thus,
the normalized moments are described by
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distance is used as follows:



1
2 2

d  x , xk    xi  xik 
n

 i 1



6) Compute the distance vector dv of size p (the same as
the cardinality of the fundamental set) with the Euclidian
distance between the test image patterns and each of the
training patterns:

(13)

Note that to obtain the minimum distance, the use of the
squared Euclidian distance is sufficient, thus:

d  x , x    xi  xik
2



n

k

dvk  d 2  x , x k 
n

2

dvk   xi  xik

(14)

i 1

(15)
2

(16)

i 1



k

where x is the pattern of an unknown image, x are
the p patterns in the fundamental set, and
k  1, 2,..., p . The distance vector is then normalized.

III. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm is described as follows:
1) Obtain an RGB picture of the nut in the conveyor belt
(Fig. 1).
2) Crop the image for efficiency and obtain the gray level
image of the nut, as shown in Fig 2.
3) In Fig. 3, the noise reduction of the image by means of a
Gaussian filter is shown.
4) Obtain the Sobel gradient of the filtered image resulting
in previous step (See Fig. 4).
5) Get the seven Hu’s moment invariants as established in
equations (5) to (11). From now, these moments may be
referred as patterns, or image patterns.

7) It is necessary to choose a classification threshold
denoted by  , i.e., the greater distance that could exist
between two patterns of the same class. This value, which
can go from 0 to 1 due to the normalization of vector dv ,
was obtained by experimentation and varies when the
cardinality of the fundamental set changes.
8) Look for the smallest value in the distance vector dv :

  min  dvi 

(17)

i

9) Obtain the class

c for the correspondent pattern x :
if   
other case

1
c  
0

(18)



where a value of c  1 represents that the nut is a good
quality one; otherwise, means that the object in the image
could be a poor quality nut or even a strange object.

Fig. 1. RGB image acquired with a conventional webcam.

Fig. 2. Cropped grayscale image.
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Fig. 3. The image in the Fig. 2 filtered with a gaussian.
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Classifier

% Performance

p (% hold out)

θ

% Performance

Naïve Bayes
Bayes Net
Logistic Regression
Simple Logistic
1-NN
3-NN
5-NN
AdaBoostM1
LogitBoost
Bagging
PART
C4.5
Proposed
AVERAGE

84.67%
87.33%
94.67%
94.00%
100.00%
96.67%
96.67%
99.33%
97.33%
96.67%
99.33%
98.67%
100.00%
95.80 %

5 (3.33%)
10 (6.67%)
20 (13.33%)
30 (20.00%)
40 (26.67%)
50 (33.33%)

0.85
0.68
0.59
0.46
0.40
0.35

89.65%
90.71%
90.77%
90.00%
89.10%
91.00%

can be seen as a system calibration process.
Please note that the distances computed and stored in the
distance vector dv are normalized, so the exhaustive
procedure must only find values of  between 0 and 1, which
makes this process run faster than it seems.
B. Results classifying the whole fundamental set
The first estimate of the algorithm performance was made
by learning and classifying the whole fundamental set
entirely.
The WEKA platform was chosen to compare the proposed
algorithm with some other classifiers on the state of the art.
The classifiers selected were: Naïve Bayes, Bayes Net,
Logistic Regression, Simple Logistic, k-NN ( k  1, 3, 5 ),
AdaBoostM1, LogitBoost, Bagging, PART, and C4.5.
The process was applied to the proposed algorithm and to
10 classifiers included in WEKA. Results show that only the
proposed classifier and the 1-NN can classify the whole
fundamental set without ambiguity, i.e., they classify the
100% of patterns.
Table I shows the results of classification with proposed
algorithm and the other 10 selected algorithms.

Fig. 4. Image gradient obtained by means of Sobel filter.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

C. Comparison between algorithm proposed and WEKA
algorithms.

A. Preliminars
The proposed algorithm was developed using MATLAB
R2013b. A total of 100 pictures of good quality nuts, and 50
poor quality nuts were obtained; all of them were taken on the
conveyor belt running.
When speaking of distance function-based classification, it
is inevitable to talk about the k-Nearest Neghbours [25],
which is a non-parametric lazy algorithm. In this paper, the
proposed algorithm depends on two principal factors: the first
is the cardinality p of fundamental set, i.e., the number of

The second estimation of the performance was carried out
by learning 5 patterns and classifying 145, then learn 10 and
classify 140, learn 20 and classify 130, learn 30 and classify
120, learn 40 and classify 110, and finally learn 50 and
classify the other 100.
Since the proposed algorithm was tested with different
values of p: 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50, also needs different
values of the threshold θ which were: 0.85, 0.68, 0.59, 0.46,
0.4 and 0.35, respectively.
The election of the p nut pictures was done randomly, and
takes only good quality ones. Notice that the value of p is
inversely proportional to the threshold. It means that if there
are few nuts to compare with, the algorithm must give a
greater margin of similarity between patterns; but if there are
many nuts to compare, should give a lower threshold value.
Remember that there are 150 nuts pictures in total, the first
100 are good quality nuts, and the other 50 are poor quality

good quality nuts to be compared with nuts to classify, and
secondly the similarity threshold  between the training
patterns and the unknown ones. For this reason, a
comparative study with different number of p is presented.
Although, we run an exhaustive procedure to find the optimal
threshold  for each different value of p . This procedure is
carried on only once just when the value of p changes, and
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TABLE III
COMPARISON BETWEEN PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND SOME OF THE WEKA CLASSIFIERS, USING HOLD-OUT
Performance of the classifier using different values for p (% of hold-out partitions)
Classifier
p=5 (3.33%)
p=10 (6.67%)
p=20 (13.33%)
p=30 (20.00%)
p=40 (26.67%)
p=50 (33.33%)
Naïve Bayes
81.43%
90.77%
80.00%
89.09%
76.00%
90.34%
Bayes Net
82.07%
88.46%
88.18%
92.14%
90.00%
94.00%
Logistic Regression
85.52%
88.33%
87.00%
92.86%
93.85%
91.82%
Simple Logistic
85.52%
86.43%
85.00%
92.31%
91.82%
93.00%
1-NN
86.21%
91.00%
96.43%
96.15%
91.67%
91.82%
3-NN
86.43%
84.62%
84.17%
90.34%
92.73%
95.00%
5-NN
66.90%
78.57%
86.15%
84.17%
92.73%
95.00%
AdaBoostM1
88.57%
87.69%
86.67%
88.00%
86.90%
90.91%
LogitBoost
88.57%
87.69%
86.67%
90.00%
86.90%
90.91%
Bagging
66.90%
90.71%
90.00%
88.18%
91.00%
90.83%
PART
77.93%
87.14%
86.15%
85.00%
90.00%
92.00%
C4.5
77.93%
87.14%
86.15%
85.00%
90.00%
92.00%
90.71%
90.77%
89.10%
91.00%
Proposed
89.65%
90.00%
AVERAGE
82.55 %
88.24%
89.29%
86.73%
90.56%
90.38%

ones. Nevertheless, the algorithm is trained with the p patterns
in fundamental set, and tries to classify the other 150-p
patterns; this constitutes a hold out cross-validation algorithm.
The performance of the algorithm can be seen in Table II.
The same process was applied to 10 other algorithms in the
WEKA platform to be compared with the proposed algorithm.
The classifiers selected were: Naïve Bayes, Bayes Net,
Logistic Regression, Simple Logistic, k-NN ( k  1, 3, 5 ),
AdaBoostM1, LogitBoost, Bagging, PART, and C4.5. In
order to make a good comparison, the classifiers selected
were tested using the same hold-out partitions used with the
proposed algorithm. The results of this experiment are shown
in Table III, in which the values with italic style represent the
best performance for the classifier in that row, and the bold
style values are the top five performances for that value of p.
Notice that the proposed algorithm outperforms the average
performance for all cases except the case where p=40.

competitive among state of the art classifiers, and it is
possible to be implemented on industry since it has the
possibility to be implemented on a single board computer,
such as the Raspberry Pi.
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(e.g., visiting two museums, then a restaurant, then another
museum) basing on user preferences for previously extracted
aspects. A flexible recommender engine is designed which
generates relevant itineraries throughout the city, each accompanied with a map-based route.
The rating approach is the one avoided in this research:
generalized ratings are widespread, but apparently not always
exact they are. The task of verifying and attributing ratings
itself requires a separate study. Moreover, user preferences
differ, which is not reflected by ratings on the whole. Therefore, the thematic recommender system is in the focus of this
article, including techniques of venue analogs selection.
One of the most popular web search queries is for tourism
and trip planning; hence an automated trip planner is in need
of. Most existing resources have a number of limitations. According to a survey undertaken, they contain static information only [36], either no thematic routes planning [38], or
fixed routes [18]. The most complete solution provides routes
flexible planning [37]. No solution including restaurants into
agenda was discovered, nor analogues selection in case of
absence of venues, exactly matching the query (as stated
above, the rating approach is not under consideration).
The system of interest shares with the above-mentioned
sites the goal of providing a tourist trip planner. In this research, the recommender system is designed which is focused
on users preferences consideration. For flexibility and thematic search of restaurants and sights, the recommender system
under design includes the following subsystems, which will
be discussed below.
1) Reviews analyzer with aspects extraction for sights and
restaurants.
2) Knowledge base for venues (with a lightweight ontologysupported schema [15]).
3) Recommender system:
a) content-based recommender strategies;
b) flexible parameterization with user filters;
c) lightweight-ontology-driven heuristics (apart from
route-forming heuristics).
4) Itinerary building, conjugated with route planning and
maps API.

Abstract—In this paper a recommender system is described
which takes a set of venue categories of user’s interest into account to form a tourist itinerary throughout a city. The system is
focused on user preferences in venue aspects. Techniques of such
aspects extraction are developed in this paper, in particular from
reviews corpora. User preferences are used to weigh aspects
associated with particular sights and restaurants. These filtered
venues along with time restrictions are subject to submit into the
recommender system. A lightweight ontology is discussed which
describes the domains of restaurants and sightseeing knowledge
and allows venues comparative analysis to enhance the search
for relevant venues. The system designed performs automated
planning of tourist itineraries, flexible sights searching, and
analysis of venues aspects extracted from reviews in Russian.
Index Terms—Information extraction, lightweight ontology,
natural language processing, recommender systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

UBJECT area of this research is a recommender system
for tourist itineraries planning. Provided with venue reviews corpora, the analyzer component extracts aspects defined for museums and restaurants. A lightweight ontology is
described, which serves as a semantic resource for estimating
venues for a narrow search and further thematic planning.
With support of the lightweight ontology, the recommender
system forms a route over a selected set of venue categories
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Aspects extraction techniques are developed for further
venues automatic estimation, the detailed description is given
in chapter II. The first two subsystems require a specific
knowledge organization, which is a lightweight ontology
[39], see chapter III. The latter two subsystems are described
in chapter IV.
The recommender system based on user preferences implies a technique of evaluating venues aspects in terms of
natural language. For ex., a sample user likes art, but not
modern art, and his tastes are limited to authentic Italian cuisine. The easiest solution can be found when all of the venues
of specified kinds are present in the vicinity. The question is
what strategy should be built into the recommender system to
search for similar venues in case of absence of the exact
match. If there is no authentic Italian cuisine, some substitution should be mined with similarity heuristics (be it French
cuisine or a café with pizza). In this research, ontological reasoning is considered to be the solution of this problem. Two
sets of aspects are defined for sights and restaurants respectfully (see chapter 2), and the recommender system comprises
rules deriving from lightweight ontology relations over the
aspects mentioned.

are obtained by means of the bootstrapping method. The venues can be described with a set of characteristics, for instance,
service quality, food quality, cuisine type, price level, noise
level, etc. The key aspects are selected below. All of the aspects to be extracted from the reviews are experts-predefined.
No techniques of automatic aspects identification were employed, for these would inevitably introduce noise into the IE
model. Most examples are dedicated to restaurants IE.
It should be stated that our corpora consist of Russian colloquial texts, and Russian is known for its rich morphology
and free word order which complicate its automatic processing. Another complicating factor is that the practice of
data adjusting to common recommender systems standards is
not yet widespread in Russia, and therefore users’ reviews are
often not what one would expect them to be (e.g., free narratives are quite common, with no point of reviewing, as opposite to expected). However, according to the results, an information extraction system for Russian can still be successful,
especially when based on the ideas obtained from corpora
analysis.
A. Restaurant Information Extraction
The hypothesis is that the most important characteristics of
a restaurant are service and food quality along with cuisine
type, so the analysis is so far focused on these three (and on
the extraction of their aspects). This assumption is proved by
the distribution of the aspects in the data. These main aspects
are discussed in this section, though more aspects can be aggregated within further research for fine-grained detail.
The next assumption is that the proposed IE system can be
highly effective despite the difficulties imposed by the structure of a typical Russian restaurant review. The fact is that,
when such a review is concerned, the key information about
restaurant characteristics does not always lie on the surface.
However, tuning models with respect to the results gained
during corpus analysis can increase IE system performance.
The corpus analyzed consists of 32525 users’ reviews (colloquial texts) about restaurants (4.2 millions of words). The
reviews are provided by tulp.ru and dated 2013. A part of the
corpus is annotated in a semi-supervised way (first, automatically using a simple keywords-based algorithm, and then
manually corrected by two experts). It includes 1025 reviews
about 206 restaurants located in the centre of SaintPetersburg. The list of aspects is given in Table I (the most
important aspects related to food quality, cuisine type and
service quality frames, are given in bold).

II. ASPECT-BASED RESTAURANT AND MUSEUM
INFORMATION EXTRACTION
A method for Russian reviews corpora analysis (as part of
information extraction (IE)) is discussed, which gathers and
structures restaurants and museums parameters from users’
reviews, and feeds the recommendation system with the data
collected. The focus of this chapter is on extracting aspects
(so to be referred to).
IE methods, as well as NLP methods in general, are classified into rule-based, statistical and hybrid. The first approach
implies using templates and semantic resources (e.g. WordNet-Affect, SentiWordNet, SenticNet), while statistical methods allow solving the task without such resources [27]. For
recommender systems, in particular for museums and conterminal fields, three approaches are mostly combined: (1) content-based, (2) aspect-based, and (3) user-based [17], [21],
[30], [32]. The only considered traits of the latter approach in
this work are the review language and the informant’s homeland. Content-based approach involves full consideration of
official museums data from different resources; the aspectbased approach comprises analysis of aspects retrieved by
automatic and semi-automatic reviews processing. The goal
of the IE task in general is to retrieve most aspects extractable
within the two approaches, while the focus of this work is on
aspects extraction from reviews corpora, in particular on research for key aspects and analysis of their realization types.
The approach towards corpora analysis presented in this
paper is based on non-contiguous bigrams and part of speech
(POS) distribution analysis [28]. Trigger words dictionaries
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Food quality
Noise level
Service speed
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TABLE I
RESTAURANT ASPECTS (EXAMPLES)
Restaurant Aspects
Company
Service Quality
Audience
Staff politeness
Average cheque
Staff amiability
Cosiness
Price level

Children menu
Kids area
Bar
Parking place
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The task is actually a classification problem, but the classes
differ from aspect to aspect. For example, for kids’ area and
bar aspects there are 2 classes: available and unavailable; and
for the aspects related to food and service quality (service
speed, food quality, etc.) we define 5 sentiment classes: -2, -1,
0, 1, 2. For each aspect the system should either label a review with one of the possible classes or reject it as irrelevant
with respect to the given aspect. As most restaurants characteristics are never mentioned in the reviews, an empirical
threshold frequency value of 10% is defined in this research,
and aspects mentioned in at least 10% of reviews are considered. Classifiers were only trained for the frequent aspects
(they are divided into groups in Table II).

service quality are given in Table III. The weights are calculated as relative frequencies of the classes in the annotated
subcorpus.

TABLE II
FREQUENT RESTAURANT ASPECTS DISTRIBUTION IN THE CORPUS

NB appears to be the best among the three classifiers for
both aspects, but its basic and extended versions show similar
scores while SVM and LogReg extended versions show improvement compared to corresponding basic versions.
In further phases of research other restaurant aspects were
also considered (apart from food and service quality and cuisine type described in this paper), and experiments were conducted with different classifiers, such as Multinomial NB,
Decision Trees, Random Forests, and Perceptron-based. Optimal combinations of feature and classifier were selected for
each frequent aspect [26].
Basing on the experimental data, the suggestion is to recommend LogReg for the classification of informal unstructured Russian texts into those which contain information or
opinion about the specific aspect and those which do not.
At sentiment classification task, NB is best for all the aspects. It can be explained by both the nature of the classifier
and the data: NB, having high bias, usually behaves better on
the small amount of training data, and for food and service
quality aspects there are 5 classes of sentiment which makes
the amount of training data inside each of the classes rather
small. Therefore it might be suggested that NB is good at
classifying sentiment in the informal texts on the small training set.
It should be also stated that including emoticons and exclamations into the feature set is not a good idea unless the
aspect is service quality. For the other aspects it does not improve F1 or even impairs it [28].
For the service frame, dictionaries do improve the results.
But food quality, one of the most important aspects, is best
extracted using non-contiguous bigrams which cover a wide
variety of the expressions of opinion. Thus, a more elaborate
lexicon and dictionaries construction could be one of the
promising work areas.
A thorough corpus analysis was conducted based on noncontiguous bigrams and POS-distribution of the trigger words
context. Experiments with several classifiers showed that their
performance can be improved with the results and ideas de-

Occurrence
Percentage
[85%; 100%]
[55%; 85%)
[25%; 55%)
[10%; 25%]

TABLE III
FOOD AND SERVICE QUALITY F1 SCORES
(BEST AVERAGE WEIGHTED F1 SCORE GIVEN IN BOLD)
Restaurant
Extended (1),
Extended (2),
Model
Baseline, %
aspects
%
%
Food
NB
69.45
70.08
70.26
quality
LogReg
64.24
68.77
68.64
SVM
63.99
65.57
66.21
Service
NB
64.37
68.77
65.33
quality
LogReg
56.14
65.05
57.90
SVM
54.30
63.80
56.27

List of Aspects
Food quality (86%)
Service quality (55%)
Staff politeness and amiability, service speed, price
level, cosiness
Noise level, crampedness, romantic atmosphere, company

The information extraction task related to food and service
quality can be reformulated as sentiment analysis with respect
to the restaurant aspects of interest. For the aspects chosen as
the most frequent ones, the following classifiers were considered: Naive Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression (LogReg), and
Support Vector Machines (SVM) as implemented in scikitlearn [31]. In this paper an illustration of machine learning is
given with respect to food and service quality criteria. Since
the cuisine type aspect suggests a multilabeling task, in this
section machine learning models are only considered with
respect to food and service quality.
Since the annotated corpus includes a large amount of
missing values, the classification task is divided into two
parts: first, a classifier is trained to tell between missing and
present values, and then, if the value is present, the classifier
is to predict its class. The latter is discussed in detail in this
section.
Our baseline feature set consists of unigrams and bigrams
(on the lemma-level, only contiguous ones). Trigrams were
also considered, but since they did not improve performance
much while increasing feature space dimensions, trigrams
were excluded from the feature set. The experiments were
conducted with two extended features sets. First, only noncontiguous bigrams were added (with window size equal to 3
as it appeared to perform best). In the second set, emoticons
and exclamations, predicative-attributive words and key
words and expressions were added instead.
To evaluate the models, shuffle 10-fold cross-validation
was conducted. Average weighted F1 scores for food and
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rived from corpus analysis, thus proving the importance of the
latter. In particular, it has been shown that using trigger words
and predicative-attributive words dictionaries is an effective
approach for food quality extraction while service quality
aspect, which is harder to deal with, demands a wider range of
features.

The important point is to make sure that enough cases for
aspects under consideration are present in the subcorpus dedicated to one aspect. The threshold is empirical and is 10 %; it
would be also actual for the next stage of pre-processing
based on machine learning with different classifiers. To compensate weak accessibility of semantic resources for Russian,
semi-automatic dictionaries filling is used basing on the reviews corpus, while thorough syntactic analysis is substituted
by n-grams analysis (n ranges from 1 to 8). The latter is supplemented by POS tags, in particular, by POS-filters applied
to n-grams components [24]. Different types of negation for
Russian might also be covered by the same n-grams.
The data on the above mentioned aspects is present for all
of the museums named. Basic museums information is extracted, as well as masterpieces (by name and author) and
different services. The worst results are obtained for mining
exhibitions, even the long-term ones. Reviews in English
have such advantage as their uniform structure compared to
reviews in Russian. For the latter the problem is in their rather
essay character, for example, these sometimes contain compulsive comparisons to the homeland museums (Hermitage,
Tretiakov Gallery, Russian Museum, etc.). Reviews in several
corpora are non-uniform and vague, as it is stated in [24].
Using semantic dictionaries and hierarchies thesauri [20],
which were semi-automatically or manually filled from reviews corpus, allows improving the quality of most aspects
extraction.
The repertoire for topics and aspects is vast: general information, masterpieces, exhibitions, service, tickets prices, ebooking for museums tickets, tickets queues, payment by
credit card, opening time, etc. All of these aspects imply thorough IE techniques, and the repertoire allows different kinds
of routes: from trips for students with low budget to wealthy
tourists, from family tourism with children to big youngsters
companies. Considering all of the aspects in the recommender
system allows covering a wide range of tourist types, so that
the system in production would gain success for its detailed
search (with blocking or non-clocking aspects, e.g., no 18+
bars, or preferably parks and family leisure). The aspects extracted are provided with interrelations, which form the lightweight ontology, the latter serving not only as dictionary for
aspects extraction, but also for estimating objects within venue categories for thematic itineraries recommending described
further.

B. Museums Information Extraction
As the recommender system at its origin is dedicated to cultural journeys, the museum topic requires corresponding aspects extraction as well. The implementation of an aspects
extraction module necessitates reviews corpus analysis, patterns construction (including development of the methodology for such construction) and evaluation. The approach for
patterns construction presented in this paper is based on ngrams (n ranges from 1 to 8) and POS-distribution analysis.
Trigger words dictionary and predicative-attributive dictionaries are obtained by means of the bootstrapping method, targeted at the aspects of interest [27], [28].
The key distinctions for museum IE are the vast repertoire
for aspects and the main focus on estimating trigger words
and patterns coverage of users’ reviews. This leads to combining information extraction, opinion mining and sentiment
analysis procedures. The implemented approach is based on
foresaid results for restaurant IE. But in this paper there is no
results discussion for the evaluation stage is ongoing.
At this point the system is based on the following reviews
corpus: The State Hermitage – 2 100 reviews, The Museo del
Prado – 1 000, The Louvre Museum – 1 525, The Uffizy Gallery – 450, The Rijksmuseum – 425, The National Gallery –
350.
The approach being as for restaurants, the procedure of
analysis comprises the following stages: (1) corpus preprocessing (tokenization, lemmatization, normalization, splitting into sentences, filling frequency and n-grams dictionaries), (2) filling nominations and predicative-attributive dictionaries, (3) filling keywords and keyphrases dictionaries, (4)
filling modifiers dictionaries, (5) titles analysis for generalized description.
The predicative-attributive dictionaries were chosen, in particular for adjectives and full and short participles, which refer to nominations of the key frames. This is conditioned by
the POS distribution analysis within corpus n-grams showed
dominating of noun phrases in most aspects description [28].
Aspects are objective (for ex., tickets e-booking, student
prices), subjective (for ex., queues for tickets, crowds inside
museums), and mixed. The first category requires IE, the second – opinion mining and sentiment analysis, while the last
category requires the composition of both approaches. The
latter triade is solved in this research: subjective aspects are of
interest, these are represented in 5-degree scale (ranged from 2 to 2), namely ticket prices, queues and crowds in museums.
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III. THE LIGHTWEIGHT ONTOLOGY
In order to describe semantics lying behind data, ontologies can be used in an information integration task to make
the content explicit [40]. Addressed to the bottleneck of combining domain experts with ontology engineers in order to
build a full-sized ontology, a lightweight ontology is intended
to meet the expectations of people who argue in favor of
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powerful, knowledge-intensive applications based on ontological reasoning [7]. It is presumed that lightweight ontologies
are limited in their expressiveness and are mostly focused on
a hierarchy of concepts [22], but still they have proven useful,
this resonates with the so-called Hendler hypothesis [16]: “A
little semantics goes a long way.” Besides, the problem of
unsupervised ontology learning is still unsolved [23] and is
most crucial for languages which still do not have semantic
resources thorough enough, e.g. for Russian (though several
projects exist [20]).
On the base of analysis conducted, it should be stated that
applying and developing a taxonomic model and further a
lightweight ontology is a perspective approach towards determining venues similarity (through similarity relation [33])
and solving the problems derived from data insufficiency and
incompleteness. A pictorial example of a lightweight ontology
employment is as follows: if there is no direct “whisky bar”
category match available around user’s current location, the
system should use rule-based analysis and advise alternatives,
e.g. a restaurant with an excellent selection of whisky. The
approach allows (1) searching within a database with further
application of lightweight-ontology-driven rules of venues
extraction in case of absence of match, and (2) pre-mining the
data to provide more substitutes (with fuzzy estimation). Additionally, the information on a venue might be processed to
match the description of venues satisfactory to the query, but
not reachable, e.g., in a given time period [10].
Two domains are covered for further referring to their concepts and interrelations as in corresponding domain of
knowledge with agreed meanings and properties [14]: restaurants and sightseeing. Besides, intersections of domain vocabularies can slightly disfigure the results [2]. “Good ontology design, especially for larger projects, does require a degree
of modularity. An architecture of multiple ontologies often
work together to isolate different work tasks so as to aid better
ontology management. Ontology architecture and modularization is a separate topic in its own right” [3], [4].
Though several approaches exist towards automatic converting of classifications into lightweight ontologies [11], still
initial expert estimation is of big value and is chosen as the
path for this research. Three data sources were considered.
(1) The Foursquare [9] classification which is quite fulfilled but does not contain relations nor all of the parameters
necessary (e.g., there is no strict cuisine types classification,
and one can find a bakery and restaurants with different types
of Chinese cuisine on the same level of abstracts). Such hierarchy requires thorough correctives.
(2) An experts-composed taxonomic model which comprises a thorough classification (designated for this research) and
is on the relations adjustment stage.
(3) The set of aspects extracted for museums and restaurants for further lightweight ontology filling (extracted with
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the above discussed techniques).
The advantages of all of the three items are considered for
creating a hybrid model. The characteristics from the latter set
of aspects are necessary to complete the first two items, refined and modified. The diverse relations are necessary for
various tasks requirements: vertical and horizontal, different
types of them (for ex., the "differ" relation for classes might
reflect music genre, target audience age, average bill). This
allows a more detailed and flexible search oriented on refining the output according to user’s query parameters. At this
stage the lightweight ontology is as stated in Table IV. The
OWL [25] is used, the lightweight ontology is under further
development.
TABLE IV
CURRENT LIGHTWEIGHT ONTOLOGY VOLUME
Category
Restaurants
Sightseeing
domain
domain
Classes and subclasses
32
22
Instances
55
25
Object relations
12
6
Properties or type relations
30
10

IV. THE RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
Accumulating a relevant dataset itself being a research and
engineer task (e.g., getting venues basic data from Foursquare), its processing requires thorough development of
techniques for all recommender system components available
to process a huge amount of information on the fly. Tourist
agenda composer meets the requirement of providing realtime services. For routing, it is necessary to find solutions to
the problem of the aggregated dataset processing interfaced
with map APIs. Aforesaid resulted in several project decisions
discussed in this chapter, in particular a recommender function taking submitted preferences into account to provide relevant content.
With the dataset collected by means of reviews analysis,
the system should weigh the venue alternatives with user
preferences to compose itineraries satisfying the restrictions
imposed, and to advise the most optimal according to the recommender function. Recommender strategies could be implemented as follows.
Content-based systems deal with user tastes profiles based
on one’s ratings. Generally, when creating a profile, a survey
is urgent for getting initial information in order to avoid the
new-user problem [6].
Case-based systems implement a particular style of contentbased ones, undermining the apparent inability of most systems to consider preferences varying over time. New problems are solved by retrieving a case whose specification is
similar to the current target problem and then adapting its
solution to fit the target [34], [5].
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cal and categorical restrictions for aspects and time, as well as
thematic tags (instead of trackbars pattern implemented in
[37]) necessary for thematic-focused itineraries forming task.
Visual representation of an itinerary might use Gant diagrams
in addition to map-based route with links to extracted venues
description and/or sites, or otherwise follow the schedule pattern (fully designed in [37]). The engine implemented allows
fast creating 10 itineraries per query, and it is easy to provide
such feature as recalculating from the current location in case
the tourist has changed plans with a time shift. Taking the
location factor into consideration is promising for tourist recommender systems, in particular to obtain updated sightseeing
information [30] for fast in-place replanning. Location might
also be useful for developing an extra widget for creating situational hints (e.g., when a historical building is approached)
[8], [19] according to one’s tastes/query.

Collaborative filtering attributes users to groups with similar
preferences within: user-based approach or item-based approach [29].
Hybrid recommender approaches [1].
The rating approach is the one avoided in this research: ratings are widely spread over sites, but apparently not always
exact they are, the task of verifying and attributing ratings
requires a separate study. Moreover, user preferences differ,
which is not reflected by ratings on the whole. Hence, the
recommender system is venues-oriented.
A hybrid of the first two strategies is of interest with content-based filtering and implementing some predefined cases
(e.g., the must-see sights for first-time visitors to the city).
The cold start problem [35] is solved with current preferences
indicated for each route query (blocking/non-blocking filtering), with few additional cases possible (extracted from
check-ins frequency or manually by experts). With aggregating initial user behavior, detecting and further specifying this
very user’s modus operandi is subject for the collaborative
filter extension of the strategy chosen, subject to design.
The recommender system developed generates a set of
routes (itineraries); its inputs for content-based filtering are as
follows: (1) an ordered set of venue categories of user’s interest; (2) filters for each category (by aspect); (3) an overall
time filter.
With venues represented as a graph, a combinatorial optimization problem is solved by means of ant colony optimization technique, which results in suboptimal solution finding
(actually, a set of solutions) in a finite time and allows embedding local search. A heuristic is proposed for estimating
found routes’ costs. As the prototype developed solves a
problem of finding the shortest path through categories of
objects of interest (e.g., museum + museum + restaurant +
museum) with filtering by categories’ aspects and considering
time restrictions (lower and/or upper bounds), a recommendatory function (RF) is an important part of it. RF penalizes a
route for every filter-parameters transgressing by a value between (0, 1]. While some aspects might be absent for a specific object, their penalties are subject to customize in each query. A heuristic of path cost between two nodes is a sum of
transfer time and time spent in the node, divided by all the
penalties (by filter and by time restriction) multiplication. The
overall route cost is a sum of such node-to-node costs, divided by all of the penalties multiplication; then the minimization
problem is solved. Dijkstra algorithm is used for routes finding from current node to the next category objects. It is optimized algorithmically to increase performance. Additionally,
reducing map nodes, which contain no objects, resulted in
x50 acceleration of the well-optimized system.
Beyond the recommender engine, its user interface is subject to implement. The query interface should contain numeri-
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These foresaid project decisions allowed developing a realtime recommender system which forms itineraries with routes
satisfying the imposed restrictions, arising from user queries.
Optimizations resulted in reduction of this system’s recall
time, which shifts the system towards production and, in particular, makes it big data-ready, which is actual for big cities
and, furthermore, regions (e.g. Provence).
Let the sample input data include 5 categories of venues,
the time restriction given not less than 5 hours, starting at
10:00. In Table 5 two routes are provided for this query, each
venue accompanied with a timestamp, approximate visit duration and options affected by the query. For this sample, two
restaurant positions require simple parameters matching,
while the third one and the cultural sites are provided with
hashtags marking desired thematic. In case of absence of the
‘Lights of Moscow’ museum, the recommender system selects a substitute also dedicated to lighting: ‘The Ray’ cultural
center (not a museum, the category is changed). This further
implies changes in adjacent positions (the café and the restaurant) to fulfill the route.

Query
A café with
lunch
A museum
(#lighting)
A restaurant
with dinner,
full bar, wi-fi,
outdoor seating, live music
A cafeteria
(#donuts)
A historic site
(#photography)
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TABLE V
SAMPLE QUERY AND ROUTES
Route A
Route B
10:38 Belucci café (20
10:17 Emelya café (15
min): brunch, dinner,
min): dinner, lunch
lunch
11:01 ‘Lights of Moscow’
11:15 ‘The Ray’ cultural
museum (56 min)
center (60 min)
12:38 ‘The Birch Chalet’
12:37 ‘Spices and Pleasrestaurant (30 min): full
ures’ restaurant (35 min):
bar, cocktails, live music,
full bar, cocktails, live
outdoor seating, serving
music, outdoor seating,
lunch, brunch, dinner,
serving lunch, brunch,
with wi-fi
dinner, with wi-fi
13:38 (B: 13:40) The Mega Foods canteen (45 min):
breakfasts, desserts, dinner and lunch
15:00 (B: 15:02) The Young Photographer Memorial
(20 min)
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[12] F. Giunchiglia and P. Shvaiko, “Semantic Matching,” The Knowledge
Engineering Review Journal, vol. 18 (3), pp. 265–280, 2004. New
York: Cambridge University Press.
[13] F. Giunchiglia, P. Shvaiko and M. Yatskevich, “S-match: An algorithm
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ESWS'04, LNCS 3053, pp. 61–75, 2004. Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag.
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“Network of Natural Terms Hierarchy as a Lightweight Ontology,” in
Thirteenth Mexican International Conference on Artificial Intelligence
MICAI 2014, Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Mexico, 16–22 November 2014. Special
session. Revised papers. Gelbukh, A., Espinoza, F. C., Galicia-Haro, S.
N. (Eds.), pp. 16–23, 2014. Los Alamitos: IEEE.
[23] N. V. Lukashevich, B. V. Dobrov and D. S. Chuyko, “Selecting word
phrases for an automatic text processing system dictionary” (in Russian), in Computational linguistics and intellectual technologies: Proceedings of Int. Conf. «Dialog–2008», pp. 339–344, 2008. Moscow:
RSUH.
[24] A. Maslennikova and E. Yagunova, “Information extraction and opinion
mining for reviews on the most prominent museums in Russian and
English. Methodic and preliminary results,” in New information technologies in automated systems: proceedings of 19th scientific and practical seminar (in Russian), pp. 68–74, 2016. Moscow: V. M. Keldysh
Institute for Applied Mathematics Press.
[25] OWL Web Ontology Language Guide, W3C Recommendation, M. K.
Smith, C. Welty and D. L. McGuinness (Eds.), 10 February 2004
[Online]. Available: http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-guide20040210/
[26] E. Pronoza, S. Volskaya and E. Yagunova, “Corpus-based Information
Extraction and Opinion Mining for the Restaurant Recommendation
System,” in Proceedings of the 2nd Statistical Language and Speech
Processing. L. Besacier et al. (Eds.): SLSP 2014, LNAI, vol. 8791, pp.
272–284, 2014. Berlin: Springer.

V. CONCLUSION
The lightweight ontology is described, which covers the
domains of restaurants and museums. With this basis the aspects mining method is discussed in detail. Annotated venues
are source for automated routes planning and recommending
methods, with lightweight ontology refining given heuristics
of user’s interest in objects. Heuristics for the recommender
system and those for estimating objects’ relevance to the query consist of rules deriving from lightweight ontology relations over the aspects mentioned. A recommender system for
thematic itineraries is designed, which is big data-ready and
optimized to allow real-time advising.
Venue aspects aggregated are processed along with user
preferences by the flexible route recommending system which
generates thematic itineraries throughout the city. A number
of such itineraries are generated to user selection, each consisting of particular venues selected by means of recommender techniques, and accompanied with a schedule and a mapbased route.
The further development will include constructing different
types of relations in order to allow detailed venues analysis.
For instance, semantic matching methods should be useful
[12], [13] for the "match" relation in case of implementing
different overlapping hierarchies, intended for processing
detailed information while selecting venues to fulfill the itinerary suiting the request.
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F. A. K. Hemant


“Bob”. The brain first goes about remembering information
regarding the entity, and the latest known instances when the
entity was referenced. This is followed by the same process
regarding the second entity, "Jim".
The information regarding the other entities, i.e "house"
and the time period "last weekend" are also recalled. Then,
the information is stored, and this information is added to the
list of instances recalled.
The process is only one way that a human brain might
perceive information, and the existence of other processes is
disregarded for now. This process is used because it functions
at the most basic level, and is thus easier to implement, while
also following the norms established i.e. to emulate the brain
in at least the most rudimentary way [6].

Abstract—An information extraction and question answering
model for text, which is based loosely on the human brain
process, is showcased in this paper. The ideology used is based
on how humans perceive and interact with text, and the process
of storing the text for future reference. Each word of each
sentence is cross referenced and linked with all available
information and the answer is given based on matching
information found. The model is basic, but the future
applications and scope of improvement is also shown.
Index Terms—Question Answering, Linguistics, Information
Extraction, Text Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

T

he majority of data and information in the world is
transmitted and stored in the form of text. It could even
be said that language and text are the backbones of the human
civilization. Without communication of knowledge and ideas,
humans could not have progressed to the state they are in
now.[5][6]
The first use of language was to communicate, whether it
be ideas or information. With this motivation in mind, the
goal was to build a simplistic computer model for analyzing
and storing information in text, for easy retrieval [7].
This document is divided into four sections. The first
section addresses the ideology used to build the model. The
second section displays the model built so far. The third
section shows the results achieved. The last section talks
about the future scope and applications of this project.

III. IMPLEMENTATION
A system is built which tries to emulate the process shown
in the last section. Each aspect is explained in detail in the
following subsections.
A. Data Used and Depiction of Process
The flowcharts Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 depict the salient features of
the process. The data sources are listed below:
1. Pang & Lee Data Set: A collection of movie reviews [1]
2. Newspaper Data: Local newspaper data was collected
and used. About 400 English news articles were
collected.
3. Wikipedia Data: Around 200 Wikipedia pages were
used.

II. IDEOLOGY

B. Text Parsing Module

A very simple adaptation of the human brain's process of
perceiving information is used. Consider a simple sentence:

Stop words in the input text are removed and the remaining
words are considered to be the entities in the text.
Input text is parsed using the Stanford Parser. The
dependency parsing module of the Stanford parser is most
useful and efficient in this present endeavor, as we can obtain
the relations between entities in data, which is most useful for
storing data for easy retrieval. For example, for the sample
sentence used in the last section, "Bob went to Jim's house
last weekend.", the dependencies output is:

“Bob went to Jim's house last weekend.”
The first thing that is addressed is the identity of the entity
Manuscript received on November 18, 2016, accepted on October 12,
2017, published on June 30, 2018.
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Figure 1. General flowchart of the process.

nmod:poss(house-6, Jim-4),
case(Jim-4, 's-5),
nmod(went-2, house-6),
amod(weekend-8, last-7),
dobj(went-2, weekend-8)}}

nsubj(went-2, Bob-1)
root(ROOT-0, went-2)
case(house-6, to-3)
nmod:poss(house-6, Jim-4)
case(Jim-4, 's-5)
nmod(went-2, house-6)
amod(weekend-8, last-7)
dobj(went-2, weekend-8)

The same is done for all the entities in the sentence,
including "house". For decreasing space taken, the string of
tags is stored once, and subsequently referenced in each
entity.
This is done because as each entity is referenced, for
effective question answering, it is relevant to have the
information of all occasions the reference was instanced
[8][9].

Thus, we have a set of the dependencies between the words.
C. Text Storage Module
Text is stored in the form of a dictionary of lists in python.
All the dependency tags associated are also stored. For the
entity Bob, the resulting information stored would be:

D. Question Answering Module
Question answering is the main test through which the system
can be assessed and tested. A sample question:

Bob : {1{nsubj(went-2, Bob-1),
root(ROOT-0, went-2),
case(house-6, to-3),

POLIBITS, vol. 57, 2018, pp. 89–92
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Figure 2. Flowchart of one step of the process.

The steps in which simple questions are answered are:
1.
2.
3.

4.








Identify entities (in this case, tokens) using a tokenizer
i.e. house, Bob, last weekend
Iterate over all entries of each entity of the question
sentence in the database.
Output the instance entry with the maximum matching (at
least above 65 percent, this figure established by manual
testing)
Output the missing entity in the instance as the answer

The approaches combined give nominal results for all
question words except “who”. For “who”, all the instances
themselves are outputted. In the following section, the types
of questions used and observations seen are displayed
[2][3][4].

This is a simple and naive approach for basic questions. In
the case that this fails, the case is either that the question is
complex, or that no data exists to answer the question. In the
case of a complex question like:

E. Results & Observations
This approach was taken after first manually checking the
viability of using such an approach. About 100 sentences
from newspaper data were taken and checked manually. As
an accuracy of more than 60 percent was obtained, the work
was continued. Accuracy in this case is simply meant to be
whether any frame element matched with the tag of the
question word. The tags of the question word were also
decided upon after tweaking with other alternatives. The best
results were obtained when using these tags, which are the
tags that the question words have themselves in framenet.
The results obtained for each data set are displayed in
Table 1.

Where is Bob?
In this case, the matching approach wouldn't work. Thus, a
different approach is used:
1.

2.

All question words are hard coded to tags, for instance,
"where" to the "spatial location" tag and "when" to the
"temporal collocation" tag (except the "who" tag).
FrameNet is used. The FrameNet project is building a
lexical database of English that is both human- and
machine- readable, based on annotating examples of how
words are used in actual texts. It is a dictionary of more
than 10,000 word senses, most of them with annotated
examples that show the meaning and usage.

TABLE 1.
Obtained results.

Frame elements are frame-specific defined semantic roles
that are the basic units of a frame.
In the case of "where", which has a spatial tag, all entities
in instances of the entity in the question are searched in
framenet. If a "spatial" tag is located in the core or non-core
frame elements of the frame of the entity searched, then the
entity, and its closest modifiers (from the stored Stanford
dependency tags) are outputted.
For example, "Where" has the "spatial" tag. Each word in
the sentence is searched in framenet. For the entity "house”,
which is in the frame "buildings", there is a "spatial" tag in the
non-core frame element. Thus, the entity, and its closest
modifier, which is "Jim's"(only certain tags are considered,
like nmod) is chosen as the answer.
The tags for each question word are:

https://doi.org/10.17562/PB-57-10

When: Temporal\_Collocation
What: Entity
Why: Reason
Which: Entity
Where: Spatial\_Co-location
How: Means

Dataset

Accuracy

Pang & Lee

67%

Newspaper

69%

Wikipedia

53%

Accuracy was checked manually for 200 sentences from
each data set. Questions were 50% simple questions, and the
rest complex.
It is to be noted that in the case of newspaper data, the
highest accuracy was achieved. This can be attributed to the
style and general format of sentences in the data. As the
majority of the sentences are used to state facts, it is easier to
answer questions. In the cases where answers spanned a
phrase, the first approach gives answers accurately. It was
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also noted that most of the questions of such a variety did fall
under the category of the first approach. This could be
because in the cases where specific answers are needed, the
questions also need to be specific. E.g., for the specific date of
a certain event, some other information like the location of the
event must also be given the question. And the presence of
such information enables the first approach to work.
The lowest accuracy was in the case of the Wikipedia
dataset. This is because of the high presence of data which
might not be directly related to the topic of the text itself, at
least in a way that can be identified by the present system.
Answers which had too many sentences were also regarded as
false, as such the accuracy is lower.
The performance was uniform on the Pang & Lee data sets,
as the data itself was fairly uniform. Not many abnormalities
were noticed, but the abundance of data for the "who"
question was noted, as a very naive approach was used in that
case.

Overall, this was only the first step in building a model
which can even be referred to as being based on the human
brain process. Future work will revolve around first
increasing the viability and accuracy of the system, before
again focusing on replicating the human brain process, to any
extent.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The future development of this model lies in using also the
context of the text to answer questions regarding a sentence.
Question answering has a wide variety of uses. Although for
now the model cannot contend either in the scope of accuracy
or complexity, it can compete in the area of varying domains.
Because of the general implementation, which is not restricted
to a certain domain, the model can be used in any domain for
reasonable results.
A time-based model can also be built based on this model,
which can record the states in the text. For example, if there
are two sentences-"Bob went to Jim's house last weekend",
and, "Bob is in Harry's house now", and the question
regarding the location of Bob is asked, the system, which
keeps a track of the temporal implications of sentences,
should be able to give the correct answer, i.e. Harry's house.
This is only one state, and other states can also be recorded
and used to answer questions. This would increase accuracy
by quite a fair bit.
Another improvement would be adding the capability of
taking social media and chat data as the input. This would
further increase the number of areas in which the model can
be used.
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